Natomas Joint Vision Reimbursement Agreement

October 28, 2008

REPORT TO COUNCIL
City of Sacramento
915 1 Street, Sacramento, CA 95814-2604
www. CityofSacramento.org
Consent

October 28, 2008
Honorable Mayor and
Members of the City Council
Title. Natomas Joint Vision Reimbursement Agreement
Location/Council District: Unincorporated portion of the Natomas Basin within
Sacramento County adjacent to District 1
Recommendation: Adopt a Resolution authorizing the City Manager to execute an
agreement with Sacramento County for reimbursement of the City for consultant and
staff costs incurred for preparation of the Natomas Joint Vision Visioning Plan.
Contact: Scot Mende, New Growth Manager, 808-4756
Presenters: N/A
Department: Planning
Division: New Growth
Organization No: 22001211
Description/Analysis: Under the proposed agreement, the County of Sacramento will
reimburse the City for its staff and outside legal costs related to the Joint Vision
Visioning Plan with funds the County receives from the Natomas Landowners Group,
allowing the City to maintain current staff efforts and engage legal consultants without
negatively impacting the City's General Fund. This agreement will ensure that the
Natomas Joint Vision process will continue to move forward in a timely manner.
On September 24, 2008, the County Board of Supervisors approved an agreement
between the County of Sacramento and the Natomas Landowners Group whereby the
Natomas Landowners Group will provide funding to prepare a Joint Vision Visioning
(Broad Visioning) Plan. That agreement provides for the County to collect funds from
the Natomas Landowners Group to pay for staff and consultant costs incurred by both
the City and County in preparing the Visioning Plan, and contemplates that the County
and City will enter into a side agreement whereby the County will reimburse the City for
its staff and legal consultant costs.
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The attached agreement between the City and County provides for the reimbursement
of staff costs (up to $10,000/month for 10 months) and City-directed legal consultant
costs (up to $20,000). The work products proposed for the Broad Visioning process are
as follows:
• A set of fundamental principles to address the myriad issues and guide
subsequent planning efforts
•

Conceptual land use diagram

•

A project description with sufficient detail to
o initiate a General Plan Amendment, prepare a programmatic EIR, initiate
a specific plan process, and
o prepare a preliminary effects analysis and an agriculture / open space /
habitat strategy.

Issues: Without funding by the Natomas Landowners Group, preparation of the
Visioning Plan would not go forward. However, it is important to note that no promises,
representations, or warranties have been made, express or implied, by the County or
City as to the outcome of the Visioning Plan, and the use of landowner funds in no way
influences the content of the final product.
Policy Considerations: The agreement establishes a collaborative planning process
between the City and County to implement land use and open space planning and
revenue sharing principles. The Natomas Joint Vision area has been identified in the
draft 2030 General Plan as a "study area"; land use policies pertaining to potential
development in the Natomas Joint Vision study area have been drafted, including
Growth and Change Section '1.1. If territory within the Joint Vision area is annexed into
the City, a General Plan Amendment would be required.
Environmental Considerations: The Broad Visioning process is not a "project" within
the meaning of CEQA, and therefore environmental review is not required at this time.
If and when a decision regarding urbanization of the Joint Vision area is before the
Council, environmental review would be required at that time.
Sustainability Considerations: The sustainability of any new development in the
Natomas Joint Vision area ultimately depends on the plan as a whole and how it is
implemented. At this stage, the focus for the Natomas Joint Vision should be for the
City to develop a shared vision with the County regarding goals for sustainable
development, and the development of a land use plan and policies which support these
goals.
Rationale for Recommendation: This funding agreement for the Broad Visioning
process is necessary to move forward with the Natomas Joint Vision effort.
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Financial Considerations: The Broad Visioning process is being supported by
landowner/developer funding for City and County staff and consultants. This funding
agreement provides for a $100,000 landowner contribution for City staff time plus
$20,000 for legal consultants. The County will contract for specialized consultant
services (e.g., land use and biological expertise). The agreement provides
supplemental revenue to the General Fund.
Emerging Small Business Development (ESBD): The County-controlled contracts
are not required to meet City ESBD requirements. The $20,000 City-controlled contract
for HCP legal services will be awarded to the firm with specific applicable legal
experience with the Natomas Basin Habitat Conservation Plan.

Respectfully Submitted by:
Scot Mende
New Growth Manager

Approved by:
Carol Shear
Director of Plan

Recommendation Approved:
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BACKGROUND - NATOMAS JOINT VISION
Natomas Joint Vision Project History
Adoption of the 2002 Natomas Joint Vision MOU
On December 10, 2002, the City Council and Board of Supervisors adopted a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) regarding principles of land use and open
space planning, and revenue sharing between the City and County of Sacramento for
the Natomas area, setting the stage for what has come to be known as the "Natomas
Joint Vision" (Resolution 2002-830 on file with City Clerk). Since that time, City and
County staff have been working to implement the MOU.
Broad Visioning Approach
The Broad Visioning approach emerged as an outcome of the November 26, 2007 City
and County staff meeting with Natomas landowners. The proposed Broad Visioning
approach would supplement the technical process and make it more collaborative and
could help define the land use & open space alternatives.
The intent of the Broad Visioning process is to collaboratively engage landowners in the
creation of a draft vision land use concept that can be vetted with the public. The "Staff
& Facilitator Team" - which includes key City and County staff and facilitators retained
by the major landowners - has prepared a process, work program, and funding
agreement for an inclusive process. The visioning effort will incorporate the principles of
the 2002 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), the Open Space Program report, and
preliminary results from the Municipal Services Review effort.
On July 29, 2008, the Council approved initiation of a work program for the Broad
Visioning process to move forward with the Natomas Joint Vision effort. The staff
report identified that a funding agreement would be forthcoming.
Other Backg round Information
Other background information is available on the Planning Department webpage at:
http:/lwww cityofsacramento.orgfplanning/ roiectslnatomas-ioint-yisionf.
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Attachment 2
RESOLUTION NO.
Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
APPROVING AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO AND THE
COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO REGARDING THE REIMBURSEMENT TO CITY FOR
CONSULTANT AND STAFF COSTS FOR
PREPARATION OF THE NATOMAS JOINT VISION VISIONING PLAN
BACKGROUND
A.

The City and County entered into a Memorandum of Understanding, hereinafter
referred to as Joint Vision MOU, on December 10, 2002, agreeing to principles of
urbanization, open space preservation and revenue sharing for unincorporated
Natomas.

B.

The City and County propose to jointly prepare a Natomas Joint Vision (NJV)
Visioning Plan necessary for the implementation of the Joint Vision MOU. As City
and County are similarly interested in the preparation of the NJV Visioning Plan,
City and County desire to share the cost of preparing the NJV Visioning Plan in
anticipation of having those costs paid for by the Natomas Landowners Group,
without which the Visioning Plan effort would not proceed.

C.

The City, through the City Attorney's Office, will retain legal consultants in the
amount of up to $20,000 to assist in the preparation of the NJV Visioning Plan.
The City anticipates that it will also incur staff costs of $100,000 during the tenmonth work program to prepare the Visioning Plan.

D.

The County has entered into an agreement with certain landowners within the
Joint Vision Area (the Natomas Landowners Group), whereby the Natomas
Landowners Group will pay the County a dollar amount sufficient to pay for the
City's and County's costs of preparing the NJV Visioning Plan. The City and
County now desire to enter into an agreement for the City to be reimbursed by the
County for the costs the City incurs for staff time and consultant services for the
preparation of the NJV Visioning Plan.

BASED ON THE FACTS SET FORTH IN THE BACKGROUND, THE CITY COUNCIL
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. The City Council finds and determines that the background statements A
through D are true.
Section 2. The City Manager is authorized to execute the attached agreement (entitled
"Memorandum of Understanding") with the County for the City to obtain
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reimbursement of costs it incurs for legal consultants and staff time for
preparation of the Natomas Joint Vision Visioning Plan.
Table of Contents:
Exhibit A: Agreement - Memorandum of Understanding Regarding Reimbursement of City
Costs for NJV Visioning Plan
Attachment to Exhibit A - Funding Agreement with the Natomas Landowners Group
for County of Sacramento Participation in the Development of a Vision Plan for
Natomas
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EXHIBIT A

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO
AND THE COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO REGARDING THE REIMBURSEMENT TO
CITY FOR CONSULTANT AND STAFF COSTS FOR
PREPARATION OF THE NATOMAS JOINT VISION VISIONING PLAN
This Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") is made and entered into on
by and between the County of Sacramento, a political
subdivision of the State of California, hereinafter referred to as "County", and the City of
Sacramento, a charter municipal corporation, hereinafter referred to as "City".
RECITALS
City and County entered into a Memorandum of Understanding, hereinafter
A.
referred to as Joint Vision MOU, on December 10, 2002, agreeing to principles of
urbanization, open space preservation and revenue sharing for unincorporated
Natomas.
City and County desire to work cooperatively to jointly prepare a Natomas Joint
B.
Vision (NJV) Visioning Plan necessary for the implementation of the Joint Vision MOU.
City and County are similarly interested in the preparation of the NJV Visioning
C.
Plan, and therefore City and County desire to share the cost of preparing the NJV
Visioning Plan in anticipation of having those costs paid for by the Natomas
Landowners Group.
City, through the City Attorney's office, will retain legal consultants in the amount
D.
of up to $20,000 to assist in the preparation of the NJV Visioning Plan.
City anticipates that it will incur staff costs of $100,000 to work on preparing the
E.
Visioning Plan over the ten-month work program.
County has entered into a funding agreement with the Natomas Landowners
F.
Group, entitled Funding Agreement With The Natomas Landowners Group For County
Of Sacramento Participation In The Development Of A Vision Plan For Natomas
(hereafter "Funding Agreement"), attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated herein
by this reference, whereby the Natomas Landowners Group will pay the County a dollar
amount sufficient to pay for the City's and County's costs of preparing the NJV
Visioning Plan.
City and County now desire to enter into a reimbursement agreement
G.
("Reimbursement MOU") for the City to be reimbursed by the County for costs the City
incurs for legal consultant services and staff time for the preparation of the NJV
Visioning Plan.
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AGREEMENT
Now, therefore, City and County agree as follows:
1

Cost of Consultant.
County acknowledges that City, through the City Attorney's Office, will retain a
legal consultant to assist in the preparation of the NJV Visioning Plan for a total
of up to $20,000.

2.

Staff Support and Responsibilities.
City and County staff shall provide staff support for the preparation of the
a.
NJV Visioning Plan as described in the Funding Agreement. Pursuant to the
Joint Vision MOU, the Scope of Work's focus will be on the portion of the
Natomas Basin within Sacramento County that includes the entire Joint Vision
Area. The Scope of Work may only be amended in writing and signed by both
parties. City and County staff will provide for multiple check-in points with City
and County elected officials and the consultants as necessary. City and County
shall work together to provide direction to their consultants. City shall act as the
primary contact for the City's consultant,
County acknowledges that the cost of City staff time to assist in the
b.
preparation of the NJV Visioning Plan will be $10,000 per month for ten months,
for a total of $100,000.
City and County agree that neither party has made any promises,
c.
representations or warranties to the Natomas Landowners Group, express or
implied, as to the outcome of the Visioning Plan, and that the use of landowner
funds in no way influences the content of the final product. The City and County
acknowledge that pursuant to Section 9 of the Funding Agreement, the Natomas
Landowners Group also agrees that neither the City nor County have made any
promises, representations or warranties to the Natomas Landowners Group,
express or implied, as to the outcome of the Visioning Plan, and acknowledges
that reimbursement of the City's and County's expenses with landowner funds
will in no way influence the content of the final product.

3.

Payment of the Consultant by City.
Upon receiving periodic invoices from its legal consultant, for assistance in
preparing the NJV Visioning Plan, City shall be responsible for paying said
invoiced amounts.

4.

Re-payment of Consultant and Staff-time Costs to City by Count .
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County acknowledges that it has entered into the Funding Agreement with
a.
the Natomas Landowners Group who will pay the County a dollar amount
sufficient to pay for the City's and County's costs of preparing the NJV Visioning
Plan. County further acknowledges that the City was not a party to said Funding
Agreement in anticipation that the County will reimburse the City for its
consultant and staff costs incurred in the preparation of the NJV Visioning Plan
under this separate Reimbursement MOU.
The City shall submit its costs estimates to the County on a quarterly
b.
basis in a timely fashion so that the County can submit its cost estimates to the
Natomas Landowners Group as required by Section 5 of the Funding
Agreement. At the end of each quarter, the City shall prepare a summary of any
invoices it has paid to its legal consultant in connection with the preparation of
the NJV Visioning Plan. The City shall submit the quarterly estimates and the
summary of invoices to County at the address listed below:
County of Sacramento
Planning Department, Administrative Officer
827 7th Street, Room 230
Sacramento, CA 95814
Attn: Mike Miller
County shall, within 120 days of receiving the cost estimates, remit the invoiced
amounts to City at the address listed below:
City of Sacramento
Administrative Officer Planning Department
915 I Street, 3rd floor, New City Hall
Sacramento, CA 95814
Attn: Diane Morrison
At the end of the third quarter, City and County shall reconcile the
c.
amounts paid to City based on the quarterly estimates with actual costs incurred
by City. If after the preparation of the NJV Visioning Plan is completed the dollar
amount paid to the City pursuant to this Reimbursement MOU exceeds its actual
costs, City shall re-pay the overage to County.
If at any time the City anticipates that its total costs are likely to exceed
d.
$20,000 for legal consultant services or $100,000 for staff time, it shall bring this
fact to the attention of County and the parties shall negotiate as to any additional
amounts that shall be paid to City, or as to what services the County and
Natomas Landowners Group are willing to forego in order to avoid such
additional costs. This Reimbursement MOU shall then be amended to reflect
any additional reimbursement that will be allowed.
The reimbursement payments required to be made to City under
e.
subsection 4.b. are required to be made within 120 days only if County has
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received the necessary funding from the Natomas Landowners Group pursuant
to the Funding Agreement or if there are sufficient funds in the security deposit
that is required under the Funding Agreement.
City reserves the right to take any necessary action to enforce payment of
f.
amounts due under this Reimbursement MOU, including but not limited to,
suspending work or filing a lawsuit against County or the Natomas Landowners
Group, or both, to recover payment.
5.

Amendments.
This MOU may be amended only in writing, signed by both parties.

6.

Additional Work or Changes in Work.
This MOU shall apply to all additional work or changes in work that are
necessary to complete preparation of the NJV Visioning Plan. Prior to executing
any supplemental agreement or other agreement that will increase the costs
associated with the preparation of the NJV Visioning Plan, City and County shall
confer regarding the necessity of the proposed supplemental agreement or other
agreement.

7.

Notices.
Any notice or other correspondence to a party to this MOU shall be deemed
given on the date it is placed in the United States mail, first class, postage
prepaid, and addressed to the party at the following address:
Notices to City:
Carol Shearly, Director of Planning
Planning Department
New City Hall
915 I Street, 3`'j Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814
Notices to County:
Robert Sherry
Planning Director
827 7th Street, Room 230
Sacramento, CA 95814

8.

Effective Date.
This Reimbursement MOU shall be effective upon the date it is fully executed by
both parties.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereby execute this Memorandum of
Understanding as of the date and the year written above.

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO

CITY OF SACRAMENTO

By:

By:
City Manager

County Executive
Date:

Date:

APPROVED AS TO FORM

APPROVED AS TO FORM

By:

By:
City Attorney

County Counsel

ATTEST

By:
City Clerk

Table of Contents:
Attachment to Exhibit A
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FUNDING AGREEMENT WITH THE NATOMAS LANDOWNERS GROUP FOR
COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO PARTICIPATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A
VISION PLAN FOR NATOMAS
THIS AGREEMENT is made this 241h- day of September, 2008 (the "Effective Date"),
by and between the County of Sacramento, a political subdivision of the State of California
(hereinafter referred to as the "County"), and the Owners, all of whom are authorized to do
business in the State of California and are members of the Natomas Landowners Group,
(hereinafter referred to individually as "Owner(s)" and collectively as "Owners' Group");
RECITALS
A. Owners or their affiliates, have a legal or equitable interest in land within that portion of
the unincorporated area of the County, located north and west of the City of Sacramento
("City"), west of Steelhead Creek, south of the Sutter County Line and east of the
Sacramento River, within the area shown in Exhibit A and known as the Natomas Joint
Vision Area {"Joint Vision Area"); and
B. County has determined that the Joint Vision Area is an area of unique importance to the
region, and accordingly desires that land use planning for the Joint Vision Area should
proceed in a unified and comprehensive fashion, commencing with a Visioning Plan, and
that piece-meal efforts to plan and entitle portions of the Joint Vision Area should be
avoided; and
C. The Visioning Plan is the first phase of a planning effort by the County and the City to
develop future land use concept scenarios for the Joint Vision Area, intended by the
Parties to culminate in future General Plan Amendments by the County and City and the
preparation of a Specific Plan for the Joint Vision Area; and
D. The Owners' Group is comprised of certain individual property owners within the Joint
Vision Area who have joined together to provide initial funding for the Visioning Plan,
without which the Visioning Plan effort would not proceed; and
E. County has determined that the Visioning Plan process in cooperation with the City will
confer a substantial benefit to all properties within the Joint Vision Area, including
properties owned or controlled by non-participants in the Visioning Plan process; and
F. The cost burden of the Visioning Plan effort which will be funded by the Owners' Group
pursuant to this Agreement is disproportionately greater than the relative amount of
acreage owned or controlled by members of the Owners' Group within the Joint Vision
Area; and
G. It is the intent of the Parties to require reimbursement of Visioning Plan costs on a
equitable pro-rata basis by non-participating property owners within the Joint Vision
Area upon a decision by such property owners to participate in the Visioning Plan as
participating owners, or if and when such property owners pursue entitlement of their
properties ; and
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H. Owners have indicated that time is of the essence, and desire that the County proceed
with the City at this time with the preparation and processing of the Visioning Plan; and

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants set forth
herein, the Parties agree as follows;

AGREEMENT
Section 1.
reference.

Incorporation of Recitals. The foregoing recitals are hereby incorporated by

Joint Vision Area. County agrees to continue the Visioning Plan process for the
Section 2.
Joint Vision Area, which area is generally depicted on Exhibit "A" of this Agreement, attached
hereto and by this reference incorporated herein.
Work Program. The scope, timing, budget and schedule of funding for the
Section 3.
Visioning Plan process is set forth in the Work Program depicted in Exhibit B, which is attached
hereto and by this reference incorporated herein. The budget for the Work Program includes
those specific costs incurred by the County, City and Owners' Group after July 1, 2008 as
identified in Exhibit B. Owners agree that nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to
obligate or create a duty on the part of the County to strictly follow the scope of work and
proposed timing of its efforts as set forth in the Work Program. Owners specifically agree that
the Work Program is simply a guideline for the preparation of the Visioning Plan and related
studies, and that the County shall have the authority to modify, add to, or delete any of the items
or time frames set forth in the Work Program if County determines, in its full and sole discretion
that the Visioning Plan effort requires any such changes. The County agrees to notify Owners of
any such proposed modifications, additions, or deletions and, to the extent that any such changes
affect the timing of or budget for the Work Program, the County shall consult with the Owners
prior to implementing any such modifications, additions or deletions. At the same time,
however, County commits to diligently implement the Work Program and schedule through to its
completion. Owners agree to provide funding for the Work Program, as specifically set forth in
Section 5 of this Agreement. County agrees that the scoping process for preparation of an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for subsequent General Plan Amendments, Urban Services
Boundary adjustments, and Specific Plan preparation for the Joint Vision Area can and should
commence at the earliest possible opportunity, as land use concept scenarios are developed
through the Visioning Plan process.

Selection and Retention of Consultants. County reserves absolute discretion as
Section 4.
to the selection of any and all consultants that may be necessary to assist them in completing
studies required to prepare the Visioning Plan. The Parties acknowledge that Owners intend to
furnish the County certain additional technical studies for consideration in developing the
Visioning Plan, as indicated in the Work Program. The parties further agree that Owners will
2
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separately retain consultants to prepare technical studies, provide engineering services, and
provide project management as identified in the Work Program.

Funding of Work Program by Owners' Group. Funding of the Work Program
Section 5.
shall be administered by the County, and funding shall be made to the County by Owners' Group
in accordance with the following provisions:
Within 30 days of execution of this Agreement, Owners' Group agrees to provide
5.1
the County with a security deposit in the sum of one hundred and thirty thousand dollars
($130,000.00) ("Security Deposit"). The Security Deposit shall be held by the County in a
segregated interest-bearing trust account created for the purposes of this agreement and shall be
held as security to secure the Owners' obligation hereunder, with interest accruing to the benefit
of the Owners.
The Parties anticipate that the Work Program will be initiated in September 2008,
5.2
and completed in May 2009. Accordingly, the term of this Agreement shall be divided into
three-month quarters for funding purposes (individually, a "Quarter") as follows: September 1,
2008 to November 30, 2008; December 1, 2008 to February 28, 2009; and March 1, 2009 to May
31, 2009.
Prior to the beginning of each Quarter, the County, following consultation with
5.3
the Owners' Group, shall provide Owners' Group with an estimate of the total Work Program
costs that the County anticipates will be incurred over the next Quarter. Within 30 days of
receipt of the Quarter's estimate from the County, Owners' Group shall pay the County the
amount set forth in the estimate to cover Work Program costs during the identified Quarter.
Owners' Group shall remit full payment for each estimate in a single transmittal to the County,
with multiple checks permitted.
The parties agree and acknowledge that the County's Quarterly estimates are
5.4
estimates only and are not binding on the County. At the end of each Quarter, and following
consultation with the Owners' Group, the County will conduct a reconciliation of the estimated
costs and the actual costs incurred for the preceding Quarter. If actual costs incurred by the
County exceed the estimate for that preceding Quarter, the Owners' Group shall pay the
difference within 30 days' notice from the County. If the estimated costs exceed the actual costs
incurred, the overage shall be applied by the County to the costs for the following Quarter. If
this Agreement becomes effective in the middle of a Quarter, the County shall, within 20 days of
the effective date of this Agreement, provide the Owners' Group an initial cost estimate for the
initial Quarter, which shall be paid by Owners' Group within 30 days of receipt of the initial
estimate. If the County fails to provide an estimate for any particular Quarter, Owners' Group
may request an estimate, which shall be provided by the County within 20 days of receipt of the
request. A failure of the County to provide an estimate for any given Quarter shall not constitute
a waiver of recovery of any costs by the County for that Quarter or any other Quarter. Within 30
days following the end of each quarter, the County shall provide Developer with a detailed
summary of the actual costs incurred over the previous Quarter by the County.
If Owners' Group fails to make a Quarterly payment to the County, as provided in
5.5
Section 5.4, the County shall have the right, without any further notice to Owners, to draw

3
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against the Security Deposit to pay any outstanding County costs incurred pursuant to the Work
Program. If any amount of the Security Deposit is used by the County pursuant to this Section,
Owners' Group shall replenish any such amounts of the Security Deposit within 30 days' written
notice from the County. If, for any reason, a County request for replenishment of the Security
Deposit from Owners' Group is not fully satisfied within thirty (30) days, the County may,
following consultation with the Owners, suspend all activity of County staff and consultants in
connection with the Work Program, until the requested replenishment of the Security Deposit is
submitted to County by the Owners' Group. The Owners' Group retains the right to refuse to
replenish the Security Deposit, such refusal to be communicated in writing to the County. In the
event of such refusal, the County retains exclusive right to terminate the Agreement immediately
upon written notification to Owners' Group. In the event the County exercises the right to
terminate the Agreement as a result of the refusal of the Owners' Group to replenish the Security
Deposit, all remaining Security Deposit funds shall be immediately returned to the Owners'
Group.
All funds due under this Agreement shall be paid by Owners' Group. It shall be
5.6
Owners' Group's obligation to divide responsibility amongst its constituent members for each
of their share of the payment of any funds due under this Agreement. Each Owner that is a Party
to this Agreement acknowledges responsibility for payment to the Owners' Group, or a
designated representative of Owners responsible for collections, of his or her initial proportionate
share toward completion of the Work Program, and each Owner agrees that his or her initial
proportionate share is reflected in the table by acreage of ownership, as set forth in Exhibit "C"
of this Agreement, which exhibit is attached hereto and by this reference incorporated herein.
The obligation for payment of funds or other general liability under this agreement shall not
extend beyond the actual property owners comprising Owners' Group, and shall not be
construed or regarded as obligations of any of Owners' agents, officers, employees,
shareholders or representatives.
If any funds paid by Owners' Group hereunder have not been expended or
5.7
committed for Work Program costs after the County determines that the Visioning Plan process
has been completed, the County shall return to Owners' Group such unexpended or uncommitted
amount within 30 days of the date the Visioning Plan process is determined complete by the
County. Any interest received by the County on the Funds shall be applied to outstanding
County costs or returned to Owners' Group.
All funds due under this Agreement shall be delivered to the County for deposit
5.8
into an interest-bearing trust account established by the County, and the funds shall be accounted
for by the County in the manner in which such funds are normally accounted for. All fitnds
provided by Owners' Group under this Agreement shall be used in the sole discretion of the
County to fund or aid in the funding of the Work Program. Prior to entering into a contract with
any consultant or contractor beyond those listed in the Work Program to be paid by funds
contributed by Owners' Group, County shall meet and confer with Owners' Group.
Notwithstanding the above, County retains final discretion regarding the hiring of additional
consultants or contractors.
In the event, for any reason, Owners' Group fails to make any payment of funds
5.9
to the County, as required herein, the County shall issue a written notification of default to
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Owners' Group, If the County's request for payment of funds, as set forth in the notification of
default is not fully satisfied within thirty (30) days, the County may, following consultation with
Owners' Group, suspend all activity of County staff and consultants in connection with the Work
Program until the requested payment of funds is received by County.
5.10 An express repudiation, refusal or renunciation of this Agreement, if the same is
in writing and executed by Owners' Group, shall be sufficient to terminate this Agreement.
Owners' Group obligation to fund Work Program costs incurred by the County prior to the date
of written termination by Owners' Group shall survive termination of the Agreement.
At the end of each Quarter, Owners' Group shall provide a written statement to
5,11
the County, detailing the amounts paid by the Owners' Group during that Quarter to consultants
retained directly by Owners' Group for services associated with Visioning Plan, including
engineering services, technical analysis and project management.
Termination of Participation of Individual Owner. At any time during the
Section 6.
term of this Agreement, if any Owner that is a party to this Agreement elects to terminate
participation in the Visioning Plan, or otherwise fails to submit its share of payment of costs of
the Work Program, the Owners' Group may inform the County in writing of such failure to pay,
with a copy of such notice delivered to the Owner in question. If payment of delinquent funds is
not provided to the Owners' Group by the Owner in question within thirty (30) days of the
receipt of written notice, this Agreement may be amended to remove the Owner as a Party to the
Agreement. Except as provided in Section 7.6, in no case shall loss of party status entitle that
Owner to reimbursement or refund by County of funds previously paid pursuant to this
Agreement,

Section 7.

Approval of Additional Parties.

if at any time during the term of this Agreement any of the Owners whose
7.1
participation was terminated under Section 6 desires to have their status as a Party to the
Agreement reinstated, such Owner may submit a written request for reinstatement to the County.
The County Planning Director shall approve such reinstatement and accordingly amend this
Agreement, subject to receipt of payment of that Owner's pro rata share of all funding due under
the Agreement (including interest) as of the date of reinstatement, less any funds previously paid
by that Owner prior to termination. Any such Owner shall upon reinstatement as a Party to this
Agreement be subject to all of its terms and conditions.
If at any time during the term of this Agreement an owner of property within the
7.2
Joint Vision Area who was not originally a Party to this Agreement desires to become a Party,
such property owner may submit a written request for party status to the County. The Agreement
may be amended to add the owner a s a party to this Agreement, subject to receipt of payment to
the County of the property owner's pro rata share of all funding due under the Agreement
(including interest) as of the Effective Date, and such property owner's execution of the
Agreement in counterpart. County finds the Visioning Plan effort preferable to processing
individual applications within the Joint Vision area and accordingly acknowledges the value of
implementing the Visioning Plan Work Program.

5
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For a period of fifteen (15) years following expiration of the term of this
7.3
Agreement, the County shall require any owner of property within the Joint Vision Area who
was not a Party to this Agreement (or whose status as a Party was terminated under Section 6 and
not reinstated pursuant to Section 7.1) to pay an application fee (the "Application Fee") which
shall include funds for reimbursement of the applicant's pro-rata share of the funding incurred
and paid by the Owners' Group, including interest accruing as of the Effective Date, as specified
in Section 7.4. In the event that the County has not adopted an Application Fee to ensure
reimbursement from non-participating property owners, the County shall require the applicant, as
a condition to be satisfied prior to County acceptance of any application for development of the
property in question with urban uses, to pay to the County a pro-rata share of the funding
incurred and paid by the Owners' Group to implement the Work Program, plus interest accruing
as of the Effective Date, as set forth in Section 7.4.. For the purposes of this Section, the term
"urban uses" shall mean any land use or entitlement not permitted under the General Plan and
Zoning designation applicable to the property in question as of the Effective Date.
For the purposes of this Agreement and the allocation of pro-rata shares, funding
7.4
due from or paid by the Owners' Group to implement the Work Program shall include (a) funds
paid to the County pursuant to Sections 5.1 through 5.8, (b) funds paid by the Owners Group to
directly retain consultants pursuant to Section 5.11, and (c) funds paid by the Owners' Group for
certain professional services associated with Visioning Plan prior to the Effective Date, as
detailed on Exhibit B.
The obligation of non-participating property owners within the Joint Vision Area
7.5
to provide pro-rata funding and/or reimbursement for costs incurred by the Owners' Group for
the Work Program, whether pursuant to Sections 7.1, 7.2 7.3, or 7.4, shall be cumulative to (and
not superceded by) any future obligations to contribute to or fund additional planning and
entitlement efforts within the Joint Vision Area beyond the Visioning Plan, including but not
limited to the preparation of an Environmental Impact Report, preparation of a Specific Plan,
General Plan Amendments, and/or studies associated with future annexation.
Upon receipt by the County of any deposits pursuant to Sections 7.1 or 7.2,
7. 6
County shall apply the deposit in pro-rata shares as credit to each Owner against any unsatisfied
funding obligations under this Agreement. In the event that the funding obligations of an
individual Owner under this Agreement has been satisfied as of the date of any deposit pursuant
to Sections 7.1 or 7.2, such Owner shall be entitled to reimbursement of funds received by the
County on a pro-rata basis. Upon receipt by the County of any deposits pursuant to Section 7.3,
County shall distribute such deposit within 30 days on a pro-rata basis to all Owners who were
Parties to the Agreement on the date of the expiration of the Term of this Agreement, and who
were not then in default. With respect to any Owner whose participation as a Party to this
Agreement was terminated pursuant to Section 6, reimbursement shall be limited to a pro-rata
share of costs actually paid by that Owner prior to termination. In the event that funds paid by an
Owner prior to termination exceed that Owner's pro-rata share, said Owner shall be entitled to
reimbursement of excess payment as funds are received by the County.
The Owners' Group, through its project manager, shall have primary
7.7
responsibility for accounting of funds pursuant to this Agreement, including the accounting of
each Owner's responsibility for pro-rata participation, adjustments to pro-rata share from the

6
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addition or removal of Parties to this Agreement, and credits and reimbursements. County and
Owners' Group shall consult with one another as necessary or desirable concerning accounting
matters under this Agreement. Within 7 days following receipt, County shall review all
accounting statements prepared by the Owners' Group, and shall approve each accounting
statement if acceptable to the County. In the event that the County determines that revisions to
an accounting statement should be made, representatives of County and Owners' Group shall
meet and confer for a reasonable period to resolve the matters in question. If no agreement
between the County and Owners' Group is reached, the County's determination shall be final.
For the purposes of Section 7 of this Agreement, interest shall accrue at the rate of
7.8
the federal Prime Rate plus two percent (2%), calculated every 30 days.
In the event that the County terminates the Agreement, or otherwise determines
7.9
not to complete the Visioning Plan process, Owners retain the right to submit applications for
entitlements to the County, or to pursue pending or future administrative appeals relative to the
submittal of entitlement applications.
7.10 The right to reimbursement under this Agreement shall be personal to Owners,
and each of them, and shall not be incident to ownership of real property within the Joint Vision
Area. The right of reimbursement shall continue notwithstanding the subsequent sale or transfer
of any property interest. Any Owner shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to assign their
interest to reimbursement to another person or entity at any time by providing the County written
notice of such assignment.

Participation of City. The County and Owners' Group recognize that the City is
Section 8.
a participating agency with a role in the collaborative planning process for the Joint Vision Area.
The County and Owners' Group anticipate that City participation in the Visioning Plan process,
as well as provisions for funding of City-managed components of the Work Program, will be
addressed through a separate future agreement between the County and City. The County agrees
to use its best efforts to negotiate and enter into an agreement regarding the City's participation
in the Visioning Plan process within a reasonable period, taking into account the Work Program.
timeframe identified in Section 5.2 of this Agreement. In the event that no agreement between
the City and County is reached, the County and Owners' Group shall meet and confer regarding
the need for the County to assume responsibility for all or a portion of the tasks allocated to the
City under the Work Program (including the retention of consultants), and shall amend the Work
Program as appropriate.
Authority of County. Owners agree that no promises, representations, or
Section 9.
warranties have been made, express or implied, by the County, or its officials, agents, or
employees as to the outcome of the Visioning Plan, and it is specifically agreed no person has
any authority to make any such representation, promise, warranty, express or implied to Owners
or any other person that the deposit of funds for the Work Program shall in any way influence the
content of the work product identified in the Work Program for the Visioning Plan. Owners
agree that neither Owners, nor any other person shall, as a result of such deposit, have any
expectations of the work product of the Visioning Plan process resulting in a recommendation or
the selection of an alternative favorable to or benefiting some or all of the Owners in any way.

7
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Nothing herein, however, shall be construed so as to prevent Owners, their agents or
representatives, or both, from participating in public discussions regarding the Visioning Plan or
providing information to County for incorporation into work product for the Visioning Plan.
Section 10. Notices. Notices required pursuant to this Agreement shall be deemed delivered
when deposited in the United States Post, postage prepaid and addressed as set forth in Exhibit
"D" which is attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference.
Successors and Assigns. This Agreement shall bind and inure to the benefit of
Section It.
the respective successors and assigns of the County and Owners. Any Owner shall have the right,
in its sole discretion, to assign its interests under this Agreement to another person or entity
(including an affiliate) at any time by providing the County written notice of such assignment.
Legal Authority. Each Owner represents that it has the legal authority to enter
Section 12.
into this Agreement, and to perform its obligations hereunder, and shall provide evidence to the
other Owners and County concurrent with the execution of this Agreement a Power of Attorney,
Deed of Trust, or other document evidencing that authority and authorizing the person executing
this Agreement to do so.

Section 13. Amendments. This Agreement may be amended in writing provided such
amendment is approved by all the Parties hereto. Amendments to add or remove Parties
pursuant to Sections 6 or 7 may be executed by the Planning Director on behalf of the County;
all other amendments require the approval of the County Board of Supervisors. Unless so
amended, this Agreement constitutes the sole agreement among the Parties and supercedes any
other oral or written understanding of the Parties, and each of them, concerning the subject
matter of this Agreement.
Severability. The invalidity, illegality or unenforceability of any provisions of
Section 14.
this Agreement shall not render the other provisions unenforceable, invalid or illegal.
Time of the Essence. Time is of the essence in the performance of each and every
Section 15.
term of this Agreement.

Counterparts. This Agreement may be signed in counterpat-t, and all counterparts
Section 16.
together constitute one document.

8
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement, in counterpart, on
the day and year first hereinabove written.

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO,
A political subdivision of the
State of California

By:
Jimmie Yee
Chairman of the Board of Supervisors
of Sacramento County, California

(SEAL)
ATTEST:
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

NATOMAS LANDOWNERS GROUP, by its
individual members ("Owners")
[On following pages]
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ANGELO K. TSAKOPOULOS

BY:
Angelo K. Tsakopoulos

DATE:

10
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NORTH NATOMAS/AIRPORT DE MATOS,
LLC, A California Limited Liability Company

BY: AKT Development Corporation, A California
Corporation, Manager

By:
Eleni-Tsakopoulos-Kounalakis,
President

--OR-

By:
Mark Enes, Executive Vice President

DATE:

Non-Member Manager(s)
1.

AKT Development Corporation

12
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GIBSON-TSAKOPOULOS, LLC,a Califomia
Limited Liability Company

BY:
Angelo K. Tsakopoulos, Manager

DATE:

Non-Member Manager
1. Angelo K. Tsakopoulos

13
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WEST LAKESIDE, LLC, A California Limited
Liability Company

BY: AKT Investments, Inc., A California
Corporation, Manager

By:
Angelo Tsakopoulos, Chairman

--OR--

By:
Eleni-Ts akop ouios-Kounalakis,
President

--OR-

By:
Mark Enes, Executive Vice President

DATE:

Managing Member(s)
1.

AKT Investments, Inc.

14
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MJ 318, L.P., a California Limited Partnership

BY:
Angelo K. Tsakopoulos, Managing Partner

DATE:

Managing Partner(s)
1.

Angelo K. Tsakopoulos

15
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]3y: Richud T. Whitney
Title: President

,/ Date

DATF:

16
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NATOMAS BOOT INVESTORS, LLC, A
California Limited Liability Company

BY:

Gidaro Group,,LLq Manager

By:

DATE:

m - 0 T-
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NATOMAS BOOT II, LLC, A California Limited
Liability Company

BY:

DATE:

Gidaro Group, LL , Manager
CZ
By: zq^
teve Gi a

`^ ^ -0
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JEFFREY S. NORTON TRUST

BY:

TITLE:

DATE:

19
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SACA DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a California
Limited Liability Company
BY:

TITLE:
DATE:

^/?PSd
^zC^ 5^
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OSE PROPERTIES N4.3, a California Limited
Partnership

BY: Ose Properties, Inc., its General Partner

1
DAT'E'

^

^
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EXHIBIT A
FUNDING AGREEMENT WITH THE NATOMAS LANDOWNERS GROUP FOR COUNTY OF
SACRAMENTO PARTICIPATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A VISION PLAN FOR NATOMAS

Sacrail^eiito
I 11t6ril-At:tCllla I

AirpUrt

Exhibit A
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EXHIBIT B
FUNDING AGREEMENT WITH THE NATOMAS LANDOWNERS GROUP FOR COUNTY OF
SACRAMENTO PARTICIPATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A VISION PLAN FOR NATOMAS

Project Milestones

Expected Completion Date
July / August 2008

Project Phase I[ Initiation

September 2008

Large Group Review Workshop #1

November 2008

Large Group Review Workshop #2

February 2009

Large Group Review Workshop #3

April 2009

Large Group Review Workshop #4, as necessary
City Council & Board of Supervisors direction & approval

May 2009

Natomas Joint Vision Area
City/County General Plan Amendment
Planning Process Budget

July 08 - May 09
Estimated cost to get to a"development program suitable for
processing general plan amendments and associated EIR,
modify USB, begin specific plan process"
Preliminary Budget
10
Cost Line Item
City Staff Reimbursement
County Staff Reimbursement
Planning Consultant
Engineering
Legal - HCP (Alicia Guerra)
SAFCA Consultant - TBD
(est)
Habitat Effects - Consultant

Monthly
Estimate

Month Total

$10,000
$10,000
$7,500
$5,000
$2,000

$100,000
$100,000
$75,000
$50,000
$20,000

$3,000
$7,500

$30,000
$75,000

$45,000

$450,000

23
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Proposed Work, Progratit
•

City coEitract with consultant
o $20,000 for HC'P legal assistance

•

County Contract with Consultants
o 575,000 for land use planning - contract work with a design principal of a planning firm
n

Tasks include:

+

Gilicie workiiitr c,,rotiP tltroubii issE€es

•

Participate in workshops and outreach meetings

$75,0001o[' biological assessment - preliminary 11abit3t plait (retain specialists)
_$30,000 contingency to be used for engineering or coordination with SAFC'A design
(EDAW), as necessary
•

Landowners Contract with consii1tants

u

550,000 for eugitleeritiJfeisibility of costs
Lzficlon°i►ers iilay retain aclditional eotisultattts to .stipplenteiit effort as neecled

Overall Prodlict
1. Fundamental principles for development mid open spne
2. Initiate general plan anteucluient and specific plan process
a. Conceptual Land use diagnains
i. Some aspects at UubbleJatxow sclieluatic level
ii. Some aspects Nvitli greater detail to tlll ►strate principles
b. Project description
3.

Preliminary "effects analysis"
a. Create a,riculture/o17eu slsaceiliabitat strategy with input ii^oEli1-e6iilatoly agencies
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EXHIBIT C
FUNDING AGREEMENT WITH THE NATOMAS LANDOWNERS GROUP FOR COUNTY OF
SACRAMENTO PARTICIPATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A VISION PLAN FOR NATOMAS

Landowner Property Areas and Percentages
Land Area

Land %

Angelo Tsakopoulos

186

3.761%

North Natomas/Airport De Matos, LLC

115

2.326%

Gibson-Tsakopoulos, LLC

58

1.173%

West Lakeside, LLC

89

1.800%

MJ 318, LP

68

1.375%

Brookfield Land

2,487

50.293%

Gidaro Properties

547

11.062%

Jeff Norton

178

3.600%

Saca Properties

135

2.730%

1,082

21.881%

4,945

100%

Use Properties, Inc

25
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EXHIBIT D
FUNDING AGREEMENT WITH THE NATOMAS LANDOWNERS GROUP FOR COUNTY OF
SACRAMENTO PARTICIPATION IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A VISION PLAN FOR NATOMAS

Landowner Contact Information

Angelo Tsakopoulos
North Natomas/Airport De Matos, LLC
Gibson-Tsakopoulos, LLC
West Lakeside, LLC
M7 318, LP
Brookfield Land
Gidaro Properties
Jeff Norton
Saca Properties
Ose Properties, Inc

Contact Information
7700 College Town Drive Suite 101
Sacramento, CA 95826
7700 College Town Drive Suite 101
Sacramento, CA 95826
7700 College Town Drive Suite 101
Sacramento, CA 95826
7700 College Town Drive Suite 101
Sacramento, CA 95826
7700 College Town Drive Suite 101
Sacramento, CA 95826
2271 Lava Ridge Ct Suite 220
Roseville, CA 95661
3415 American River Dr. Suite C
Sacramento, CA 95864
2591 W Elkhorn Blvd
Rio Linda, Ca, 95673
77 Cadillac Drive Suite 150
Sacramento, CA 95825
2399 American River Dr Suite 7
Sacramento, CA 95825
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Attachment 5
RESOLUTION NO.

Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
RESOLUTION AMENDING THE GENERAL PLAN LAND USE MAP TO
REDESIGNATE 6.02± ACRES FROM INDUSTRIAL TO
COMMUNITY/NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL AND OFFICES AND 2.29#
ACRES FROM INDUSTRIAL TO MEDIUM DENSITY RESIDENTIAL FOR
PROPERTY LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL CITY, SPECIFICALLY AT 1013 D
STREET, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA. ( P07-123) (APN: 002-0076-006, 0020076-007, 002-0076-014, 002-0076-016, 002-0076-018, 002-0076-019, 0020076-020, 002-0076-021, 002-0113-003, 002-0113-011, 002-0113-012, 0020113-013, 002-0113-014, 002-0113-019, 002-0113-020, 002-0113-022, 0020113-023)
BACKGROUND
A.
On October 9, 2008, the City Planning Commission conducted a public hearing
on, and forwarded to the City Council a recommendation to approve the General Plan
amendment.
B.
On October 28, 2008, the City Council conducted a public hearing, for which
notice was given pursuant Sacramento City Code Sections 16.24.097, 17.204.020(C),
17.208.020(C), 17.212.035, and 17.200.010(C )(2)(a, b, and c) (publication, posting,
and mail 500'), and received and considered documentary and oral evidence
concerning the General Plan amendment and the Creamery project.
C.

The City Council hereby finds:
1. The proposed land use amendment is compatible with the surrounding land
uses;
2. The proposed site is suitable for mixed use and residential development; and
3. The proposal is consistent with the policies of the Central City Community
Plan to promote a variety of housing types within neighborhoods to
encourage economic diversity and housing choice and the General Plan.

BASED ON THE FACTS SET FORTH IN THE BACKGROUND, THE CITY COUNCIL
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. The City Council adopts the General Plan Land Use Amendment for the
property, as described on the attached Exhibit A, in the City of Sacramento, which hereby
redesignates 6.02± acres on the North Block from Industrial to Community/Neighborhood
Commercial and Offices and 2.29± acres on the South Block from Industrial to Medium
Density Residential. (APN: North Block: 002-0076-006, 002-0076-007, 002-0076-014, 0020076-016, 002-0076-018, 002-0076-019, 002-0076-020, 002-0076-021. South Block: 0020113-003, 002-0113-011, 002-0113-012, 002-0113-013, 002-0113-014, 002-0113-019, 002-
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0113-020, 002-0113-022, 002-0113-023)
Table of Contents: Exhibit A: General Plan Land Use Map Amendment Exhibit - 1 page
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Attachment 6
RESOLUTION NO.

Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
AMENDING THE CENTRAL CITY COMMUNITY LAND PLAN USE MAP TO
REDESIGNATE 6.02± ACRES FROM INDUSTRIAL TO GENERAL
COMMERCIAL AND 2.29# ACRES FROM INDUSTRIAL TO MULTIFAMILY
FOR THE PROPERTY LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL CITY, SPECIFICALLY AT
1013 D STREET, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA. ( P07-123)
(APN: 002-0076-006, 002-0076-007, 002-0076-014, 002-0076-016, 002-0076018, 002-0076-019, 002-0076-020, 002-0076-021, 002-0113-003, 002-0113-011,
002-0113-012, 002-0113-013, 002-0113-014, 002-0113-019, 002-0113-020, 0020113-022, 002-0113-023)
BACKGROUND
A.
On October 9, 2008, the City Planning Commission conducted a public hearing
on, and forwarded to the City Council a recommendation to approve the Central City
Plan amendment.
B.
On October 28, 2008, the City Council conducted a public hearing, for which
notice was given pursuant Sacramento City Code Sections 16.24.097, 17.204.020(C),
17.208.020(C), 17.212.035, and 17.200.010(C )(2)(a, b, and c) (publication, posting,
and mail 500'), and received and considered documentary and oral evidence
concerning the Community Plan amendment and the Creamery project.
C.

The City Council hereby finds:
1. The proposed land use amendment is consistent with the conversion of a
6.02± acre portion of this site to General Commercial and 2.29± acres to
Multifamily to implement the goals and policies of the Central City Community
Plan and the Housing Strategy to maintain a balance between housing and
jobs and to meet future housing needs;
2. The proposed Plan Amendment is compatible with the surrounding uses; and
3. The proposal is consistent with the policies of the Community Plan to promote
a variety of housing types within neighborhoods to encourage economic
diversity and housing choice.

BASED ON THE FACTS SET FORTH IN THE BACKGROUND, THE CITY COUNCIL
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. The City Council adopts the Community Plan Amendment for the property
described on the attached Exhibit A, in the City of Sacramento, which hereby redesignates
the Central City Community Plan land use map for 6.02± acres on the North Block from
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Industrial to General Commercial and 2.29± acres on the South Block from Industrial to
Multifamily. (APN: North Block: 002-0076-006, 002-0076-007, 002-0076-014, 002-0076016, 002-0076-018, 002-0076-019, 002-0076-020, 002-0076-021. South Block: 002-0113003, 002-0113-011, 002-0113-012, 002-0113-013, 002-0113-014, 002-0113-019, 002-0113020, 002-0113-022, 002-0113-023)

Table of Contents:
Exhibit A: Community Plan Amendment - 1 page
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Attachment 7
ORDINANCE NO.

Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
REZONING FROM INDUSTRIAL (M-1) TO GENERAL COMMERCIAL (C-2)
AND MULTIFAMILY (R-3A) THE REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT 1013 D
STREET (P07-123) (APN: 002-0076-006, 002-0076-007, 002-0076-014, 0020076-016, 002-0076-018, 002-0076-019, 002-0076-020, 002-0076-021, 0020113-003, 002-0113-011, 002-0113-012, 002-0113-013, 002-0113-014, 0020113-019,002-0113-020,002-0113-022,002-0113-023) COUNCIL DISTRICT 1
BE IT ENACTED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO THAT:
SECTION 1
The properties generally described, known and referred to as APNs: 002-0076-006, 0020076-007, 002-0076-014, 002-0076-016, 002-0076-018, 002-0076-019, 002-0076-020,
002-0076-021 which is shown on attached Exhibit A, consists of 6.02± acres and is
currently in the Industrial (M-1) zone established by the Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance
(Title 17 of the City Code). Said territory is hereby removed from the M-1 zone and placed
in the General Commercial (C-2) zone.
The properties generally described, known and referred to as APNs: 002-0113-003, 0020113-011, 002-0113-012, 002-0113-013, 002-0113-014, 002-0113-019, 002-0113-020, 0020113-022, 002-0113-023 which is shown on attached ExhibitA, consists of 2.29± acres and
is currently in the Industrial (M-1) zone established by the Comprehensive Zoning
Ordinance (Title 17 of the City Code). Said territory is hereby removed from the M-1 zone
and placed in the Multifamily (R-3A) zone.
SECTION 2
The rezoning of the property shown in the attached Exhibit A, by the adoption of this
Ordinance, will be considered to be in compliance with the requirements for the community
plan amendment and rezoning of property described in the Comprehensive Zoning
Ordinance, Title 17 of the City Code, as amended, as those procedures have been affected
by recent court decisions.
SECTION 3
The City Clerk of the City of Sacramento is hereby directed to amend the official zoning
maps, which are part of said Ordinance to conform to the provisions of this Ordinance.
Table of Contents: Exhibit A: The Creamery Rezone Map - 1 Page
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Attachment 8
RESOLUTION NO.
Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
ADOPTING FINDINGS OF FACT AND APPROVING THE CREAMERY
PROJECT ( P07-123)
BACKGROUND
A.
On October 9, 2008, the City Planning Commission conducted a public hearing
on, and forwarded to the City Council a recommendation to approve with conditions the
Creamery project.
B.
On October 28, 2008, the City Council conducted a public hearing, for which
notice was given pursuant Sacramento City Code Section 16.24.097, 17.204.020(C),
17.208.020(C), 17.212.035, and 17.200.010(C )(2)(a, b, and c) (publication, posting,
and mail 500'), and received and considered evidence concerning the Creamery
project.
BASED ON THE FACTS SET FORTH IN THE BACKGROUND, THE CITY COUNCIL
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.
Based on the verbal and documentary evidence received at the hearing
on the Creamery project, the City Council approves the Project entitlements based on
the findings of fact and subject to the conditions of approval as set forth below.
Section 2.
The City Council approves the Project entitlements based on the following
findings of fact and conditions of approval:
A. Environmental Determination: The Resolution for the Mitigated Negative
Declaration and Mitigation Monitoring Plan for the Project has been adopted by
Resolution No.
F. The Tentative Map to subdivide the subject property into 47 lots for condominium
purposes is approved subject to the following Findings of Fact:
1.
None of the conditions described in Government Code Section 66474,
subsection (a) through (g), inclusive, exist with respect to the proposed subdivision as
follows:
a. The proposed subdivision, together with the provisions for its design and
improvement, is consistent with the City's General Plan, all applicable
community and specific plans, and Title 16 of the City Code, which is a specific
plan of the City;
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b. The site is physically suitable for the type of development proposed and
suited for the proposed density;
c. The design of the subdivision and the proposed improvements are not likely
to cause substantial environmental damage or substantially and avoidably
injure fish or wildlife their habitat;
d. The design of the subdivision and the type of improvements are not likely to
cause serious public health problems;
e. The design of the subdivision and the type of improvements will not conflict
with easements, acquired by the public at large, for access through or use, of,
property within the proposed subdivision.
2.
The proposed subdivision, together with the provisions for its design and
improvement, is consistent with the City General Plan, the Central City Community Plan
and Title 16 Subdivisions of the City Code, which is a specific plan of the City (Gov.
Code §66473.5);
The discharge of waste from the proposed subdivision into the existing
3.
community sewer system will not result in a violation of the applicable waste discharge
requirements prescribed by the California Regional Water Quality Board, Central Valley
Region, in that existing treatment plants have a design capacity adequate to service the
proposed subdivision (Gov. code §66474.6);
4.
The design of the proposed subdivision provides, to the extent feasible, for
future passive or natural heating and cooling opportunities (Gov. Code §66473.1);
The Planning Commission has considered the effect of the approval of this
5.
tentative subdivision map on the housing needs of the region and has balanced these
needs against the public service needs of its residents and available fiscal and
environmental resources (Gov. Code §66412.3).
G. The Special Permit to allow alternative ownership housing (condominiums) in the
proposed General Commercial (C-2) and Multifamily (R-3A) zones is approved subject to
the following Findings of Fact:
a. Granting the Special Permit is based upon sound principles of land
use in that the proposed project is compatible with the surrounding
area of commercial and residential and adds to the balance of
housing types in the downtown neighborhood. The proposed
development promotes the goals and policies of the Central City
Housing Strategy to increase housing and contribute to a better
jobs/housing balance.
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b. Granting the Special Permit will not be detrimental to the public
welfare nor result in the creation of a public nuisance in that the
project will develop residential units that are oriented to provide eyes
on the street and internal plaza areas, and provides balconies and
terraces for outdoor space, and;
c. The proposed project is consistent with the proposed Central City
Community Plan designation of General Commercial and Multifamily
and the proposed General Commercial (C-2) and Multifamily (R-3A)
zone in which housing, office, and retail are typically allowed by
special permit. The project is also consistent with the General Plan
policies which encourage infill development and will promote
alternative modes of transportation such as bus, bike, lightrail, and
walking which helps air quality and reduces urban sprawl.
H. The Special Permit to partially waive parking for proposed commercial uses is
approved subject to the following Findings of Fact:
a. Granting the Special Permit is based upon sound principles of land
use in that the proposed project is converting parallel parking
spaces on the street to angled parking to increase the supply of
onstreet parking spaces in the nearby vicinity;
b. Granting the Special Permit will not be detrimental to the public welfare nor
result in the creation of a public nuisance in that the project provides
parking onsite for the residential units and shared parking and onstreet
parking for the office and retail uses, and;
c. The proposed project is consistent with the Central City Community Plan
and General Plan policies relating to sharing parking for uses with different
peak periods and the reduction of the amount of public surface parking
near light rail stations thereby encouraging transit ridership.
I.&J. The Special Permits to allow a major project over 75,000 square feet and to
exceed the height requirements of 35 feet in the proposed General Commercial (C-2)
zone with a proposal of 45 feet for office are approved subject to the following Findings
of Fact:
a. Granting the Special Permit is based upon sound principles of land use in
that the proposed project will increase the ridership of the light rail system
and the project will provide a buffer between the railway and the residential
uses on the south of the subject site.
b. Granting the Special Permit will not be detrimental to the public welfare nor
result in the creation of a public nuisance in that the project provides an
open plaza area to maintain light and air between the structures, and;
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c. The proposed project is consistent with the proposed General Plan land
use designation of General Commercial which allows retail, office, work
lofts, and residential uses and supports intensity of development within
walking distance of light rail stations.
K. The Special Permit to exceed the height requirements of 35 foot in the proposed
Multifamily (R-3A) zone with a proposal of 39'3" for new residential condominium units
is approved subject to the following Findings of Fact:
a. Granting the Special Permit is based upon sound principles of land use in
that the proposed residential use at 25 dwelling units per acre is within the
allowed range of Multifamily (R-3A) which allows up to a maximum of 36
dwelling units per acre.
b. Granting the Special Permit will not be detrimental to the public welfare nor
result in the creation of a public nuisance in that the additional height to the
residential structure will allow a rooftop deck for private outdoor space for
residents and provides eyes on the street for an area in transition, and;
c. The proposed project is consistent with the proposed Central City
Community Plan and General Plan Multifamily designation in that the
project provides housing on the south side of D Street which completes the
residential neighborhood.
L. The Variance to allow recycling and trash enclosures to be located in required
setback areas is approved subject to the following Findings of Fact:
a. Granting the Variance does not constitute a special privilege extended to
an individual property owner in that variances would be granted to other
property owners facing similar circumstances where there is an internal
plaza area with landscaping, sculptures, and other amenities and the trash
enclosures would negatively impact the usability of the plaza;
b. The project will not be detrimental to public health, safety, or welfare nor
result in a nuisance in that the trash enclosures abut property lines that will
not negatively impact any residential uses and the trash enclosures are
located in areas not highly visible from the public street view; and
c. The project will provide adequate capacity, number, and distribution of
recycling and trash enclosures and receptacles to serve the new
development.
M. The Variance to allow less than 50% tree shading for private driveways for South
Block is approved subject to the following Findings of Fact:
a. Granting the Variance does not constitute a special privilege extended to
an individual property owner in that variances would be granted to other
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property owners facing similar circumstances where garages are designed
to face private streets to allow pedestrian friendly public streetscapes and
the row of garage doors does not allow placement of tree planters for
shading;
b. Granting the Variance does not constitute a use variance in that alternative
ownership housing is allowed in the Multifamily (R-3A) zone with the
issuance of a special permit; and
c. The project is consistent with the General Plan and Central City
Community Plan relating to providing vehicular access to garages from
alleys or private streets and limiting curb cuts to numbered and lettered
streets.
N. The Variance to allow office buildings to deviate from required setback/stepback is
approved subject to the following Findings of Fact:

a. Granting the Variance does not constitute a special privilege extended to
an individual property owner in that variances would be granted to other
property owners facing similar circumstances where the previously existing
building on the site had a zero lot line and adjacent properties in the area
similarly have reduced setbacks and stepbacks;
b. Granting the Variance does not constitute a use variance in that offices are
allowed in the proposed General Commercial (C-2) zones; and
c. The project is consistent with the General Plan, Central City Community
Plan, and Smart Growth Principles relating to providing strong urban
streetwalls for commercial uses along the public streets to improve the
pedestrian experience and enhance security.
Conditions Of Approval
F. The Tentative Map to subdivide the property from one parcel into one parcel for
condominium purposes is approved subject to the following conditions of approval:
CONDITIONS: Tentative Map
NOTE: These conditions shall supersede any contradictory information shown on
the Tentative Map approved for this project (P07-123). The design of any
improvement not covered by these conditions shall be to City standard.
The applicant shall satisfy each of the following conditions prior to filing the Final Map
unless a different time for compliance is specifically stated in these conditions. Any
condition requiring an improvement that has already been designed and secured under a
City Approved improvement agreement may be considered satisfied at the discretion of the
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Traffic Engineering Division
The City strongly encourages the applicant to thoroughly discuss the conditions of approval
for the project with their Engineer/Land Surveyor consultants prior to City Council approval.
The improvements required of a Tentative Map can be costly and are completely
dependent upon the condition of the existing improvements. Careful evaluation of the
potential cost of the improvements required by the City will enable the applicant to ask
questions of the City prior to project approval and will result in a smoother plan check
process after project approval:
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
Fl.

Pursuant to City Code Section 16.40.190, indicate easements on the Final Map
to allow for the placement of centralized mail delivery units. The specific
locations for such easements shall be subject to review and approval of the
Development Engineering Division after consultation with the U.S. Postal
Service.

F2.

Private reciprocal ingress, egress, and maneuvering easements are required for
future development of the area covered by this Tentative Map. The applicant shall
enter into and record an Agreement For Conveyance of Easements with the City
stating that a private reciprocal ingress/egress, and maneuvering easement shall
be conveyed to and reserved from any appropriate parcel, at no cost, at the time of
sale or other conveyance of either parcel.

F3.

Comply with requirements included in the Mitigation Monitoring Plan developed by,
and kept on file in, the Planning Division Office (P07-123).

F4.

Multiple Final Maps may be recorded. Prior to recordation of any Final Map all
infrastructure/improvements necessary for the respective Final Map must be in
place to the satisfaction of the Departments of Utilities, and Transportation.

F5.

Construct standard subdivision improvements as noted in these conditions pursuant
to section 16.48.110 of the City Code. All improvements shall be designed and
constructed to the satisfaction of the Traffic Engineering Division. Improvements
required shall be determined by the city. The City shall determine improvements
Any public
required for each phase prior to recordation of each phase.
improvement not specifically noted in these conditions or on the Tentative Map
shall be designed and constructed to City standards. This shall include street
lighting and the repair or replacement/reconstruction of any existing deteriorated
curb, gutter and sidewalk per City standards to the satisfaction of the Traffic
Engineering Division.

F6.

11th Street and D Street adjacent to the project shall be provided with on-street
angled parking. Angled parking will be installed with each phase of the map in
which said angled parking is adjacent to.
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F7.

E Street adjacent to the project shall be evaluated for on-street angled parking. If
angled parking is feasible the applicant shall work with the City towards the
installation of said parking.

F8.

All the improvements related to angled parking including the layout of the same
shall be designed and constructed to the satisfaction of Traffic Engineering
Division. The layout of angled parking on some or all of the above mentioned
segments may need to be changed to back-in angled parking. The determination
in this regard will be made by Traffic Engineering Division at the time of
implementation of angled parking.

F9.

All intersections will be assessed and if deemed appropriate will have Bulb-outs.
Bulb-outs will be installed with each phase of the map in which said Bulb-outs are
adjacent to.

F10.

The design and placement of walls, fences, signs and Landscaping near
intersections and driveways shall allow stopping sight distance per Caltrans
standards and comply with City Code Section 12.28.010 (25' sight triangle). Walls
shall be set back 3' behind the sight line needed for stopping sight distance to allow
sufficient room for pilasters. Landscaping in the area required for adequate
stopping sight distance shall be limited 3.5' in height. The area of exclusion shall
be determined by the Traffic Engineering Division.

F11.

Form a Homeowner's Association with CC&R's for Lot A, all private streets and the
islands within the private streets to be approved by the City. CC&R's shall be
recorded assuring maintenance of all private streets, lights, sewer services, drop
inlets, drain leads, landscaping, irrigation and noise barriers.

CITY UTILITIES
F12.

Only one domestic water service is required per parcel except for the commercial
parcels. Any new domestic water services shall be metered. Excess domestic
water services shall be abandoned to the satisfaction of the Department of Utilities
(DOU).

F13.

There are existing 6" and 8" water mains located within the project property north
and south of D Street. These existing water mains shall be relocated to the street
to the satisfaction of the DOU. The water main alignment will be determined prior
to the offsite improvement plan submittal.

F14.

All condominium parcels are required to have a separate water tap from the public
water main.

F15.

Prior to or concurrent with the submittal of improvement plans, a project specific
water study is required for review and approval by the Department of Utilities. The
water distribution system shall be designed to satisfy the more critical of the two
following conditions: (1) at maximum day peak hour demand, the operating or
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"residual" pressure at all water service connections shall be a least 30 pounds per
square inch and (2) at average maximum day demand plus fire flow, the operating
or "residual" pressure in the area of the fire shall not be less than 20 pounds per
square inch. The water study shall determine if the existing and proposed water
distribution system is adequate to supply fire flow demands for the project. A water
supply test is required for this project. Contact the Department of Utilities for the
pressure boundary conditions to be used in the water study.
F16.

Private streets with two City maintained water, drainage or sewer facilities shall have
a minimum paved AC (asphalt concrete) width of 22-feet from edge of pavement to
edge of pavement. No other utilities will be allowed within this 22-foot section.
Drain inlets, curb and gutter shall be constructed to City Standards for residential
streets.

F17.

Per City Code section 13.04.230, no permanent structure (including without
limitation trash enclosures, garages, patios, concrete slabs, tool shed and similar
structures) shall be constructed or placed on top of water, sewer or drainage
pipelines or anywhere within the associated utility easements, unless approved by
the director upon execution of a hold harmless agreement approved by the city
attorney.

F18.

Common area landscaping shall have a minimum of one (1) separate tap from the
public distribution system for a metered irrigation service.

F19.

Multiple fire services are allowed per parcel and may be required for the commercial
lots.

F20.

An ownership association shall be formed and C.C. & R's shall be approved by the
City and recorded assuring maintenance of private water, sewer and storm
drainage facilities within the project. The onsite water, sewer and storm drainage
systems shall be private systems maintained by the association.

F21.

Prior to the initiation of any water, sewer or storm drainage services to the project,
the owner(s) and ownership association shall enter into a Utility Service Agreement
with the City to receive such utility services at points of service designated by the
Department of Utilities. Such agreement shall provide, among other requirements,
for payment of all charges for the project's water and storm drainage services, shall
authorize discontinuance of utility services at the City's point(s) of service in the
event that all or any portion of such charges are not paid when and as required,
shall require compliance with all relevant utility billing and maintenance
requirements of the City, the Association will sub-meter in the future if required to
do so by any law or regulation, and shall be in a form approved by the City
Attorney.

F22.

Residential water taps and meters shall be sized per the City's Building Department
on-site plumbing requirements (water taps and meters may need to be larger than
1-inch depending on the length of the house service, number of fixture units, etc.).
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F23.

Show all existing easements on the improvement plan and final map. If there are no
existing easement for the public water, sewer or drainage system then a minimum
of 15-feet of easement shall be dedicated to the satisfaction of the Department of
Utilities.

F24.

The applicant shall enter into and record an Agreement for Conveyance of
Easements with the City, in a form acceptable to the City Attorney, requiring that
private easements be granted, as needed, for water, drainage and sewer at no cost
at the time of sale or other conveyance of any parcel. A note stating the following
shall be placed on the Final Map: "The lots created by this map shall be developed
in accordance with recorded agreement for conveyance of easements in
, O.R. Page
Book
"

F25.

This project is served by the Combined Sewer System (CSS). Therefore, the
developer/property owner will be required to pay the Combined Sewer System
Development Fee (per City Council Resolution 2005-162 ) prior to the issuance of
any building permit. The impact to the CSS due to the Equivalent Single-Family
Dwelling (ESD) unit is estimated to be 208 ESD. The Combined Sewer System fee
at time of building permit is estimated to be $488,992 plus any increases to the fee
due to inflation and credit for existing sanitary sewer flows from the site. The fee
will be used for improvements to the CSS.

F26.

There are existing combined sewer mains located within the project property north
of D Street. The applicant is required to abandon the existing system and relocate
the combined sewer system to the street to the satisfaction of the DOU. The sewer
main alignment will be determined prior to the offsite improvement plan submittal.

F27.

The existing combined sewer mains may be at capacity. The applicant is required
to do a sewer study to determine if the existing system has enough capacity for this
project. If there is no capacity, then the applicant will be required to construct a
sewer main extension within the public street to the closest trunk line (sewer main
18" or larger). The closest sewer trunk line is located in 13th Street.

F28.

Onsite sewer and drainage mains shall be a separate system.

F29.

A drainage study and shed map as described in Section 11.7 of the City Design and
Procedures Manual may be required. This study and shed map shall be approved
by the Department of Utilities. The 10-year and 100-year HGL's shall be shown on
the improvement plans. Finished floor elevations shall be a minimum of 1.5 feet
above the 100-year HGL and 1.7 feet above local controlling overland flow release
elevation, whichever is higher. Sufficient off-site and on-site spot elevations shall
be provided in the drainage study to determine the direction of storm drain runoff.
The drainage study shall include an overland flow release map for the proposed
project. Based on the drainage study, onsite storage may be required.

F30.

Per City Code, the Subdivider may not develop the project in any way that obstructs,
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impedes, or interferes with the natural flow of existing off-site drainage that crosses
the property. The project shall construct the required public and/or private
infrastructure to handle off-site runoff to the satisfaction of the Department of
Utilities. If private infrastructure is constructed to handle off-site runoff, the
applicant shall dedicate the required private easements and/or, at the discretion of
the DOU, the applicant shall enter into and record an Agreement for Maintenance
of Drainage with the City, in a form acceptable to the City Attorney.
F31.

The existing public utility running parallel and north of D Street shall be abandoned
to the satisfaction of the Department of Utilities. The existing drainage and sewer
main shall become private mains and be maintained by the property owner.

F32.

All lots shall be graded so that drainage does not cross property lines or private
drainage easements shall be granted.

F33.

An onsite surface drainage system is required and shall be connected to the street
drainage system by means of a storm drain service tap. All onsite systems shall be
designed to the standard for private storm drainage systems (per Section 11.12 of
the Design and Procedures Manual).

F34.

A grading plan showing existing and proposed elevations is required. Adjacent offsite topography shall also be shown to the extent necessary to determine impacts
to existing surface drainage paths. At a minimum, one-foot off-site contours within
100' of the project boundary are required (per Plate 2, page 3-7) of the City Design
and Procedures Manual). No grading shall occur until the grading plan has been
reviewed and approved by the Department of Utilities.

F35.

The applicant must comply with the City of Sacramento's Grading, Erosion and
Sediment Control Ordinance. This ordinance will require the applicant to prepare
erosion and sediment control plans for both during and after construction of the
proposed project, prepare preliminary and final grading plans, and prepare plans to
control urban runoff pollution from the project site during construction.

F36.

This project will disturb greater than 1 acre of property, therefore the project is
required to comply with the State "NPDES General Permit for Stormwater
Discharges Associated with Construction Activity" (State Permit). To comply with
the State Permit, the applicant will need to file a Notice of Intent ( NOI) with the
State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and prepare a Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) prior to construction. A copy of the State
Permit and NOI may be obtained at www.swrcb.ca.gov/stormwtr/construction.html.
The SWPPP will be reviewed by the Department of Utilities prior to issuing a
grading permit or approval of improvement plans to assure that the following items
are included: 1) vicinity map, 2) site map, 3) list of potential pollutant sources, 4)
type and location of erosion and sediment BMPs, 5) name and phone number of
person responsible for SWPPP, 6) signed certification page by property owner or
authorized representative.
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Post construction, stormwater quality control measures shall be incorporated into
the development to minimize the increase of urban runoff pollution caused by
development of the area. Since this project is in the combined sewer system area,
only source control measures are required for this project. Refer to the "Guidance
Manual for On Site Stormwater Quality Design Manual" dated May 2007 for
appropriate source control measures

SPECIAL DISTRICTS: Assessment Districts
F38.

Pay off existing assessments, or file the necessary segregation requests and fees to
segregate existing assessments.

PPDD: Parks
F39.

Payment of In-lieu Park Fee: Pursuant to Sacramento City Code Chapter 16.64
(Parkland Dedication) the applicant shall pay to City an in-lieu park fee in the
amount determined under SCC §§16.64.040 and 16.64.050 equal to the value of
land prescribed for dedication under 16.64.030 and not satisfied by dedication.
(See Advisory Note)

F40.

Maintenance District: The applicant shall initiate and complete the formation of a
parks maintenance district (assessment or Mello-Roos special tax district), or
annex the project into an existing parks maintenance district. The applicant shall
pay all city fees for formation of or annexation to a parks maintenance district.
(Contact the Project Manager in the Special Districts Division of the Planning
Department). In assessment districts, the cost of neighborhood park maintenance
is equitably spread on the basis of special benefit. In special tax districts, the cost
of neighborhood park maintenance is spread based upon the hearing report, which
specifies the tax rate and method of apportionment.

F41.

Private Facility Credits: According to the Site Plan dated August 2008, the North
Block (Lot A) and South Block (Lot B) is labeled as Private Plaza Space. City Code
Chapter 16.64, Sections 16.64.100, 110 and 120 address granting of private
recreation facility credits. The City may grant credits for privately owned and
maintained open space or local recreation facilities, or both, in planned
developments as defined in Section 11003 of the Business and Professions Code,
condominiums as defined in Section 783 of the Civil Code, and other common
interest developments. Such credit, if granted in acres, or comparable in lieu fees,
shall not exceed twenty-five (25) percent of the dedication or fees, or both,
otherwise required under this chapter and no more than five percent per category
of open space or recreational facilities described in this Chapter under 16.64.100.
Should the applicant elect to request City consideration of private facility credits,
such request shall be made in writing and shall occur before recordation of the final
map.
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FIRE
F42.

All turning radii for fire access shall be designed as 35' inside and 55' outside.

F43.

Roads used for Fire Department access shall have an unobstructed width of not less
than 20' and unobstructed vertical clearance of 13'6" or more.

F44.

Fire Apparatus access roads shall be designed and maintained to support the
imposed loads of fire apparatus and shall be surfaced so as to provide all-weather
driving capabilities. CFC 503.2.3

F45.

Provide the required fire hydrants in accordance with CFC 508 and Appendix C,
Section C105.

G. The Special Permit to allow alternative ownership housing (condominiums) in the
proposed General Commercial (C-2) and Multifamily (R-3A) zones is approved subject to
the following conditions of approval:
G1.

The project shall comply with design review conditions of approval (DR07-283).

G2.

The project shall conform to the plans submitted. Any changes shall require
additional review by Planning staff.

G3.

A photocell light fixture shall be provided on the building fagade with the garage
door. The fixture shall be of a type that automatically comes on at dusk and goes
off at dawn. The fixture is subject to the review of Design Review staff.

G4.

A Homeowner's Association shall be established. A copy of the CC&Rs shall be
provided to Planning staff, prior to occupancy. The CC&Rs shall require trash cans
and recycling containers to be stored within the garage, rear yard, or courtyard and
not lining the private streets. The CC&Rs will also indicate the Homeowner's
Association is responsible for maintaining the operation of previously mentioned
photocell lights along the private drives.

G5.

Air conditioning and mechanical equipment shall be appropriately screened to not
be visible from any street view.

G6.

The interior garage space shall be usable by a vehicle.

G7.

The developer will provide current transit information with sales materials to
buyers.

G8.

Historic Acorn lighting shall be provided along the subject site frontage. A minimum
of three street lights per street frontage shall be provided or a minimum number to
the satisfaction of the Electrical Services Division in the Department of
Transportation.
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FIRE
G9.

Timing and Installation. When fire protection, including fire apparatus access roads
and water supplies for fire protection, is required to be installed, such protection
shall be installed and made serviceable prior to and during the time of construction.

G10.

Provide a water flow test. (Make arrangements at the Permit Center walk-in
counter: 300 Richards Blvd, Sacramento, CA 95814).
CFC 508.4

G11.

The furthest projection of the exterior wall of a building shall be accessible from
within 150 ft of an approved Fire Department access road and water supply as
measured by an unobstructed route around the exterior of the building. (North &
East sides of the Artisans between the Railyard and Mills loft isn't meeting the
requirement). (CFC 503.1.1)

G12.

Provide appropriate Knox access for site

G13.

Roads used for Fire Department access that are less than 28 feet in width shall be
marked "No Parking Fire Lane" on both sides; roads less than 36 feet in width shall
be marked on one side.

G14.

An automatic fire sprinkler system shall be installed in any portion of a building
when the floor area of the building exceeds 3,599 square feet.

G15.

Locate and identify Fire Department Connections (FDCs) on address side of
building no further than 50 feet and no closer than 15 feet from a fire hydrant.

G16.

An approved fire control room shall be provided for all buildings protected by an
automatic fire extinguishing system. Fire control rooms shall be located within the
building at a location approved by the Chief, and shall be provided with a means to
access the room directly from the exterior. Durable signage shall be provided on
the exterior side of the access door to identify the fire control room. CFC 903.8

G17.

Provide at least 5' setback for second story bedroom windows to allow for fire
ladder rescue operations. Provide clear access to buildings openings, free to
landscaping and other obstructions. Exterior doors and openings required by this
code or the Building Code shall be maintained readily accessible for emergency
access by the Fire Department. CFC 504.1

REGIONAL TRANSIT
G18.

Transit information shall be displayed in a prominent location in the residential
sales/rental office, through a homeowner's association, or with real estate
transactions, for employees and customers. Please contact Devra Selenis,
Marketing Department at 916-556-0112 for more information.
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The applicant shall join the Sacramento Transportation Management Association.

I.&J. The Special Permits to allow a major project over 75,000 square feet and to
exceed the height requirements of 35 feet in the proposed General Commercial (C-2)
zone with a proposal of 45 feet for office are approved subject to the following
conditions of approval:
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING
W.

Construct standard subdivision improvements as noted in these conditions
pursuant to section 16.48.110 of the City Code. All improvements shall be
designed and constructed to the satisfaction of the Traffic Engineering Division.
Improvements required shall be determined by the City. The City shall determine
improvements required for each phase prior to Issuance of Building Permit for each
phase. Any public improvement not specifically noted in these conditions shall be
designed and constructed to City standards. This shall include street lighting and
the repair or replacement/reconstruction of any existing deteriorated curb, gutter
and sidewalk per City standards to the satisfaction of the Traffic Engineering
Division.

IJ2.

11th Street and D Street adjacent to the project shall be provided with on-street
angled parking. Angled parking will be installed with each phase of the project in
which said angled parking is adjacent to.

IJ3.

E Street adjacent to the project shall be evaluated for on-street angled parking. If
angled parking is feasible the applicant shall work with the City towards the
installation of said parking.

IJ4.

The project applicant shall install on-street angled parking at the following off-site
locations to the satisfaction of the Traffic Engineering Division of the DOT:
a

C Street between 11 th Street and 12th Street

b

D Street between 11 th Street and 12th Street

c

E Street between 11 th Street and 12th Street

The installation of angled parking on these blocks shall be coordinated with phasing
of onsite construction, i.e. installing angled parking on one block with each phase of
the on-site construction. In the event the onsite construction is to be completed in
less than three phases, the angled parking on all these three blocks shall be
completed by no later than the last phase of the onsite construction.
If the City has already installed angled parking at these locations before the
applicant has submitted the improvement plans then the applicant shall reimburse
the City the costs for the installation of the said angled parking at $6,000 per block
(total $18,000). The subject reimbursement shall be made prior to building permit
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for each phase of the on-site construction.
The determination regarding timing and need for implementation of the subject
angled parking by the City will be made by Traffic Engineering Division depending
on the extent of potential delay in development of the proposed project and the
parking need within the area.
IJ5.

All the improvements related to angled parking including the layout of the same
shall be designed and constructed to the satisfaction of Traffic Engineering
Division. The layout of angled parking on some or all of the above mentioned
segments may need to be changed to back-in angled parking. The determination
in this regard will be made by Traffic Engineering Division at the time of
implementation of angled parking.

IJ6.

All intersections will be assessed and if deemed appropriate will have Bulb-outs.
Bulb-outs will be installed with each phase of the map in which said Bulb-outs are
adjacent to.

IJ7.

All new driveways shall be designed and constructed to City Standards to the
satisfaction of the Traffic Engineering Division

IJ8.

The minimum throat distance for all site driveways shall be 20' (throat distance is
that distance a vehicle can move from the public right-of-way into a given site before
encountering a conflict with parking stalls, aisles, etc).

IJ9.

The site plan shall conform to A.D.A. requirements in all respects.

IJ10. The applicant shall record the Final Map, which creates the lot pattern shown on the
proposed site plan prior to obtaining any Building Permits.
IJ 11. The design of walls fences and signage near intersections and driveways shall allow
stopping sight distance per Caltrans standards and comply with City Code Section
12.28.010 (25' sight triangle). Walls shall be set back 3' behind the sight line
needed for stopping sight distance to allow sufficient room for pilasters.
Landscaping in the area required for adequate stopping sight distance shall be
limited 3.5' in height at maturity. The area of exclusion shall be determined by the
Traffic Engineering Division.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
IJ12. The City is participating in a multi-agency committee that is developing a regional
development impact fee for the I-5 corridor. The City will require the project, at the
time building permits are obtained, to participate in the I-5 fee program that is in
effect at the time building permits are approved.

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
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IJ13. The project applicant/developer shall provide a plan for approval by the City, in
consultation with SMAQMD, demonstrating that the heavy-duty (>50 horsepower),
off-road vehicles to be used in the construction project, including owned, leased, and
subcontractor vehicles, will achieve a project-wide fleet-average 20 percent NOX
reduction and 45 percent particulate reduction compared to the most recent CARB
fleet average at the time of construction. Acceptable options for reducing emissions
include the use of late-model engines, low-emission diesel products, alternative
fuels, particulate matter traps, engine retrofit technology, after-treatment products,
and/or such other options as become available.
IJ14. The project applicant/developer shall submit to the City and SMAQMD a
comprehensive inventory of all off-road construction equipment, equal to or greater
than 50 hp, that will be used an aggregate of 40 or more hours during any portion of
the project. The inventory shall be updated and submitted monthly throughout the
duration of the project, except that an inventory shall not be required for any 30-day
period in which no construction operations occur. At least 48 hours before subject
heavy-duty off-road equipment is used, the project representative shall provide the
SMAQMD with the anticipated construction timeline including start date, and the
name and phone number of the project manager and on-site foreman.
IJ15. The project applicant/developer shall ensure that emissions from off-road, dieselpowered equipment used on the project site do not exceed 40 percent opacity for
more than three minutes in any one hour, as determined by an on-site inspector
trained in visual emissions assessment. Any equipment found to exceed 40 percent
capacity (or Ringlemann 2.0) shall be repaired immediately, and the SMAQMD shall
be notified of non-compliant equipment within 48 hours of identification. A visual
survey of all in-operation equipment shall be made at least weekly, and a monthly
summary of visual survey results shall be submitted throughout the duration of the
construction project, except that the monthly summary shall not be required for any
30-day period in which no construction operations occur. The monthly summary
shall include the quantity and type of vehicles surveyed, as well as the dates of each
survey. The SMAQMD and/or other officials may conduct periodic site inspections to
determine compliance.
IJ16. The project applicant/developer shall, prior to occupancy, implement the measures
identified in the Air Quality Management Plan submitted to SMAQMD on September
8, 2008 and endorsed by SMAQMD via a letter dated September 16, 2008.
K. The Special Permit to exceed the height requirements of 35 foot in the proposed
Multifamily (R-3A) zone with a proposal of 39'3" for new residential condominium units
is approved subject to the following conditions of approval:
K1.

The new condominium units on Lots 9-10 shall not exceed 40 feet (measured to
the plate line) in height.

L. The Variance to allow recycling and trash enclosures to be located in required
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setback areas is approved subject to the following conditions of approval:
L1.

The Solid Waste Manager shall approve a statement of recycling information for new
development prior to the issuance of an occupancy permit. The applicant shall work
with Solid Waste to determine the amount of recycling volume required, collection
operations, and how to encourage recycling with users of the development.

M. The Variance to allow less than 50% tree shading for private driveways for the North
and South Block is approved subject to the following conditions of approval:
M1.

The variance shall apply to the private driveway areas only. The parking lots and
other areas of the site shall meet the tree shading requirement as required by the
City Code.

URBAN FOREST SERVICES
M2.

The applicant shall install chain link protection fencing around all street trees not
proposed for removal prior to any construction activity with a minimum enclosure
per tree of 7 feet by 10 feet.

M3.

All proposed edge of driveway excavation inside the drip line of City or heritage
trees is to be performed by hand or with a hydro vacuum under the direction of
the project arborist.
During construction (including sidewalk replacement) no roots greater than 2" are
to be cut prior to UFS inspection. Inspections can be scheduled by calling (916)
808-6345.

M4.

M5.

The applicant shall restore irrigation of street trees. Declining street trees which
have been impacted by irrigation cut off should be removed and replaced and
provided with an automated irrigation system per City standards. UFS will identify
trees to be removed and replaced on a submitted plan that accurately depicts
existing street tree locations.

M6.

The applicant shall work with Urban Forest Services to maximize large canopy
tree planting where space is available. The applicant shall select species to the
satisfaction of Urban Forest Services.

M7.

All trees shall be irrigated on a non-turf station by a minimum of two pop-up
heads w/4' radius nozzles installed 40" to 50" from center trunk line. Other
irrigation designs may be approved pending City Landscape Architecture
department and UFS review.

M8.

All trees are to be planted in a gradual mound 2" to 3" above the surrounding
grade and mulched with wood chips (playground fiber or coarser) to a depth of
approximately 3". No turf, groundcover or shrubs will be planted within 4' of any
tree trunk.
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N. The Variance to allow office buildings to deviate from required setback/stepback is
approved subject to the following conditions of approval:
URBAN FOREST SERVICES
N1.

The applicant shall be required to contract with an independent arborist to
monitor construction activity and ensure compliance with City code as it pertains
to tree protection. During building demolition several roots greater than 2" in
diameter were torn off inside the drip line of a 36" diameter heritage tree. The
applicant will be required to contract with an independent arborist to hand
excavate the demolished area inside the drip line to inventory and cleanly cut
damaged roots. All future demolition or excavation inside the drip line of City or
heritage trees shall be carried out per UFS and project arborist direction.

N2.

The applicant shall work with UFS to provide proposed building wall cross
sections to identify all pruning required to clear proposed building walls by 5 feet.

N3.

Underground tank removal and soil remediation along the north side of D Street
will require the removal of two large street trees. The offsite landscape plan shall
show two replacement trees installed per City standards.

ADVISORY NOTES:
The following advisory notes are informational in nature and are not a requirement of this
project:
A.

If unusual amounts of bone, stone, or artifacts are uncovered, work within 50
meters of the area will cease immediately and a qualified archaeologist shall be
consulted to develop, if necessary, further mitigation measures to reduce any
archaeological impact to a less than significant effect before construction resumes.
A note shall be placed on the final improvement plans referencing this condition.

B.

Prior Special consideration should be given during the design phase of a
development project to address the benefits derived from the urban forest by
installing, whenever possible, large shade trees and thereby increasing the shade
canopy cover on residential lots and streets. Trees in the urban environment
reduce air and noise pollution, furnish habitat for wildlife, provide energy saving
shade and cooling, enhance aesthetics and property values, and contribute to
community image and quality of life.

C.

The Developer shall be responsible for maintenance (weed abatement) of IOD
Lot(s) until the time that the City records acceptance of the IOD.

D.

Many projects within the City of Sacramento require on-site booster pumps for fire
suppression and domestic water systems. During the early planning stages of the
project and prior to design of the subject project, the Department of Utilities
suggests that the applicant request a water supply test to determine what pressure
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and flows the surrounding public water distribution system can provide to the site.
This information can then be used to assist the engineers in the design of the onsite fire suppression system.
E.

The proposed project is located in the Flood zone designated as Shaded X zone on
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Federal Insurance Rate
Maps (FIRMs) that have been revised by a Letter of Map Revision effective
February 18, 2005. Within the Shaded X zone, there are no requirements to
elevate or flood proof.

F.

Employers should offer employees subsidized transit passes at 50% or greater
discount.

G.

Develop a program to offer transit passes at a 50% or greater discount to new
homeowners for a period of six months or more. Program shall be reviewed and
approved by RT.

H.

Special consideration should be given during the design phase of a development
project to address the benefits derived from the urban forest by installing, whenever
possible, large shade trees and thereby increasing the shade canopy cover on
residential lots and streets. Trees in the urban environment reduce air and noise
pollution, furnish habitat for wildlife, provide energy saving shade and cooling,
enhance aesthetics and property values, and contribute to community image and
quality of life.

I.

The applicant is required to obtain City UFS tree permits before any City or
Heritage trees are pruned or destroyed. Permit applications can be obtained by
calling (916) 808-6345.

J.

The existing overhead lines north of D Street should be undergrounded. The
applicant has indicated that these lines are off site and outside the scope of the
project. UFS recommends undergrounding of these lines to help mitigate reduced
tree canopy potential in other sections of the project.

K.

As per City Code, the applicant will be responsible to meet his/her obligations
regarding:
a. Title 16, 16.64 Park Dedication / In Lieu (Quimby) Fees, due prior to
approval of the final map. The Quimby requirement for this project is
estimated at 2.0438 (net) acres, or $613,140 in in-lieu fee, or some
combination of the two. This is based on 22 half-plex units and 195
multi-family residential units and an average land value of $250,000 per
acre for the Central City Planning Area. When an in-lieu fee is paid, the
City adds an additional 20% for off-site park infrastructure
improvements. The final fee is calculated using factors at the time of
payment.
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b. Title 18, 18.44 Park Development Impact Fee (PIF), due at the time of
issuance of building permit. The Park Development Impact Fee due for
this project is estimated at $698,077. This is based on 22 half-plex units
at $3,667 per unit, 195 multi-family residential units at $2,868 per unit;
24,274 square feet of retail, commercial space at $0.34 per square foot,
and 88,890 square feet of office space at the rate of $0.46 per square
foot. Any change in these factors will change the amount of the PIF due.
The fee is calculated using factors at the time that the project is
submitted for building permit.
c. Community Facilities District
Maintenance CFD Annexation

2002-02,

Neighborhood

Park

Police Advisories
L.

All handicapped, compact loading/unloading, and delivery parking spaces shall be
clearly marked with pavement markings and appropriate signs.

M.

All exterior doors shall be adequately illuminated at all hours with their own light
source.

N.

The perimeter of the site shall be fenced during construction.

0.

All alarm plans shall be approved by The Sacramento Police Department's Alarm
Unit.

P.

Entry into the structure should be controlled by some type of card or digital access
system with a restriction on the ability of a card or number code to, be reused until
the original user's vehicle exits the structure.

Q.

The applicant shall be responsible for the daily removal of all litter generated by the
business, from the subject site, adjacent properties and streets.

R.

All dumpsters must be kept locked.

S.

The applicant shall agree to a "good neighbor policy." The "good neighbor policy"
shall require that if any significant problems arise and the city receives complaints
about the use, the City will commence with Special Permit revocation hearings at
the cost of the property owner. The revocation hearing shall be at the discretion
and direction of the Planning Commission.
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Exhibit A: Tentative Map
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Exhibit B: Proposed Site Plan
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Exhibit C: Proposed Phasing of Project
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Exhibit D: Aerial of North Block
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Exhibit E: Aerial of South Block
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Exhibit F: Aerial Looking North
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Exhibit G: Perspectives: North Block at 11th and D Streets
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Exhibit H: Perspectives: North Block at Plaza
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Exhibit I: Perspectives: North Block at Artisans Walk
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Exhibit J: Perspectives: North Block at 11th and C Streets
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Exhibit K: Perspectives: North Block at Artisans Block
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Exhibit L: Perspectives: North Block at 10th Street and Plaza
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Exhibit M: Perspectives: North Block at 10th and D Streets
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Exhibit N: Perspectives: D Street Looking Southeast
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Exhibit 0: Perspectives: South Block at D Street
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Exhibit P: Perspectives: South Block at Halfplex Units and Rowhouses
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Exhibit Q: Perspectives: South Block at Open Space
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Exhibit R: Perspectives: South Block at 10th and E Streets
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Exhibit S: Perspectives: South Block at 11th and E Streets
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Exhibit T: Perspectives: South Block at 11th Street and Open Space
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Exhibit U: Perspectives: South Block at D Street Looking Southwest
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Exhibit V: North Block: Rail Yard Loft Elevations
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Exhibit W: North Block: Rail Yard Loft Building Plans
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Exhibit X: North Block: Rail Yard Loft Phasing Plan
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Exhibit Y: North Block: Mills Loft Elevations
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Exhibit Z: North Block: Mills Loft Building Plans
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Exhibit AA:North Block: Mills Loft Phasing Plan
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Exhibit BB: North Block: Rail Yard and Mills Loft Unit Plans
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Exhibit CC: North Block: D Street Loft Elevations
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Exhibit DD: North Block: D Street Loft Building Plans
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Exhibit EE: North Block: Office Building I Elevation (South and East)
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Exhibit FF: North Block: Office Building I Elevation (North and West)
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Exhibit GG: North Block: Office Building I First Floor Plan
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Exhibit HH: North Block: Office Building I Second Floor Plan
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Exhibit II: North Block: Office Building I Third Floor Plan
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Exhibit JJ: North Block: Office Building II Elevation (West and South)
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Exhibit KK: North Block: Office Building II Elevation ( East and North)
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Exhibit LL: North Block: Office Building II First Floor Plan
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Exhibit MM: North Block: Office Building II Second Floor Plan
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Exhibit NN: North Block: Office Building II Third Floor Plan
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Exhibit 00: North Block: Artisans Work Lofts
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Exhibit PP: North Block: Caretaker's and Artisans Work Lofts
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Exhibit QQ: South Block: Halfplex (Lot 9) Elevations (North and South)
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Exhibit RR: South Block: Halfplex (Lot 10) Elevations ( North and South)
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Exhibit SS: South Block: Halfplex (Lots 9-10) Elevations (East and West)
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Exhibit TT: South Block: Halfplex (Lots 9-10) Ground Floor Plan
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Exhibit UU: South Block: Halfplex (Lots 9-10) Middle Floor Plan
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Exhibit W: South Block: Halfplex (Lots 9-10) Upper Floor Plan
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Exhibit WW: South Block: Halfplex (Lots 9-10) Roof/Deck
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Exhibit XX: South Block: Rowhouses (Lots 11-45) Elevations
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Exhibit YY: South Block: Rowhouses (Lots 11-45) Lower Floor Plan
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Exhibit ZZ: South Block: Rowhouses (Lots 11-45) Middle Floor Plan w/Patio
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Exhibit AAA: South Block: Rowhouses (Lots 11-45) Middle Floor Plan w/Stoop
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Exhibit BBB: South Block: Rowhouses (Lots 11-45) Upper Floor Plan
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Exhibit CCC: South Block Rowhouses (Lot 20-21) Elevation
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Exhibit DDD: Overall Preliminary Landscaping Plan for Project Site
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Exhibit EEE: North Block: Preliminary Landscape Plan
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Exhibit FFF: South Block: Preliminary Landscape Plan
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Attachment 9: Mitigated Negative Declaration

The Mitigated Negative Declaration may be found at the following link:
http://www.cityofsacramento.org/dsd/planning/environmentalreview/eirs/documents/DRAFT-MND.pdf
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Attachment 10: Letter from Sacramento Montessori School
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300 REChBidS BOulelydT'd
Sacramento, CA 95811

S'r+6ject, [WnMftS osn Me A raft Mqattqd lY4egaMe 0.^aara^ for the CYeavney Ptpj"
P07-123
Dear Ms. Buford:
Frs4 on behalf of the parents and faWlty of Sapamenio Mantemd 9dxal, we would Igo to
thank you for pmvWng us wRh 60 CDs of the various doamerrts aamprlsin® the Draft Mqga6ed
Negative Declaration fbr the Creamery PnaJect Your assistance In this regard was invaluable,
and we would No to urtderscore our appredatloii of your efbrts, Including har►Ing the CDs
debwed to our campus.

WWWW"64 WW"Inm 60 6*4116 &44_-

grade. The School was developed originally in 1989 by the developer of the then U.S. Bank
Pla® building In rqqporm Co concerns about the Impact of that development an the demand for
childcare in Downtown Saaamenbo. The hlsGork Marie B. Hastings building at 1123 DSbad
was rehabftted In 1990 to house the Sacramento Mont+eesarl Schnal, and the 5dxo1 began
prrovldirg services thlg same year. The Marie B. Hastings building Is on the National RegMer of
HfsGark Places (NRHP) and Is know as the third oldest 6uikling in Sacramento.
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In 1995, wlih the dav^elopmert of the Wells Fargo Bank building In Downtown Sacramento, the
5droofs Want-Toddler fadiity at 1111 D Sdeet was built to, meet the addifional childcare
dimunds In Downtown.

The Saammenmo hlonlessorl School's current enrollment, Including full- and partinreek atianding
children, Is slightly more than 10D children.
U1

fi.=F=.r.

rr

diE-ML, i_7==^toL='•Il -^-I-MiL-7:!;C1 1.yT:=!'ii.ii
^.

We understand that, In addition to, the proposed South Park development between D and E^arid
10' and 11"' Streetk the proposed Creamery Project will consist of:
• Two proposed office buildings
n

The proposed offlce building that froMs 11"' Street at the alley between D and C Streets
Is 49 feet In height with medianicais Included. This 1s the alley used by most families
when picking up or dropping off their children.

• Hptt to this proposed office building would be a"parking courr ior 175 ve&das.
• Immediately behind this parking area wmild be the proposed Mills Loft the Mills Loft
would be four smries In height and higher with nWLtop placed mediiarnicaIs.
•
•

The Ruth Park boded an the parcel bounded by D and i; and W and 11ei Stnmfs
276 hoysing un1Cs

Our Concerns about Ow Developuent

.
Our concerns about the proposed Creamery Project fall In major areas, Induding, but not
limited to:
a
n

Lack of consideration of Sacramento Mnnbessorl Schaoi's Marie B. Hastings hWwk
bu1lding

• Location of the three-stay office building on 11a' Street across from the alley used by
the Sdvolt ftrillies
•

L =1

r1l

Traffic circulation, sensitive receptorsy and air emissions
Parl6g
;=_'1.1^^

14 ;71 1 !.

.7!^:1-

31

No mention was made in the Liitlal Study of the Marie B. Hastings bXing. Y4 this threestory britk building was constructed In 1873 and Is on the National Register of lilsborlc Plaees
{NRM. Reference in the environmental documents; Is made to the Alkali Flat North Historic
Distrist along 11* Street, parFJouiarly the snrffi corner of 11e1 and D 5treeft, but no mertiqn Is
made of the area north, where Sacramento Montessori School Is situated. The Initial Study
Indicates Visit:
Devielopmaent on the poitions of the wvject site that race the Alicag Rat Nortl, rismrlc
District along 11te Street should be compatible with the nearby Dlstrkt Image In terms of
scale and artfadatlon. Character-defining features of the Hishorlc District should be
adQow7edged such as yards or gardens, street fumishlriqs. open spaces, buildift design
and building maWiaQs, and their character not diminished by the design of the new
construction dire* acrqss the stneet The settings of the Alkali Fiat North HIs6a1c
District and the nearby Alkali Flat Central Historic District should be respected by visual
additions to their ►rir3niry (p. 52).

Comments on the Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration for the Creamery Project,
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we understand that one of the proposed three-stary office buildngs tam 11"' Street between
D and C Streets on the proposed drivewayUrectly aanss the sheet from the eMng day
(he'tween D and C Streeft). 1t Is also our understanding that this a4°ffoe building will be 40 feet
In helght Iloweww, rrhen the rooNbop mad^enitcaiis are ad" the proposed
buillmng's heigh116noveww tn •fV dee&

Directly aavoss the street from this proposed office building is an early 19Ws Vkborian
structure. About half-way down the alley Is SaaamenGa Montessor9 Sohaol. R is our opinion
that this proposed office building Is notfHendlyto Its e&ting neighbors and Indeed ctNnishe&
their character because of Its height
•

We have concerns that the location of this proposed office building will
impact the dtaracber of mdsling sdvcturas bacausa of Its heMght.

•

We have strong aonoerns about the maseing of the two proposed ofifice
building* particularly the proposed building that will face Ur Streek and
the potential Impacts of this messing an our neighborhood.

•

We strongly recommend that a significant ofl`set of the 49-foot high
structure so that It does not overwhelm Its neighbors and/or substantial
setbadc oElhe offive building to minimize Impacts. Ideally, this office
building and its aaoounpanying parking lot would be moved mora to the west
toward the KCRA complex which is oommordal and would provide more
-dgnflkwd offset from D
and the railroad tracdm baldnd It.

The scale of the South Park devrelopmenl; located been D and ESbub and 1P and 1[}M
Streets, suggeftaompatlblllty with "...the nearby Dishitt lnnage In terms of srale antl
ariicudafjon".

• Tha proposed thrae-s" oMca budlift that facas iia ^+ee1 between D
and CMmeRa will have potential Impacb to the hbkrlc assahi in the
neaghbahao
•

We beDeMe that the proposed 4g-Ibot high office bu*dhi&
where
currently plsnaad, oba- 11 1 the nelghhwicod's scenic view vorrldom I and
bloc^ rlekrs of the Merle 8. Hastings buYding.

•ns height is also a visual obstruction for those at Sacramenbn Montessoi
School and violates their aesthetic: sense of scale.

Traffic dr+wlation through the alley at the rear of Saaamento Monbmwri School to 1P
Streek l.a, between C and D Streets and 10 and 12"' Sh+eats„ Is already a sarlous concern
to faculty and staff at Secraman6o Mon6^o^i Sd^aal and pmuft of children
attending the Sdrool. On days when large-scale garbage tuft b14dc one side of the alley
and/or Capitol Ice Dearn Company Is accepting deliveries vls-h-vIs large-scale delivery trudks
(three dap per week on average), ► ehic[e daft In the a11ey comes to a h* rau" vetddes
to queue wlth englnes running. 1>vflflly q&wA*md mm2&ntlwsamid aepdomqddle
e►ndafovn has a negative Impact on air quality through increased ewnbdbns of
carbon monoxide (CO), particular nufter (PM), and omoae (03).

Comments on the Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration for the GYesmery Prejeet,
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►4ddltlonally, *cut -through traffle is a major concern. The proposed pcd a deftn with
the +411~11xt hlgh office building and Its drhremrall directly Sam the abet ftm the
eadotlrig aney behind the 0 d- ool will a+ealde dgnlflont Imp^aNa to iraHic entering
and eodtlng the Saaanreneo Nandas^i Sdeod campeqL As you may epect, safety of
the ddlckee atberding 5aaanxn6a 91ontessarl5chnol is an extremely imporlanC Issue, along
with the saW of our staff and parents of children attending our school. Traffic and saW are
likely to be impacted by vehicles Wdng 12'" Streel;, aAtlng through the alley behind the School,
and entering the office building's driveway. Vehicles edting the ddMeinray and aAling through
the alley to access 1P Street are also Maely to Impact 'Caffic and safety. . In both cases, the
trffic isW which Sacramento Monbemrl School curently faces are further negatively
Impacted by the proposed project: and not addressed In the proposed Creamery Project's
environmental docunamd.s.
n

Wa And no narlawof the impact of trat^'traRlc queuing, air esnisdan* and
other air quality l^ resulting from 4ocreasad dadft ►rolmne as areadt of
the proposed project to the sanllara who now or wla redde In the Globe Milo

Cornplan

CS

9 We believe that the hnpact of tlnaa3 tssues 60tl1 f3o children aendaenlnrs should
be addrasa^.
We reviewed the llaffic Impact Jtinalyftmade mailable for public comment and lbu^d no
mentlon oflmpecUto 5aaarnmito !lwi^+a^ar! 5dloal or traillc dnailatlon In and
bround On Sdiool. We believe this to be a serious oversight for the reasons g1►ien above and
bemuse, without consideration of the School and Increased traffic through the alley as a result
of the office building and parking lot locations, the "less than sIgntricart Impactv finding is
indeed sugpea We are also concerned that we could flnd no ►aef+a+enee In the Initial Study or
In the companion Negative Declaration dacummtls to suggest that the alley behind the School
was ilken Into account In eonjundlon with the parldng lot and the office building fronting 1P
Street between D and C Shmets. In the Ttaific Impact Anaqvis,tY+er+e is mention of tie 111h
Street ft^ (across from the a39y), but the description given of M driveway Is sMply that it
Is a:
F

...eoudherly driveway north of D8fteet The driueway appears to$e located across 110
Street from the existing alley and Is notlPooutednear an eobft kderaeefion. As such,
the driveway Is not expected to alfed tMlc operations at the intersections.' (rrelllc
Impact Analysis, p. 37, emphasis added).
There is no mention about how the manner in which traffic will operate at the proposed
dr4vewaylalley entrance which suggests that there is no activity there now. Obviously, this Is not
the case.

Pointed out in the Initial Study is-One important mason for air quality regulations and
standards-, I.e.. °...fhoeptvb9cikn aefthoc^e memb^s^aftfiep^n who are =stSaWdrve
to the a"w health OW& vfakpnd'uffon, hrnmd semMv rxqMme Sendtive receptors
refers to specific population groups - children and the elderly, among others - and land uses
where they would be located for long periods. Shoals, playgrounds, and child care centers are
among the commonly identified sensitive land uses.
The children attending Sacramento Montessod School are all under the age of six years with
about half of them under the age of two years. These dilkien spend, on average, nine to ten
hours each day at our Sehaol. Decreasing air quft through Increased vehicle emissim Is
simply not acceptable to these sensfte receptors.
Cammeaft an the Draft
MxftM
4%%=

Mitigated Negative DecIvtadan for the Creamery P*ojeet,
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C
In addition, It should be noted that asitfuns raI es In Snaanmft Coanft are MOM this
highest In the nadon.
R

If traffic tinm the proposed office building and/or the proposed parking lot Is permitted through
the alley. It will Ilk* result In Impacts to health and safiely as well as to trafftc and drwlatlan
because children are ofoen walked through the alley when leaving the Schaal. We would hope
ttnt the City planners and the developer will help to protect the alr and walkways flor our young
chlklren.
We would recommend that If the proposed oMoe hulking and 1lts aUnaent parldn®
Jot cannoJt be redesigned with offsets and/or setlbadm or moved dower to the
commerichl KOtA TY prapeft, the proposed building be m-ed 11* 1) Sies+eat at iDm.
i^. i+ i!

^ ^^:

= I : -i ^^=..•.i.^ ^a^ ... _ .^.i.• i^ ^! ^^^.-:^i =.^.r =,F

Car&ary to a statement In the Litlal Study, there are a significant number of wurxft&
pffift^ In the Allm11 Flat nelghberhoad, particularly
Is northern border. There are
unm6Pred parking spaces along D Street between 11a' and 1 Streets and along C 5^et
fram 11r to UP Street. (14°` and 15tl' Streets are In the Mans[an Rat neighborhood, not Alkali
Fiat). Staff at Sacramento MorbmM School obpved that many of ftm parking along
these s b a eb are empWees of the City, OExM, Stale, and Federal GoovmmAs who can park
at no cost fnr up to fen hours in some cases. We bdieMe'that this fact d=W be noted and Us
impact taken Into account when parldng stra6eHles are formulated for the new devoelopment,
which, In and of Ibe1P, will increase the demand for partdng spaces In the area.
F n . _=^ i^. !ii ^ ►:.^= u ± •.. ii^^i,^i

^.r• i^: i..^

The proposed Creamery Project environmental compliance documents do not address social
Impacts associated with either cuxrent or projected child care demand as a result of the
proposed Project. However, the need and demand for child care in Downtown Sacramento is
critical.
In the faN of 2005, a collaborative comprised of the Sacramento Local Child Care &
Development Planning Counal, the Sacramento County Office of Education (SQQE), First 5
SacramerAo, and Child Adiari, Inc, received a Constructing Connections grant from the Low
NOM Investment Fund (LM. 5aaamenta County became one of ten countks participating
In a'stahevNlde grant program. One or the findings of this group Is that

t

The inclusion of child care In planning and development in 5aoamen6o. reglonaE, county
and city government general and transportation plans, and zoning that dr=rporaft
dW crom sorvkw ^'i ►aWWWsor►d awwoarn6alzww Is crItIMI If the mcparding child
care needs of Sacramento County are to be met. (Saarannento Local Child Care and
Development Planning CaundPs Child Care Plan, "Promoting Excellence in Child Care,
Saaamentn Child Care Plan 2007-2012' (p. 25, emphasis added).

Another finding is that
Ear1y care and education services must be convenient and accessible to families
throughout the county regardless of Income or needs ONA
n
Comments on the Dra* Mitigated Nep&e Declaration for the Creamery Pjrq3a4
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Them are approodmateiy 154,296 children ages 0-13 with parents in the Mw form In
Sacramento Oounty and 54,761 licensed child care slots. Esseniially, licensed child care is
available far asdy35paxwtcafMe dA*w r+0 pavargsk7 daeArbark ►o°Countywide.
(CeNScmFa Chlid Care Portfdio, published by the California Child Care Resoptm and Referral
Netvvotl5r 2005). The greabest demand for care Is for Irdants, followed by toddlers and
preoc#woliaged childreri.

AC the present time, Sacramento Montessod Sctrool's Waft ilst for Infants and toddlers strel:c1hes
Into August 2004 with babies not yet bom consftffing about we-half of our Wait L1st. Its Waft
List for those 2.5 years and older Is also significant The School does not anticipate hating any
vacancies In Infant, Toddler, or its Chtldneft House (for those 2.5 years and older) until the
summer of 2009.
This situation is typical of child care fadlitles in the Downtown area. Downtown Sacramento Is
Impacted by the number of workers who commute to and from their homes to work. While the
number of Downtown residents Is Increasing as a result of new housing sorts, the 9, ea

dernand for child care continues to be from State of California, Oty of Sacramento, and CmmV
of Saaamenta workers who text ixa live outside of Sacramento's Carrtral City but commute to
work.
The proposed Geamery Project Intends to offer appraadmal* 276 housing unks. To anticipate
that at least ten percent of those oacvpy►>ng these units will need dN care Is aorsetvatl+Ae. We
recommend that child care be included In the proposed Creamery ftject^ and Sacramenm ^
MonCessorf School is willing to help In this regard.
Our Suppoitof do Creamery Pr
We beYeve that the proposed Creamery Project Is a viable projed for the Allan Flat community
and SaQamento Mon>sssorl Sichoas ln parffauiar. However, we are adft the City of
we have rabed, Including
Sacramento and project proponents 'm seriously consider the Ism
Impacts adsodated with the view shed of the School, location of the office buildings, ba
c1radation, health and safety, and social resources. We are oertain that repesenta
from
Sacramento Morr6eseorl 5ctroal and paWts of chgdnrn attYding our School would be Interested
In wrsidng with the developer and architect to ensure that the-proposed Creamery Project
m1ndntes Impacts to environmental resources, Is consistent with the hMuk asmts to the north
on 1P Str+eel; does not dfminlsh the visual chaoracter of the area, and is enhanced by the
pqx)sed pvajeM
M

Please let us know V you have a11J1qLle51iOrM'
.a.
SIRam* yours,

LE LY
Site Director
Nk
i

MARILYN K. PROSSER, Ph.D.
AdA'dNstraHuie consultant

0

Cnmmmft an the Draft Mitigated Negative DKUmKm for the Creamery Pro ject,
aeM1s
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Attachment 11: Letter from Evan Edgar

= RichardTs Bou'levarcT,"5"P'foor
Sacramento, CA 95811-0218
Dear Mr. Compton:
RE:

Comments on The Creamery Project - P07-123

Total Compliance Management (TCM) is the consulting engineering firm representing
Burnett & Sons Mill and Lumber Company (Burnett) on new mixed-used development
projects adjacent to their property at 214 11 th Street, Sacramento, CA 95814. Burnett
has been in operation at its current facility since the 1930's, and has been an integral
part of Sacramento's community since 1869. When Burnett relocated to this site
adjacent to the former Crystal Creamery and the former Globe Mills, Burnett chose
the site based on the heavy industrial zoning along the railroad tracks where the site
was able to be developed for industrial uses for lumber and wood milling products.
Contrary to the the statements on page 28 of Appendix D of the proposed Mitigated
Negative Declaration, Burnett will not be relocating in the future, therefore, mitigation
measures for the proposed Creamery Project will be required to attenuate and shield
the noise from the dust collector that Burnett is entitled to operate in a Heavy
Industrial Zone.
Burnett & Sons Mill and Lumber Company has always considered itself a good
neighbor, has sustained a positive community presence, and has operated its facility
without any significant nuisance complaints or noise complaints from its neighbors or
the general public. With the current Globe Mill mixed use complex opening, and the
conversion of the Crystal Creamery into residential units, Burnett is very concerned
that the transition from a heavy industrial use zone to adjacent residential uses will
affect their long-term livelihood and the ability to operate as they have for the last 70
years. On September 11, 2008, TCM submitted comments to the City Development
Services Department for the Notice of Preparation (NOP) on an Environmental
Impact Report. While we recognize that the subsequent proposed Mitigated Negative
Declaration analyses the noise issues; TCM believes that mitigation measures should
be considered as part of the Project.
PO Box 1952, Sacramento, CA 95812-1952

Fax916/739-1216 Phone 916/739-1200
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As provided in our September 11, 2008 letter to the City, Burnett operates within the
industrial performance standards per the Zoning Ordinance and the General Plan to
generate up to 80 dBA of noise, and cannot change their standard industry
operational procedures to accommodate a potentially lower-tolerance mentality
towards noise, vibration, odor, fumes, and vapors that could be foisted upon their
industrial use by adjacent residential uses that appear to be incompatible with
industrial uses. The policies of the General Plan allow industrial uses to perform
current operations operating within the standards of the industrial zone up to 80 dBA
as established with the Globe Mills project approval. Future constraints of their
industrial activity that may be sought by residential uses could impact the ability of
the facility to operate.
We have received the Notice of Preparation (NOP) of the Environmental Impact
Report, the proposed Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND), and the Staff Report to
the Planning Commission, and believe that these documents will need to be revised
to provide reasonable mitigation measures on the proposed residential units with
respect to the established industrial noise generated as allowed by the City General
Plan. There should be adequate conditions of approval built into the proposed project
to assure the continued industrial uses allowed by the General Plan. The proposed
Creamery project may eventually encroach upon the vested land use entitlements
that Burnett has currently established under the goals and policies of the City of
Sacramento Noise Element.
We have the following the proposed MND and the Staff Report:
Issue 10: Noise
The Initial Study of the proposed MND does not propose any
mitigation measures on The Creamery project having made an analysis that the
entitled noise generated by Burnett is a less-than-significant impact, having
located the non-residential artisan building to shield the noise from the set back
residential until. TCM believes that there are potentially significant impacts, and that
mitigation measures are needed, and would recommend to the Planning Commission
to impose mitigation measures recommended below.
Impact 8 - of Appendix D - Technical Noise Analysis of the MND states that the
non-transportation noise could be a potentially significant impact. The Analysis
does state the following:
"The applicant (i.e. The Creamery Project) can employ a company which
builds enclosures for equipment such as the dust collectors. The enclosures
would be required to reduce the exterior noise levels form the dust collectors
by approximately 20 dBA to ensure that the exterior noise level criteria at all
uses comply with the city of Sacramento criteria.

2
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Discussion with the project applicant indicates that the Burnett & Sons facility
may relocate in the future. Therefore, if this occurs no mitigation for the dust
collector would be required."
Burnett will not be moving, and mitigation by the application will be needed.
Burnett hereby accepts the offer of the applicant (The Creamery Project) to
enclose the dust collector, since the Artisan Buildings and nearby residential
would be receptors to the entitled noise generated by Burnett.
The Initial Study should be amended to add Mitigation Measures N3 to require the
applicant to enclose the dust collector.
Standard Sales or Lease Agreements for all of the occupants should include typical
language identifying adjacent land uses, whereby the Buyer or Lessee acknowledges
that the City of Sacramento standards allow acceptable levels of nuisances in the
industrial zone. Lessee shall abrogate rights to any complaint process with the
Lessor or the City of Sacramento when industrial zone activity is in conformance with
the standard criteria. A citizen noise complaint process shall be established prior to
approval of the development.
Burnett seeks legal and public process conditions of project approval as part of the
Special Permit. The industrial zone allows an entitlement to generate a reasonable
and acceptable amount of noise as allowed in the City of Sacramento General Plan.
The residents of the proposed development could possibly adopt a"zero tolerance"
or "low tolerance" attitude towards noise, and might place the current operations of
Burnett under intense public scrutiny even though Burnett is operating within the
adopted noise standards. The following language that should be inserted for any
Standard Lease Agreement for the occupants of the The Creamery Project is
suggested herein.
ADDITIONS TO STANDARD LEASE AGREEMENT
Language to be added to a typical LEASE AGREEMENT:
WHEREAS, Lessee acknowledges that the subject property is adjacent to an
operating lumber mill previously zoned for this type of industrial use.
USE OF PREMISES.
Lessee shall comply with any and all laws, ordinances, rules and orders of any
and all governmental or quasi-governmental authorities affecting the
cleanliness, use, occupancy and preservation of the Premises.
Lessee acknowledges that the use of adjacent premises to the east is zoned
industrial and occupied by a historical and operating lumber mill, and is
therefore subject to conditions set forth by the City of Sacramento. Specific
conditions allow such use in the industrial zone based on a set of performance
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standards, which allows an acceptable level of noise, vibration, odors, and
glare. Dust, fumes, vapors, and gases emissions are permitted within certain
minimum standards that do not cause damage to public health and safety.
Lessee acknowledges that the City of Sacramento standards allow acceptable
levels of nuisances in the industrial zone. Lessee shall abrogate rights to any
complaint process with the Lessor or the City of Sacramento when industrial
zone activity is in conformance with the standard criteria.
A citizen noise complaint process shall be established prior to approval of the
development. The citizen complaint process shall include exterior and interior
acceptable noise level exposure allowed by the General Plan, and that those levels
are acceptable. Citizen complaints below the acceptable noise level are not
confirmed complaints, and shall have no effect upon the operations of Burnett.
Special Conditions should be placed on the conditions of approval establishing the
citizen complaint process. Should the occupants require additional mitigation to
further decrease noise below the acceptable levels, the developer should pay for
those costs, and in no way will those costs be the responsibility of Burnett.
We look forward to commenting at the Planning Commission and Design Review,
and request that our company be noticed on all future public meetings and City
working groups on this proposed development.
Should you have any questions, please contact me at (916) 739-1700.
Sincerely:

Evan W.R. Edgar
Principal Civil Engineer
cc:

Jim Miller, Burnett & Sons
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MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION

S0
The City of Sacramento, California, a municipal corporation, does hereby prepare, make declare, and
publish this Negative Declaration for the following described project:
•

.

x

Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration for the Creamery Project (P07-123)
The City of Sacramento, Development Services•DepartAent, has reviewed the proposed project and on
the basis of the whole record before it, has determinedihat there is no substantial evidence that the
n ^
project,`wi^h mitigation measures as identified irLthe attached Initial Study, will have a significant effect on
`
the environment. This Mitigated Negative Declaration reflects the lead agency 's-independentJ'udgement
and analysis. An Environmental Impact Report is not required pursuant to the Environmental Quality Act ;-.m`;
of 1970 (Sections 21000, et seq., Public Resources Code of the State of California).
This Negative Declaration has been prepared pursuant to Title 14, Section 15070 of the California Code of,
Regulations; the Sacramento Local Environmental Regulations (Resolution 91-892) adopted by the City of
Sacramento.
n
A copy of this document and all supportive documentation may be reviewed or obtained between 7:30 A% 7^
and 3:30 PAe4 (except holidays) at the following 18G,ation:
n

City of Sacramento
Developrfient Services
300 Richards Boulevard, Third Floor
Sacramento, OC A 95811
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THE CREAMERY PROJECT ( P07-123) IiVITIAL STUDY
(REVISED OCTOBER 20, 2008)
This initial study has been prepared by ^he Development Services Department, 300 Richards
Boulevard, Third Floor, Sacramento, CA 95811, pursuant to Title 14, Section 15070 of the California
Code of Regulations; and the Sacramento Local Environmental Regulations (Resolution 91-892)
adopted by the City of Sacramento.
ORGANIZATION OF THE INITIAL STUDY

This initial study is organized into the following sections:
SECTION I-BACKGROUND. This Section provides the summary background information about the
project name, location, sponsor, and the date this initial study was completed.
n
n

SECTION II-PROJECT DESCRIPTION. This Section includes a detailed description of the proposed
project.

11 n

^

SECTION III-ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST AND DISCUSSION. This Section contains the
Environmental Checklist form together with a discussion of the checklist questions. The checklist form
is used to determine the following for the proposed project: (1"^ Potentially Significant Impacts, which
identifies impacts that may have a significant effect on the envirbnment, but for wbich the level of
significance cannot be appropriately determined without further analysis in an environmental impa^t
report (EIR); (2) Potentially Significant Impacts Unless Mitigated, which identifies impacts that couldbe
mitigated to have a less-than-significant impact with implementation of mitigation measures; and (3)
Less-than-Significant Impacts, which identifies impacts that would be less than significant nand do not
require the implem ^ntation of mitigation measures. The environmental issues are discussed as follows:
.

Issue 1: Land Use and Planning

Issue 8: Energy

Issue 2: Population and Housing

Issue 9: Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Issue 3: Seismicity, Soils, and Geology

Issue 10: Noise

Issue 4: Hydrology and Water Quality -

Issue 11: Public Services

Issue 5: Air Quality

Issue 12: Utilities and Service Systems

Issue 6: Transportation/Traffic

Issue 13: Aesthetics, Light, and Glare.

Issue 7: Biological Resources

Issue 14: Cultural Resources

d

n

n

Issue 15: Recreation
SECTION IV-ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED: This Section identifies
which environmental factors were determined to have either a Potentially Significant Impact orra
Potentially Significant Impact Unless Mitigated, as indicated in the Environmental Checklist.
SECTION V-DETERMINATION: Page This Section identifies the determination of whether impacts n
associated with development of the proposed projecf are significant, and what, if any, addelm
environmental documentation may be requiredw
SECTIOWVI-APPENDICES
The Creamery Project
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SECTION I-BACKGROUND

Project Name, File Number:

THE CREAMERY PROJECT (P07-123)

Proiect Location:

1013 D Street, Sacramento, CA. 95814. The project si^ includes
the area roughly delineated by E Street on the south, 11th Street
on the east, the Union Pacific Rail Right of Way on the north and
10th Street on the west, with the addition of the south half of the C
to D Street block between 9th and 10th Streets.

.

APNs: 002-0076-006, 007, 013, 014, 016, 019, 020 and 021
11
002-0113-003, 011, 012, 013, 014, 019, 020, 022 and 023
Proiect Applicant:
,
Project Planner:

Craig Hausman: PHA Architects, (916) 554-6411 Ext. 15
•
.
,^

V

1801 I Street, Suite 100 Sacramento, Ca. 95811
Evan Compton, Senior Planner,
City of Sacramento
Development Services
LZ!
300 Richards Bbulevard, Third Floor
^ Sacramento, CA 95811
Phone (916) 808-5260 ecompton@cityofsacramento.org

Environmental Planner:

I
L

Ellie Buford, Principal Planner
City of Sacramento
Development Services
300 Richards Boulevard, Third Floor
Sacramento, CA 95811
Phone (916) 808-5935 Ibuford@cityofsacramento.org
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Vicinity Map
The Creamery
1013 D Street
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SECTION II-PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Project Location/Setting:
The project site is located in the Alkali Flat neighborhood of Sacramento. The site includes the area
roughly delineated by E Street on the south, 11th Street on the east, the Union Pacific Rail Right of Way
on the north and 10th Street on the west, with the addition of th& south half of the C to D Street block
beVeeil 9th and 10'h Streets. The site is identified as including the following Sacramento County
Assessors Parcel Numbers: 002-0076-006, 007, 013, 014, 016, 019, 020 and 021 and 002-0113-003,
011, 012, 013, 014, 019, 020, 022 and 023. (Location Map. Pg.3)
A demolition permit was issued in March, 2008 after the structures on the site were declared
"dangerous". All structures on the site have been demolished and removal of the demolition debris is in
progress.
Lil

General Plan designation: Industrial
Central City Community Plan designation: Industrial'
Previous use of site: Former Crystal Crleamery production site
Existing zoning of site: M-1
Planning Entitlements requested:
The aplicant is requesting approval of a rezone of the south block to Multi-Family (R-3A), a community
plan amendment, a tentative map, a special permit, a major-modification and design review.
Projwt Components:
The proposed project includes develppment of 230 re%^idential units and 123,329 square nfeet of
commerci5l space on 8.2 net acres. The project has two components: The North Block (Site A) and the
South Block (Site B). The nortIT block is bounded by the railroad tracks'to the north, KCRA to the,west,
11'" Street to the east, and D Street to the south. The SouthoBlock is bopnded by D, E, 10`", and 11th
Streets. (Site Plan, pg. 4)
''
The North Block.
'Historically, this is the portion of the site which held the bulk of the Crystal Creamery's manufacturing n
Jacilities and business operations. It is bound on the northern edges by the active UP rail linland
Burnett & Son's millworks. The southern boundary is D' Street from 9t" to 11 th. Easterly, the boundary
is 'C' Street with Burnett & Son's showroom/offices and the Globe IV^lls just beyond. Westerly,.KC4's
production studio and Television Circle comprise thenlimit^ ^^the
The proposed uses for this portion of the site are Office/Retail/Commercial, Residential, aUd
Factory/Nlanufqcturing., The former would be housed irL two, three-story Office Buildings which are
situated along D ' Street between 10th and 1 1th Streets. The proposed residential component c5nsists
of threg, four-story lofts distributed in primarily two locations on site; the first is along D' Street be^v^
9th and 10th. The second location consists of what, essentially is the extension of 'C' Street b ^ no
10th and 11'" Streets. Lastly, he proposed 'factory' uses consist of a series of artisan wbrl-lofts'
situated along the northern and northwestern boundarieg and function as a sound wall toyffle ac^
T^
railroad line.
11
^i

Additional site features of the North Block include parking, a central n plaz5 and its correspoMing
arterials, as well as a proposed three-story^milk carton feature. The proposed parking is 9"ix of
ninety-degree street parking al g the private drive^. A parking court v%ould be located to the nortltiof
the easternmost Office Buildincalong 11th Street. One hundred and seventy one spaces (not including
the private garages or street parking) would be provided for employees, guests/visitors and residents.
It is envisioned as 'flex parking' in nature; the spaces are to be used by off-setting building users
between residential and offices.
The Creamery Project
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The Creamery Plaza element is conceived asa 'square' in use and nature. The space was placed at
the intersection of several pathways (or arterials) within the North Block boundaries. Considered to be
the primary entry, the space flanked by the two office buildings leads u;ers from `D' Street and
connects with the South Block by means of a bulb-out and mid-block crosswalk.

ro.

.

The Buildings:
.
The applicant is proposing to construct, 2 office buildings, 3 loft buildings and sixteen Artisan spaces.
The Offices
y:

.

„

.

Two Office Buildings are planned with each office building containing approximately 39,000 sq ft,
totaling over 78,000 sq ft of commercial/retail space.
The Lofts

I

The three loft buildings (designated as Q Street, Rail Yard, and Mills) would have 57 residential units for
a total of 171 units. The lofts are each four-stories. Each loft building would contain ground floor
commercial space and private podium parking for the loft residents. The commercial spaces for the Rail
Yard and f1lflls Loft buildings would face the interior plaza area. The commercial space area for the D
Street lofts would face D Street.
Artisan Lofts
0

r+

The last component on the North Block is the work-lofts (not live-work) along the north boundary. Unit
A has thirteen spaces @ 600 square feet each, Unit Bhas two spaces^,Q 2,200 square feet each, and
Unit C has one space @ 2,100 square feet. The spaces are not designed for living purposes and are
intended to be for light industrial use. The Artisan building is also intended to provide a sound barrier
from the railroad tracks at the north property line for the rest of the development. Along the western
portion of 10t" Street, a smaller group of Artisan Work Lofts and a Caretaker's Unit would be included.
.

Parking: As indicated below, the project requires entitlements to deviate from the standard parking
requirements. The site has designated parking spaces for the residential units in the ground floor of the
loft buildings. The onsite surface parking spaces will be shared for the office, commercial, artisan
spaces, and residential guest%. These parking figures do not include %treet parking. Angled street
parking is currently being considered for D, 10th, and 11t" Streets in front of this site.
n
Pafking for the "The North Block" on Site A
Required Parking

Proposed Parking

Difference

Office (88,980 sqft)
11

198 spaces (1/450)

148 spaces

50 spaces

Residential (171 units)

182 spaces (171 for residents
and 11 guest spaces)

182 spaces

No

Ground
Commercial

66 spaces (1/400 for first 9600
then 1/250)

14 spaces

52 spaces

14 spaces (1/1000)

14 spaces

No

Floor

Artisan Space

The Creamery Project
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The South Block
The South Block is the smaller residential portion of the project. Bound by 10th and 11th to the
East/West sides and 'D' and 'E' Streets to the North/South it is one city block, less the southwest corner
where a grocery store and vacant parcel are located. These two parcels are not part of the
development. This lot functioned as the Crystal Creamery's motor pool where the delivery trucks and
other vehicles were parked and sprviced. Running east to west in the center is an abandoned alley
(similar to the North Block where the utilities are cUrrently located). The utilitie's would be relocated and
the abandoned alley would be developed as a park/open space for the residents and neighborhood.
The Park would have an open green space on the West end, and a patio area on the East end to serve
as a gatheringepace.

r
A

The Row-house units are proposed to surround this central pocket park. Entrances would be provided
from both sides of the units; garages/secondary entries orient to the priv5te drives and primary entries n
toward the front (sidewalk or park side). A private drive would separate the Halfplex units along 'D'
Street with the Row-houses to the South. The remaining circulation on the block would be via a series
of hammerhead private roadways and private drives to access the Row-houses garages.

I

It

The Buildings:
The applicant is proposing to construct a total of 59 residential units on the south block. There would be
24 units (12 duplexes) in which half of the units face D Street and the other half face a private drive
that runs parallel to D Street. The remaining 35 units on the south block would be constructed as Row.
houses.
6!

The Halfglexes

These three-story, transitional units would be situated along 'D' Street with one unit facing the street
and the other oriented toward the private drive. While appearing to be a continuous building, each
halfplex is to be constructed as a standalone, building. Private tandem garages and storage areas are
provided for each unit with access to each unit from the garage.
The front units would be entered from the sidewalk. Oriented to the South, a short, shared stoo13
provides access to the aft, walk-up half of the units above the garages:4 A large living, dining and
kitchen area make up this floor. Above is a two-bed, two-bath sleep area.
^p

.

I

I v

The Row-houses:
Thirty five-row-house units are proposed, with units sized for 3-4 bedroom, 2-1/2 Bath, 1700+ sq ft and
two-car garages. The row-houses (town-homes) would be grouped into threes oriented to the
surrounding sidewalks or central park area. The units are designed with entries at both the front Tnd
rear. The lower level is comprised of the rear oriented tandem garage and storage.
.

I

Parking fo"The

Block"

Site
Y

Residential

Required Parking

Proposed Parking

Difference

59 parking spaces

11 8 spaces

No

[:

The Creamery Project
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I

Issue 1: Land Use and Planning

I

b) Affect agricultural resources or
operation (e.g., impacts to soils or
farmlands, or impact from incompatible
Land u^esl?

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The City of Sacramento Zoning Ordinance designates the site as M-1, Light Industrial; residential is
allowed in this zone with a special permit. The City of Sacramento General Plan designates th'b
proposed project site as Industrial.
The proposed project is also located in the Alkali Flat
Redevelopment Project Area.

rl:

STANDARDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

For the purposes of this analysis, an impact is considered significant if the project would substantially
alter an approved land 6se plan that would result in a physical change to the environment. Impacts to
the physical environment resulting from the proposed project are discussed in subsequent sections of
this document.

I

ANSWERS TO CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

a)
Implementing the proposed project would introduce new land uses, intensify land uses, increase building heights, an^ parking that would vary from the previous development on the project site. Thb ^
project would require a Central City Community Plan amendment, and rezone to allow development of ti
several of the proposed land uses. The project site is located in the Central Business District General
Plan. This designation supports the propo,^ed residential densities and increased building heights. TRe
proposed project is consistent with the Council's desire to increase
the amount of housing
in the
1
0
Central City,
I A
The site is also located in a redevelopment area. The Redevelopment Agency has identifigd
construction of Central City residential and mixed-use projects as priorities for Downtown
redevelopment and revitalization. The Agency's primary focus fdl° the remaining duration of the
Redevelopment Project is on continuing its efforts to revitalize the 12th Street Corridor, as identified in
the Implementation Plan. The recent Globe Mills project near the site has been developed consisterSt
with this goal. Therefore, the proposed project would result in a less-than-significant impact. .

The Creamery Project
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b)
The project site is urban and is not located in an area designated or zoned by the City, or an
agency with jurisdiction over the project site, for ag(icultural resource conservation or operation. The
project site neither contains nor is located adjacent to existing farmland designated or under contract
for preservation (FMMP 2007). Therefore, the proposed *project would result in a less-than-significant
impact.
'
MITIGATION MEASURES
n

No mitigation measures are required.
FINDINGS
n

The project would not affect agricultural resources and would result in a less-than-significant impact.
The project would result in an alteration of the present and previous land use on the site but the
proposed uses would be compatible with the surrounding land eses and°would resultzin a less-thanA
significant impact.
n

Issue 2: Population and Housing

^
f

n
n

^EENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The project site is currently developed vacant and did not previously include residential uses.
urban utilities and services are provided to the site.

Full''

STANDARDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

For the purposes of this analysis, an impact is considered significant if the project would ',induce
substantial growth that is inconsistent with the approved land use plan for the area or displace existing
affordable housing.

n .
n

ANSWERS TO CHECKLIST QUESTIONS
a)

W

Substantial Population Grbwth

The proposed project would directly induce population growth in the project are% because it includes a
significant number of new residential units and employee-generating., commercial and office
development. This growth from the proposed project could be n considered substantial. However, A
project area is fully served by local roads and other infrastructure, and the project would not extend
such infrastructure to unserved areas, so the project would not induce substantial indirect growth.
Although the project would substantially increase the number of residential units on the project site,
project development would occur in an existing developed, urban area of the city and would not require
The Creamery Project
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extension of major infrastructure. Therefore, the proposed project would have a less-than-significant
impact on growth inducement in the project area.
.

b)
Displacement of Housing
-C
The project does not include the demolition of existing residential units. Therefore, a less-thansignificant impact would occur.
Z
M ITI GATION MEASURES
I

No mitigation measures are required.
F I NDI N GS

Impacts associated with population and housing would be less than significant

Issue 3 : Seismicity, Soils, and Geology

nmmnnn^rr

Seismicity, Soils, and Geolo gy.
Would the proposal result in or
expose people to potential impacts
involving:
a) Seismic hazards?
b) Erosion, changes in topography
or unstable soil conditions?
) Subsidence of land (groundwater
pumping or dewatering)?
) Unique geologi(! or physical
features?

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

Sacramento is located within the Great Valley geomorphic province of California. The Great Central
Valley is a deep trough extending 400 miles from the Klamath Mountains in the north to the Tehachapi
Mountains in the south. The geologic formations of the Great Walley are typified b)Lthick sequences of
alluvial sediments derived primarily from the erosion of the Sierra Nevada to the east and, to a lesser
extent, erosion of the Klamath Mountains and Cascade Range to the north. The sediments from these
mountains were transported downstream and deposited onto-the valley floor as river channel and flood
plain,rleposits and alluvial fans. The subsurface materials beneath the project site have been mapped
as recent (Holocene to Pleistocene-aged) alluvial deposits attributed to the Sacramento and American
Rivers. The younger alluvial soils are underlain by older (Pleistocene) alluvial fan sediments of the
Riverbank Formation. The Riverbank Formation is composed of semi-consolidated gravels, sands and
silts.
Seismic Hazards
Hazards related to Fault Rupture
No active faults or Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones are located in or adjacent to the city of
Sacramento (California Geological Survey 2008). As described in the City of Sacramento General Plan
The Creamery Project
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Update: Technical Background Report (City of Sacramento 2005a), there are no active faults located in
the city of Sacramento or in Sacramento County. The closest known active fault to the project site is the
Foothills fault system, located approximately 25 miles to the east. Although Sacramento has
experienced relatively little seismic activity, ground motion originating from neighboring regions such as
the San Francisco Bay Area and the Sierra Nevada could affect the Sacramento area. Records indicate
that occasional ground shaking and slight structural damage caused by earthquakes have occurred in
Sacramento.
The California Geological Survey identifies low-, medium-, and high-severity zones within California.
Although Sacramento lies in a low-severity zone, be probable maximum intensity of an earthquake
could be as high as VII on the Modified Mercalli scale; some structural damage could occur at that
intensity (City of Sacramento 1988). A series of earthquakes occurring in April 1892, which were
thought to have originated in Yolo County between Winters and Vacaville, measured VI and VII on the
Modified #Aercalli Intensity Scale and caused some structural damage to buildings in Sacramento (e.g.,
statuary falling from building tops, cracks in chimneys). These earthquakes and the May 1983 Coalinga
earthquake are both noteworthy, however, in that they occurred on previously unmapped faults (City of
Sacramento 2005a). The 1906 San Francisco earthquake caused minimal impacts in Sacramento, as
did the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake (7.1 Richter magnitude at its epicenter in the Santa Cruz
Mbuntains). Other earthquakes felt in the Sacramento area occurring in 1869, 1954, and 1966 were.
centered in western Nevada.
Hazards related to Liquefaction
Liquefaction is a type of ground deformation associated with unconsolidated soils. Water in such soils
is subjected to pressure, usually produced by ground"motion that causes the soil to behave like
quicksand and to literally flow out front underneath buildings. Earthquake shaking is the major cause of
such ground motion. A combination of factors contributes to the potential for liquefaction: the intensity
of ground shaking, soil type and density, and depth to groundwater.
Liquefaction poses a hazard to engineered structures. The loss of soil strength can result in insufficient
bearing capacity to support foundation loads, increased lateral presslare on retaining or basement walls,
and slope instability. The possibility that liquefaction will occur is greatest in very loose, clean sands with
the groundwater level near the ground surface. The Sacramento area is located on a broad alluvial plain
with areas of low-lying, poorly consolidated to unconsolidated sediments that are often water saturated. It
n is these areas that are potentially subject to liquefaction as a result of seismic activity. The potential for
damage from liquefaction exists in Sacramento, including the project site (City of Sacramento 1988).
Soils
•
Soil in the vicinity of the site is identified by the United States Department of Agriculture - Soil
Conservation Service as Orthents-Urban Iqpd complex (USDA, 1993). Soils in the Orthents-Urban land
complex are formed in fill material derived from nearby soils and sediments that were used to elevate
the land surface in low flood plains. They are typically very deep and somewhat poorly drained to welldrained. Topography is flat, and there are no outstanding topographic or ground surface relief featurgs
which would be disturbed as a result of the proposed project.
The project site and project area are urban in nature and do not contain any unique geologic or physical
features. kjMC1iStandards of Significance
For the purposes of this analysis, an impact is considered significant if it allows a project to be built that
will either introduce geologic or seismic hazards by allowing the construction of the project on such a
site without protection against those hazards.
_
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ANSWERS TO CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

a)

Seismic Hazards

J

Hazards related to Fault Rupture
No active faults or Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones are located in or adjacent to the city of
Sacramento (California Geological Survey 2008); therefore, the proposed project would not be subject
to fault rupture.
.

The State of California provides minimum standards for building design through the California Building
Standards Code (CBSC) (Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations). The CBSC is based on the
federal Uniform Building Code (UBC) used widely throughout the United States but is more detailed
and has more stringent regulations than the federal UBC. Specific minimum seismic safety
requirements are set forth in Chapter 23 of the CBSC. The state eartfiquake protection law (California
Health and Safety Code Section 191000 et seq.) requires that buildings be designed to resist stresses
produced by lateral forces caused by earthquakes. Earthquake-resistant design and materials are
required to meet or exceed the current seismic engineering standards of the CBSC Seismic Risk Zone
3 improvements.
The City implements the requirements of the CBSC through its building permit process. The proposed
project would be required to comply with state seismic-safety design requirements, whicM require
project applicants to prepare site-specific geotechnical evaluations and design foundations and
drainage facilities to conform to Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations and recommendations
contained in the geotechnical evaluations. Because the proposed project would be required to adhere
to federal,, state, and local construction standards, and because these standards would provide seismic
protection in exceedance of the low seismic risk described above for the project site, a less-thansignificant seismic impact would occur.
Hazards related to Liquefaction
As described under answer a) above, the City implements the requirements of the CBSC through its
building permit process. The proposed project would be required to comply with state seismic-safety
design requirements, which require project applicants to prepare site-specific geotechnical evaluations
and design foundations and drainage facilities to conform to Title 24 of the California Code of
Regulations and recommendations contained in the geotechnical evaluations. In addition, common
structural engineering methods meeting CBCS requirements would be implemented during construction
and design of the proposed project that would reduce the poterltial for damage from seismically induced
liquefaction. The project applicant would be required to have the engineering and design of
foundational structures reviewed and approved by the City of Sacramento Development Engineering
Department prior to approval of grading and construction plans for the project site. Project design and
engineering of the building structures would be required ^o be compliant with the California Building
Standards Code for structures built in Seismic Zone 3.
Because the proposed project would be required to adhere to federal, state, and local construction
standards, and because these standards would provide require the project applicant to identify and
protect against potential hazards from liquefaction for the project site, a less-than-significant seismic
impact would occdr.
b)

Erosion, Changes in Topography, or Unstable Soil Conditions

Construction on the project site would require relatively deep excavation because of proposed buildirig
heights (170-340 feet), grading, and compaction, which could cause erosion during the construction
period. The deep excavations needed to construct the project would not, in themselves, create soil
erosion or unstable soil conditions because pile driving would require an insignificant amount of grading
and would not change the underlying soil types. The erosion potential of the soil type found on the
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project site is unknown,'•according to the NRCS soil survey (NRCS 2008). Hovdever, the project
applicant would be required to prepare a grading and erosion control plan in accordance with the City
Grading, Erosion, and Sediment Control Ordinance (Title 15, Chapter;15.88 of the City Mtanicipal Code)
to reduce, or eliminate, the amount of erosion and retain sediment from uncovered soils on the project
site. In addition, the project applicant would be required to prepare a storm water pollution prevention
Olan (SWPPP), which would identify best management practices (BMPs) that would be implemented at
the project site to protect stormwater runoff and minimize erosion during construction. Because erosion
control measures would be implemented, construction of the proposed project would have a less-thansignificant impact on soil erosion.
"
c)

Subsidence of Land

Dewatering activities, such as project excavation and pile driving, could result in a minor short-term
change in the quantity of groundwater and/or direction of rate of flow, and groundwater quality. Any
dewatering activities must comply with application requirements established by the Central Valley
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) to ensure that such activities would not result in
substantial changes in groundwater. Construction of the project could require buildings be supported on
concrete piles below the existing surface level, and the project may require excavation to or below the
groundwater table. Therefore, it is anticipated that groundwater could be encountered during
construction and dewatering activities may be required to maintain adequate con^struction conditions.
^^
Common structural engineering methods would be implemented during construction and design of^,the
proposed project that would ^reduce the potential for impacts associated with unstable soil conditions
during dewatering activities. The project applicant would be required to have the engineering and
design of foundational structures reviewed and approved by the City of Sacramento Development
Engineering Department prior to approval of grading and construction plans for the project sitq. The
following requirements would be implemented into the-project design:
►

Any dewatering would comply with applicable requirements established by the Central Valley
Regional Water Quality Control Board and shall be coordinated with the City's Flood Control and
Sewer Division.
'

►

Where required due to high groundwater, excavations would be shored as required by the Office of
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to preclude slope failures during the construction period.
Shoring would use standard stabilizing methods, such as tiebacks, as necessary to retain
excavation areas.

Compliance with the above construction methods would reduce the potential for hazards associated=
with construction on unstable soil conditions. Therefore, impacts related to the potential for subsid6nce
ofJand would be less than significant
d)

Unique Geologic or Physical Features

The project site and project area are urban and does not contain any unique geologic or physical
features. Therefore, implementation of the proposed project would result in a less-than-significant
impact on any unique geologic or physical fe?tures.
?;.
:1

MITIGATION MEASURES

0

1^1

No mitigation measures are required.
FINDINGS

Implementation of the project would result in less-than-significant impacts associated with seismicity,
soils, and geology.
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Issue 4: Hydrology

b)

Y

c)

C

d)

e)
f)

V.

Quality

Changes in absorption rates,
drainage patterns, or the rate and
amount of surface/storm-water
runoff (e.g. during or after
construction; or from material
storage
areas,
vehicle
fueling/maintenance areas, waste
handling,
hazardous
materials
handling & storage, delivery areas,
etc.)?
Exposure of people or property to
water related hazards such as
flooding?
Discharge into surface waters or
other alteration of surface water
quality that substantially impact
temperature, dissolved oxygen or
turbidity,
beneficial
uses
of
receiving waters or areas that
provide water quality benefits, or
cause harm to the biological
integrity of the waters?
Changes in flow velocity or volume
of storm-water runoff that cause
environmental harm or significant
increases in erosion of the project
site or surrounding areas?
Changes in currents, or the course
or direction of water movements?
Change in the quantity of ground
waters, either through direct
additions or withdrawal, or through
interception of an aquifer by cuts or
excavations or through substantial
loss of groundwater recharge
capability?

X
n

A

X
n

I

X

X
X
X

I
g) Altered direction or rate of flow of
groundwater?

X
X
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ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

i

I

The project site is currently developed with urban uses and is primarily covered with impervious
surfaces (e.g., concrete, pavement). The only non-impervious surfaces on the project site include small
landscaped areas located sporadically throughout the project site. As a result of the primarily
impervious nature of the project site, storm water drainage patterns are directed to drains that are
connected to the City's underground storm drainage system.
.
Ir

31

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) publishes Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM)
that delineate flood hazard zones for communities. The project site is located withirran area designated
as Zone shaded X by a Letter of Mp Revision (LOMR) to the City's FIRM, dated February 14, 2007
and effective February 21, 2007 (Case number 07-09-0266P, CommGnity Panel Number
0602660025F). This zone is applied to areas of 500-year flood, area^ of 100-year flood with average
Idepths of less than 1 foot or with drainage areas less than 1 square mile, and areas protected by
levees from 100-year flood. The projqct site is in an area protected from the one percent annual chance
(100-year) flood by levee, dike, or other structures subject to possible failure or overtopping during
larger storms.
'

.

I

The project site does not contain any streams or rivers. Storm drainage collected from the site
ultimately drains to the Sacramento River via the existind underground storm drainage system.
Water for the project site originates from the City's ;^municipal supplies, which originate primarily from
surface water supplies. The City uses 34 groundwater wells but focuses on developing surface water
as its primary source of water supply. The groundwater wells allow flexibility by providing additional
water supplies when there are low river flows.
%,
STANDARDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

-

'

ny^

For purposes of this analysis, an impact is considered significant if the proposed project would:
.
a
►

substantially degrade water quality or violate any water quality objectives set by the SWRCB, due to
increased sediments and other contaminants generated by consumption and/or operation activities;

or
►

r
^

I

substantially increases exposure of people and/or property to the risk of injury and damage in the
event of a 100-year flood.

f

ANSWERS TV CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

a, c, d) Water Absorption Rates, Discharge, and Flow VelocityNolume/Quality
.

•

Construction-Related Impacts
As stated previously, storm water on the project site currently and primarily flows to the City's storm
water drainage system for portions of the project site covered by impervious surfaces.
Construction activities associated with the proposed project would create the potential for increased
sedimentation (i.e., decreased water quality) and increased discharge(i.e., flows, volume) associatecL
with storm Water runoff as a result of exposing underlying soils (i.e., removal of landscaping, removarof
impervious surfaces). Specifically, construction activities would expose underlying soils directly to storm
water. Because the absorption rate of underlying soils is unknown, storm water has the potential to
66sheet" and not percolate into the groundwater during construction. As a result, storm water runoff flows
also have the potential to increase in velocity and volume. The City of Sacramento is located within the
jurisdiction of the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). The State W9ter
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) adopted a statewide general National Pollutant Discharge
The Creamery Project
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Elimination System (NPDES) permit for storm water discharges associated with construction activity.
Performance standards for obtaining and complying with the general permit are described in NPDES
General Permit NO CAS000002, Waste Discharge Requirements, Order No. 99-08-DWQ. The general
permit was modified in April 2001 (SWRCB Resolution No. 2001-046) to require permittees to
implement specific sampling and analytical procedures to determine whether the Best Vanagement
Practices ( BMPs) used at the construction site are effective. Under the general permit, the state
requires that any construction activity affecting 1 acre or more obtain a waste discharge identification
number for the general construction activity storm water permit.
The City is_ currently required to operate under a NPDES municipal storm water permit and is required
to develop, implement, and enforce a NPDES Phase 2 storm water management program (PWb1P).
The City's SWMP outlines a comprehensive set of priorities, activities, and strategies that comprise the
City's minimum control measures (MCMs) for storm water runoff and BMPs to reduce pollutants in
storm water to the maximum extent practicable. In addition, Title 13, Chapter 13.16 of the City Code
regulates storm water management and discharge control. As mentioned previously, Title 15, Chapter
15.88 of the City Code regulates grading, erosion, and sediment control. The City Building Department
issues a grading approval in connection witFi the issuance of a building permit. At the time an applicant
applies for a building permit, the applicant must submit a site-specific erosion and sedimentation control,
plan to demonstrate how the plan would reduce the potential for contaminants to enter receiving
waters.
_
In addition to City requirements, to protect storm water inlets the developer would be required to
implement BMPs such as the use of straw bales, sandbags, gravel traps, and filters; erosion control ^
measures such as vegetation and physical stabilization; and sediment control measures such as"'
fences, dams, barriers, berms, traps, and basins. Conformance with City regulations and permit
requirements along with implementation of BMPs, construction activities under the proposed project
would have a less-than-significant impact related to storm water absorption rates, discharges, flows,
and water quality.
Operation-Related Impacts
ME

s.

.

.

Operation of the proposed project has the potential to decrease storm water absorption, increase storm
water discharges and flows, and violate water quality standards associated with runoff of nonpoint- .
source pollutants (i.e., urban runoff) to storm drains.
Although the project would construct additional residential units on the project site along with new
retail/office uses, the increased uses would be cogstructed vertically and not substantially increase the
amount of impervious surfaces on the project site. Because the amount of impervious surfaces on the L LT
project site would not substantially increase, the storm water absorption rate along with the amount of
storm water discharges and flows would not substantially increase either.
However, implementation of the project could introduce urban runoff of pollutants (e.g., heavy metals,
nutrients, hydrocarbons, and suspended solids) which result from the deposition of compounds on
streets, hig.hways, and parking areas that are subsequently washed off during storms. The City's
NPDES Phase 2 SWMP identifies the developer mult implement a minimum of control measures as
required by the general permit. The overall goal of the SW#AP is to reduce pollutants in storm water to
the maximum extent practicable and to ultimately protect the water quality where storm water
}IF
discharges. Implementation of activities identified in the SWMP would ultimately protect the water
quality of the Americaniand Sacramento Rivers. With compliance with the City's SWMP requirements,
this impact would be less than significant.

.

16

.

'r+'.

b)

Exposure to Water-Related Hazards

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) publishes Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM)
that delineates flood hazard zones for communities. The project site is currently within an area
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desi riated as a shade d X R AN flood zo . This zone ap li
100 year floodplain du sto protection of levees.

to areas of the City tXt are outside the

i

aasi3^^a.ia„ With a nerv flood zone en4iN eAA^d ^eai^Tpis^..asia^^^a
.^e

Potential impacts related to flooding This impa
e)

Change in Currents or the Course or Direction

would be

L

Water Movements

The project site does not contain any streams or rivers, and the proposed project would not alter the
course of any off-site streams or rivers. Although development7of the project site would intensify land
uses there, implementation of the proposed project would not substantially alter the drainage area or
drainage patterns
ich are already well defined by urban development. In addition, intensification of
land uses with development of the project site would not affeLt the amount of drainage flow contributed
to the existing storm drainage system because the area is already developed and hi g hly impervious.
Therefore, the impact would
less than significant
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f, h)

Quantity of Groundwater or Groundwater Quality

The proposed project would not include the use or construction of wells for extraction of groundwater.
Water for the project site would originate from the City's domestic water supplies which originate
primarily from the American and Sacramento Rivers. Although the City uses r34 groundwater wells to
supplement surface water, the primary source of water supply for the City. The groundwater wells allow
flexibility by providing additional water supplies when there are low river flows. Hence, the proposed
project would not be expected to deplete groundwater supplies.
g)

Direction and Rate of Flow of Groundwater

According to the California Regional Water Quality Control Board - Central Valley Region (CRWQCB,
1994), the site lies within the Florin Hydrographic Subarea of the Morrison Creek Hydrographic Area.
In general, groundwater in this area has been designated as beneficial for domestic/municipal,
agricultural, and industrial uses. There are at least twelve water wells within a three-mile radius of the
subject site, as identified in information provided by the California Department of Water ResourcesDivision of Planning and Local Assistance. According to monitoring data for the three nearest wells,
water levels near the site range from approximately 5 feet below ground surface (bgs) (Well ID No.
08N04E02K07) to over 25 feet bgs (Well ID No. 08N05E06H01). The estimated groundwater flow
direction is to the southwest.
.
The proposed project would not affect the direction or rate of flow of groundwater. Water supplies are
provided by the City of Sacramento through apsystem of pipelines that currently exist within the streets.
The project will not require new withqawals from groundwater sources or affect aquifers by cuts or
excavations.
^^.
Under natural conditions, groundwater recharge results from precipitation and infiltration of excess
irrigation water. However, the rate and quantityof water reaching the saturation zone depend on factors
that include the amount and duration of precipitation, soil time, moisture content of the soil, and vertical
permeability of the unsaturated zone. The project site was developed with urban uses and large areas
of impervious surfaces.
04
Although the project wouldFconstruct additional residential units on the project site along with new
retail/office uses, the increased uses would be constructed vertically and not substantially increase the
amount of impervious surfaces on the project site. Because the amount of impervious surfaces on the
project site would not substantially increase, the storm water absorption rate along with the amount of
storm water discharges and flows would not substantially increase either.
Therefore, a less-than-significant impact would occur.
MITIGATION MEASURES

No mitigation measures are required.
FINDINGS

N

0

The proposed project will result in less-than-,significant impacts on groundwater quantity and quality,
ground water absorption rates, discharge, flow, velocity and volumes, flooding, and surface water
movements.

WA

12.

X
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lssde 5 : Air Quality

I
P

) Violate any air quality standard or
contribute to an existing or
projected air quality violation?
Exposure of sensitive receptors to
pollutants?
c) Alter air movement, moisture, or
temperature, or cause any change
in climate?

1 n

n

V

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The project area is located in the Sacram' e' nto Valley Air Basin (SVAB), which is bounded by the Sierra
Nevada on the east and-the Coast Range on the west. The SVAB is subject to federal, state, and local
air quality regulations under the jurisdiction of the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management
District (SMAQMD). The SMAQMD is respopsible for implementing emissions standards and other
requiremgnts of federal and state laws. Air quality near the project area, the Central City, and the region
is largely influenced by urbarS emission sources. Urban emissions are primarily caused by internal
combustion engines, particularly automobiles. Home fireplaces also contribute a significant portion of
%
the air pollutants, particularly during the winter months.
Air emissions, such as carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter (PM), and ozone (03), primarily result
from the operation of motor vehicles. These are referred to as "criteria" pollutants. "Criteria" pollutan?p
are those pollutants, or their precursors, for which thb U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
established national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS). California has also established its own
ambient air qualityn standards (CAAQS) that are at least as stringent as the NAAQS. Sacramento n
County is currently designated a nonattainment area for the state and national standards for ozone and
particulate matter 10 microns or less in diameter (PS/I,o). he emissions invgntories used to develop a
region's air quality attainment plans are based primarily ®n projected population growth and vehicle orrr
miles traveled (VMT) for the^region, which are based in part on the planned growth identified in regional
'
and community plans. Therefore, projects that would result in increases in population or employment• ^
growth beyond that projected in regional or community plans could result in increases in VMT, further
resulting in increases in mobile-source emissions that could conflict with a region's air quality planning
efforts. Increases in VMT beyond those projected in area plans generally would be considered to qave,
n
a significant adverse incremental effect on the region's ability to attain or maintain state and federal
ambient air quality standards. Emissions produced during site preparation and construction a're
considered "short-term" because they would occur only during the cqnstruction phases of the project.
Dust generation jsi normally the primary concern during initial site preparation. Because such emissions
are not amenable to collection and discharge through a controlled sour cg, they are referred to as
^
"fugitive emissions." Fugitive ndust emissions typically include emissions from on-site grading an ,d 0
excavation activities and from off-site truck and passenger car travel on unpaved roadways. Fugitive
dust emission rates are affected by a variety of factors: amount of soil silt, amount of soil moisture, wind
'
speed, size of the area disturbed, number of vehicles, depth of disturbance or excavation, and VMT.
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Emissions of reactive organic gases (ROG) and oxides of nitrogen (NOX) are generated primarily by the
operation of gasoline- and diesel-powered motor vehicles. Construction-generated emissions vary from
day to day, depending on the specific activities being conducted, the type of equipment, the duration of
equipment use, and the number of transport trips for people and material. Actual pollutant
concentrations would depend on the location arTd type of activities performed, meteorological
conditions, distances to nearby receptors, and the effectiveness of the mitigation measures employed.

.

One important reason for air quality regulations and standards is the protection of those members of
the population who are most sensitive to the adverse,health effects of air pollution, termed "sensitive
receptors." This term refers both to specific population groups and to the land uses where they would
be located for long periods. Commonly identified sensitive population groups are children, the elderly,
the acutely ill, and the chronically ill. Commonly identified sensitive land uses are residences, schools,
playgrounds, child care centers, retirement or convalescent homes, hospitals, and clinics. Sensitive
land uses in the project area include residences. The pollutant of.concern for sensitive receptors is
carbon monoxide (CO). Mbtor vehicle emissions are the dominant source of CO in Sacramento County
(SMAQMD 2004). Commercial buildings are generally not considered sensitive receptors.
:331
STANDARDS OF SIGNIFICANCE
101

For purposes of this analysis, an impact is considered significant if implementation of the proposed
project would result in the following:
. ^
an increase of NOX above 85 pounds per day (lb/day) for short-term effects (construction);
n
F

►

an increase of either ozone precursor, NOX or ROG, above 65 lb/day for long-term effects
(operation);

►

project emissions of Pb110 at a level equal to or greater than 5% of the CAAQS (50 micrograms per
cubic meter for 24 hours) if there were an existing or projected violation; or

►

concentrations of CO exceeding the 1-hour CAAQS of 20.0 parts per million (ppm) or the 8-hour
CAAQS of 9.0 ppm (the CAAQS is more stringent than the NAAQS).
.

Discussion of Checklist Answers
a)

. ,

Air Quality Plan

Long-term
The proposed project includes intensification of the urban development for the project area. Evidence
suggests that increasing density of development in an urban center such bs downtown Sacramento,
proximate to public transportation, and among a diverse mix of land use types, has the potential to
reduce the number of regional vehicle trips and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) (Ewing 2001). The
proposed project would result in the siting of more residents proximate to employment-generating uses
and regional destinations in the City of Sacramento, adjacent to the Regional Transit District light rail
and would provide for an environment where residents would not necessarily rely on an automobile to
meet daily travel needs. However, the standard method of analysis recommended by SMAQMD fqr
land development projects is to treat new development as new potential to emit.
LY

In order to assess whether mobile source emissions (i.e., emissions generated by the vehicles resulting
from the operation of the project) for ozone precursor pollutants (NOX and ROG), PM10 and CO are
likely to exceed the standards of significance due to operation of the project, an initial project screening
was performed using the thresholds in Table AIR-1 and Table 4.2 Project Sizes with Potentially
P
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Significant Emissions, which is included within the SMAQMD Guide to Air Quality Assessnjent, 2007).
The function of the table is to provide project sizes for land-use types which, based conservatively on
default assumptions for modeling inputs using the URBEMIS2002 model, are likely to result in "'Mobile
source emissions exceeding the SMAQMD thresholds of significance for ROG and NOx (SMAQMD, "
Guide to Air Quality Assessment, 2007).

SMAQMD considers development projects of the type and size that fall below thew significance cutpoints in Table 4.2 for ROG and NO, also to be insignificant for CO emissions SMAQMrD has indicated
that PM10 emissions from development projects, if they are of the type and size below the cut-points in
Table 4.2 for ROG and NOx, may likewise be considered not significant. However, this assumption
applies only to projects that do not generate trips by heavy-duty diesel vehicles in greater proportion
than such trips occur generally on public roadways. Operation of the proposed single-family residential
subdivision would not generate trips by heavy-duty diesel vehicles.
Projects categorized as "Apartments - Low Rise" land use development types are considered
potentially significantat the NOx Screening Level for operational impacts at 470 units. ("Apartments Low Rise" land use was used to screen the residential uses there aren't townhomes or halfplexes in
Table 4.2 and the low rise apartments most closely resemble condominiums in density and form.)
Projects categorized as General Office land use development types are considered potentially
significant at the NOX Screening Level for operational impact at 495,000 square feet. The proposed
project would result in the construction of about 123,500 commerical/office space. Therefore, the
project would not result in operation impacts that could impact air Juality due to mobile source
emissions for these criteria pollutants.
Short-Term
The Screening Level for Construction is 330 units for "Apartments - Low Rise" (as stated above, the
closest land use type to townhomes/halfplexes). The project includes 230 residential units which does
not exceed the screening threshold. Projects categorized as General Office land use development
types are considered potentially significant at the NOX Screening Level for construction impacts at
550,000 square feet. The proposed project would,result in the construction of about 123,500 sq. ft. of
commerical/office space.

L

Because neither construction nor operation of the proposed project is anticipated to exceed thresholds
of criteria pollutants, and because construction of the proposed project would be required to comply
with SMAQMD Guidelines, the proposed project would result in a less-than-significant impact related
to short and long term emissions.

r-

y

b) Exposure of Sensitive Receptors
One important reason for air quality regulations and standards is the protection of those members of
the population who are most sensitive to the adverse health effects of air pollution, termed "sensitive
receptors." This term refers both to specific population groups and to the land uses where they would
be located for long periods. Commonly identified sensitive population groups are children, the elderly,
the acutely ill, and the chronically ill. Commonly identified sensitive land uses are residences, schools,
playgrounds, child care centers, retirement or convalescent homes, hospitals, and clinics. Sensitive
land uses in the project area include residences, senior housing, day-care and schools.
^
Implementing the proposed project could result in potential short-term increases in mobile- and areasource emissions, which could lead to increases in pollutant concentrations at both on-site and nearby
off-site sensitive receptors.
-

n

Construction activitids would be required to comply with SCwdIAQIVMD's'Rule 403 on Fugitive Dust, which
states that a person shall take every reasonable precaution not to cause or allow the emissions of :
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fugitive dust from being airborne beyond the property line from which the emission originates, from any
construction, handling or storage aCtivity, or any excavation, grading, clearing of land or solid waste
disposal'operation. Reasonable precautions include, but are not limited-to:
.

o the use of water or chemicals for control of dust, where possible, during construction operations
(including roadways), or during the clearing of land;
'
o the application of asphalt, oil, water, or suitable chemicals on dirt-roads, materials stockpiles, and
othew surfaces, which can give rise to airborne dusts;'
o

other means approved by the Air Pollution Control Officer.

The California Air Resource Board: (ARB) published landruseguidance that raises concerns about
locating sensitive receptors (which include residential communities) near freeways, heavily traveled
roadways and railways. The ARB guidance suggests that a site specific health risk assessment (HRA)
should be performed to characterize the health risks of a given development project, when sensitive
land, including residential land, uses are sited closer than 500 feet from a freeway or other high traffic
roadway.
.
To address te need of a separate site specific health risk assessment for every sensitive land use
project that does not meetrthe distance recommendation from the ARB, Sacramento 'Kffletropolitan Air
Quality Management District (SMAQMD) published The Recommended Protocol for Evaluating the
Location of Sensitive Land Uses Adjacent to Major Roadways, to provide guidance to local land use
planners on how to assess potential cancer risk of sensitive receptors exposed to diesel particulate
matter (DPM) from major roadways.
.-.
The site is located more than 500 fbet from the nearest freeway. However, the site is located
immediately south of railway lines (part of the Sacramento Regional nfransit District Light Rail SysterfN
and the Union Pacific). A Screening Health Risk Assessment was completed by ENVIRON (Appendix
A). The screening approach recommended in the SMAQMD guidance was applied to the potential
DPM impact from the railway in the report prepared by ENVIRON for themearby Sacramento. RaiIyar nds
redevelopment project in 2007. This analysis implemented the same screening metpodology.
.
.
In order to follow a similar screening procedure as the freeway DPM emissions, the DPNt emissions
from the freight trains and the passenger trains were summed up to be 1,007 grams per day over on^
mile of railway. Table 4 summarized the EMFAC2007 relative traffic volume and vehicle DP1V1 emissibn 1
rates used by SMAQMD in 2007 for the calculation of the screening look-up table. As shown in Table 4,
the daily distribution of the traffic volumes and DPM emission rates assumed by SMAQMD is equivalen=
to 0.465 gram dai1jr DPA emissions for each peak hour vehicle mile traveled. Dividing thdIItotal failway'
emissions for this project, 1,007 grams per day-mile, by the 0.465 gram daily DPM emissions per peak
hour vehicle mile traveled, results in an equivalent p%ak hour traffic volume of 2,166 vehicles per hour.
MA 0
1n
The project area is located to the south (upwind) of the east-west railroad tracks. In this case, the upper'
matrix of Table 1 from the SMAQMD guidance should be applied. According to the screening proces,
nf 1
the peak hour traffic is rounded up to 4,000, the nearest entry in Table 1 from the SNrAQMD guidance.
^
Based on tjiis table, no matter where the pew residence is placed within the , the cancer risks from ^he
locomotive DPR4'are considered less than the evaluation criteria selected by SfVIAQMD (446 per million)'
and a site specific HRA is not recommended.
.
nJ
c)

.

Alteration in Air Movement, Moisture, or Temperature

The project site is located in downtown Sacramento, which incorporates numerous high-rise buildings
and an urban development pattern. The proposed project would result in construction of structures and
buildings similar to existing buildings and structures in the project area. As a result, air movement
;
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^

patterns through the.project area would not change4'substantially froA existing conditions. In addition,
1he project would not construct any components or elements that would create moisture or change
ambient air temperatures in the project area. This impact is considered lessthan significant
d)

n

ObjectionabI® Odors

n

The occurrence and severity of odor impacts depend on numerous factors, including the nature,
frequency, and intensity of the source; wind speed and direction; and the sensitivity of the receptors.
Although offensive odors rarely cause any physical harm, they can still lead to distress among the
public and often generate citizen complaints to local governments and regulatory, agencies. Projects
with the potential to frequently expose members of the public to objectionable odors would be deemed
to have a significant impact.
Construction activities associated with the proposed project could include the application of
architectural coatings and asphalt paving materials that could generate localized, temporary odors. The
use of diesel-powered construction equipment also could g2nerate localized, temporary odors. Retail
operations and businesses (e.g., restaurants) are anticipated to operate on the project site after project
completion of which would also generate localized, temporary odors. However, no heavy industrial
facilities, power plants, wastewater treatment plants, or other large odor emitters are proposed as part
of the project. Therefore, the proposed ploject would not be expected.to create objectionable odors
affecting a substantial number of people. Because this impact is considered less than significant.
.
MITIGATION MEASURES
I
No mitigation measures are required.
FINDINGS

J
The proposed project would involve some increase in construction traffic, and construction and
demolition activities would result in temporary increases in dust and equipment emissions.
Air
pollutants would be emitted by construction equipment, and fugitive dust would be generated during
interior grading and site preparation. Although construction of the project would not result in signifcar:t
air quality impacts,nrould construction activities would be regulated by1he Sacramento Metropolitan Air
Quality Management District (SMAQMD). The proposed project would result in a less-than-significan
impact on air quality..,
.
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Issue 6: Trans portati

V

ffic n

ti

Increased vehicle trips or traffic
congestion?
Hazards to safety from design
features (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous
intersections)
or
incompatible uses (e.g., farm.^
equipment)?
Inadequate emergency access or
access to nearby uses?
Insufficient parking capacity on-site
or off-site?
e) Hazards or barriers for pedestrians
or bicyclists?
f) Conflicts with adopted policies
supporting
alternative
n transportation (e.g., bus turnouts,
bicycle racks)?
g) Rail, waterborne, or air traffic

inn acts?

I

I

X
X

a

.R"
n

ME I

ENVIRONM ENTAL SETTING
The proposed project is generally bounded by Union Pacific Rail Road (UPRR) facilities to the north, E
Street to the south 10th Street to the west and 11 th Street to the east Access to the site would be

provided via numerous proposed driveways along 10th Street, 11 th Street, and D Street.

A

^L
^

""r
`n

Major Roadways
The following are descriptions of the major roadways in the vicinity of the project:
Interstate 5 (1-5) is a north-south freeway located west of the project site. Primary access to the project
site from 1-5 is provided at the I Street/J Street interchange. Within the project area, 1-5 currently serves
approximately 190,000 vehicles per day' (vpd) with four travel lanes in each direction.

ti n
E%

I Street is a one-way, westbound arterial roadway located south of the project site. I Street extends
from the Sacraffiento River to the west tb 53rd Street to the east. In the vicinity of the project site, this
roadway provides three westbound travel lanes.
J Street is a one-way, eastbound arterial roadway located south of the project site. J Street extends n
from the Sacramento River to the west to M Street at California State University-Sacramento to the
east, where it becomes Fair Oaks Boulevard. In the vicinity of the project site, this roadway provides
three eastbound travel lanes.

y
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12th Street is a one-way,isouPbound arterial roadway located east of the project site. 12th Street
extends from Richards Boulevard to the north to Riverside Boulevard to the south. In the vicinity of the
project site, thid• roadway provides four southbound travel lanes.
16th Street is a one-way,, northbound arterial roadway located''east of the project site. 16th Street
extends from Aroadway to the south to Richards Boulevard to the north, where it then becomes State
Route 160 (SR-160). In the vicinity of Jhe project sitib, this roadway provides four northbound travel
lanes.
Z
Bicycle and
nd Pedestrian Facilities
There are'currently on-street bike lanes along portions of C Street, E Street, and 11 th Street, and 13th
Street in the immediate vicinity of the project site" The immediate project area does not have dedicated
on-street bicycle facilities. Placement of bikeways is guided by the City's Pedestrian Friendly Street
Standards (adopted in 2004), which requires bike lanes on altcollector and arterial streets.
Sidewalks are currently located along all streets in the immedi6te vicinity of the project site. Pedestrian
crosswalks are also currently provided at most of the major signalized intersections within downtown
Sacramento.
;J;
Transit Facilities

'

The Sacramento Regional Transit District (RT) provides public transit nservice within the project area.
The Sacramento Valley Station Light Rail Transit (LRT)/Bus Transfer Station, located southwest of the
project site at the 5th Street at I Street intersection, also serves as Amtrak's boarding station for its
Capitol Corrido® line. The RT Light Rail Transit Gold Line operates from the Sacramento Valley Station
to Folsom. Additionally, the nearby Alkali Flat/La Valentina Light Rail Station, located along 12th Street
between D Street and E Street, also provides access to light rail transit. The Alkali Flat/La Valentina
station is one ofthe ten stops along light rail's Blue Line.

.

^
J
.

RT also provides bus transit service that operates routes adjacent to the proposed project site. The .
following summarizes these bus routes:
Route 11 provides bus service connecting. North Natomas to the 3rd Street & J Street bus stop in
Downtown Sacramento, and provides direct access to the project site via 7th Street.
Route 1a
operates at 30 minute headways during the peak-hours with a total of 35 trips per day. This bus route
averages 739 boardings per day2 with a maximum capacity of 68 passengers per bus.
} Route 29 provides express bus service connecting Fair Oaks to the 7th Street &® Street bus stop in
Downtown Sacramento. Route 29 operates with a total of only 4 trips per day, all of which run during
the peak periods. This bus route^'averages 11•' boardings per day2 with a maximum capacity of 68
passengers per bus.
E-9
Route 33 provides bus service connecting neighborhoods adjacent to Richards Boulevard and SR-160
to the Alkali Flat/La Valentina light rail station in Downtown Sacramento. Route 33 operates at 20
minute headways during the peak-hours with a total of 103 trips per day. This bus route averages 607
boardings per^day2 with a maximum capacity of 68 passengers per bus.
Route !34 provides bus service connecting the 65th Street Station in East Sacramento to the 8th Street
&® Street bus stop in 'Downtown Sacramento. Route 34 operates at 30 minute headways during the
peak-hours with a totals of 56 trips per day. This bus route averages 861 boardings per day2 with a
r'naximum capacity of 68 passengers per bus.
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Parking
Parking facilities in the Central City include City, State, and privately-owned lots and garages, off-street
residential spaces, and on-street parking, including permitted and metered parking spaces. On-street
parking restrictions for metered and permitted spaces vary by location. The majority of on-street parking
in the Downtown area is metered.
STANDARDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

The following standards of significance have been established in assessing impacts of the proposed
project on transportation facilities. For purposes of this analysis, an impact is considered significant if
implementation of the proposed project would:
►

cause a roadway to degrade from LOS C or better to LOS D or worse;

►

increase the roadway volume-to-capacity ratio by 0.02 or more on a roadway that is already worse
than LOS C without the project;

►

cause the LOS of an intersection to degrade from LOS C or better to LOS D or worse;

►

increase the average intersection delay by 5 seconds or more, for intersections that are already
operating at LOS D, E, or F without the project;

►

result in project-generated ridership that, when added to the existing or future ridership, would
exceed existing and/or planned system capacity (capacity is defined as the totar number of
passengers that the system of buses and light rail vehicles can carry during the peak hours of
operation);

►

adversely affect transit system operations or facilities in a way that discourages ridership (e.g.,
removes shelters, reduces park-and-ride operations);

►

eliminate or adversely affect an existing bikeway facility in a way that discourages bikeway use;

►

interfere with the implementation of a proposed bikeway;

►

result in unsafe conditions for bicyclists, including unsafe bicycle/pedestrian or bicycle/motor vehicle
conflicts;

►

adversely affect existing pedestrian facilities or result in unsafe conditions for pedestrians, including
unsafe pedestrian/bicycle or pedestrian/motor vehicle conflicts; or
N

►

generate anticipated parking demand exceeding the available or planned parking supply for typicalday conditions (however, the impact would not be significant, if the project is consistent with the
parking requirements stipulated in the City Code).

.

ANSWERS TO CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

a)

,

Increase in Vehicle Trips or Traffic Congestion

A Traffic Impact Analysis for the project was completed by Kimley-Horn and Associates. (Appendix B).
The purpose of this analysis is to identify potential environmental impacts to transportation facilities.
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The following facilities are included in this traffic impact analysis:
Intersections
1. C Street at 12th Street
2. C Street at 14th Street
3. C Street at 16th Street
4. D Street at 10th Street
5. D Street at 11 th Street
6. D Street at 12th Street
7. E Street ar10th Street
8. E Street at 11 th Street
9. E Street at 12th Street
n
•
10. G Street at 7th Street
11. G Street at 10th Street
12. I Street at 5th Street
n
13. I Street at 9th Street
14. I Street at 10th Street
n
`'15. J Street at 3rd Street
16. J Street at 9th Street
17. Street at 10th Street

.

L
.

il

Freeway Mainline Segments
1. 1-5 betAen Capitol Avenue and J Street
Freeway Merge and Diverge Areas
1. I Street On-Ramp to Northbound 1-5
. 2. I Street On-Ramp to Southbound 1-5
3. Southbound 1-5 to J Street Off-Ramp
4. Northbound 1-5 to J Street Off-Ramp
Freeway Off-Ramp Queuing 'W'
.:
1. 1-5 Northbound J Street Off-Ramp
2. 1-5 Southbound J Street Off-Ramp
AnLevel of Service (LOS) analysis was conducted for the above facilities for both weekday AM and PM,
peak-hours for the following scenarios:
A. Existing' Conditions
B. Baseline Conditions
C. Baseline plus Proposed Project Conditions
D. Cumulative (2030) Conditions
E. Cumulative (2030) plus Proposed Project
The number of trips anticipated to be generated by the proposed project was derived using data n .
included in the Trip Generation, 7th Edition, and Trip Generation Manual, 2nd Edition, both published
•
by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). The proposed project is estimated to generate 4,465
total new daily trips with 145 new trips occurring during the AM peak-hour and 366 new trips occurring,
during the PM peak-hour.
The trip generation was adjusted to account for internal site trips, pass-by trips, and alternate mode
trips. The internal reduction %ctor accounts for the interaction of the proposed reysigential arid ^
commercial use within the project site. These trips would not be expected to use the surrounding`
roadway network fit access other parts of the si^e. The percentage redLction for internal trips was6
calculated for daily and PM peak hour trips in accordance with procedures outlined in Trip Generation
Handbook, 2nd Edition, published by ITE. The pass-by reduction accounts for drivers on the network
that access the site's commercial uses but are presumed to already be on the roadway network for
some other purpose. The national average (per ITE's Trip Generation Handbook) for this reduction is
V.
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34 percent for that specific land use. Since the site is no* along an arterial facility, a more conservative
pass-by rate of 20 percent is assumed. The alternate mode reduction accounts for the proximity of
transit to the site and other trips that would be expected from other "non-single occupant" vehicles.
Regional Transit operates bus lines on F Street, 7'h Street, and 12th.Street, and the Alkalai Flat Light
Rail station is located one block east of the site on 12th Street. Alternate mode trips (transit, walk, bike,
and pedestrian trips) can also be expected to access the site from the surrounding neighborhoqd.
Traffic associated with the proposed project was added to the Baseline traffic volumes to establish the
Baseline plus Proposed Project traffic conditions and the following impacts were identified:
Intersections
C Street at 16th Street
The addition of traffic associated with the proposed project would cause this intersection, which
operates below the City's LOS C threshold without the proposed project during the PM peak-hour, to
experience an increase in delay greater than 5 seconds. This is a significant impact.
Mitigation: The significant impact at this intersection during the PM peak-hour can be mitigated with
the implementation of signal coordination and with optimized signal timings. Although the traffic signals
located in the downtown grid are currently pre-timed, the City is planning to upgrade the controllers to
allow traffic signal coordination capabilities. In addition, the applicant shall also pay toward the City of
Sacramento traffic operations center for the re-timing and monitoring of the signal to improve vehicle
progression along the corridor. This mitigation measure reduces the average delay to be within 5
seconds of the average delay under Baseline Conditions. Therefore, this impact is less thah
S.
significaht
J Street at 3rd Street
The addition of traffic associated with the proposed project would cause this intersection, to change
from LOS C to LOS D during the PM peak-hour. This is a significant impact.
Mitigation: The significant=^impact at this intersection during the PM peak-hour can be mitigated with
the implementation of signal coordination and with optimized signal timings. Although the traffic signals
located in the downtown grid are currently pre-timed, the City is planning to upgrade the controllers to
allow traffic sig,pal coordination capabilities. In addition, the applicant shall also pay a fair share to
recover the costs to the City of Sacramento Traffic Operations Center for the re-timing and monitoring
of the signal to improve vehicle progression along downtown. This mitigation measure results in a LOS
C. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.
'
.

I

.-.

.

.

Freeway Meinline
The freeway mainline section studied for this project is not expected to operate at LOS F without the
project and the project does not cause the mainline to operate at LOS F. As a result, the impacts to the
freeway main line is less than significant.
Freeway Merge/Diverge
With the project, the freeway merge/diverge areas are expected to freeway main line is expected to
operate at LOS C to LOS F during the AM and PM peak-hours, with and without the project. However,
the project does not cause the merger or diverge areas to operate at a LOS less than the freeway
mainline. As a'result, this impact is less than significant.
No mitigation is required. However, it should be noted that the City is participating in a multi-agency
committee that is developing a regional impact fee for the 1-5 corridor. The DNA light rail extension to
the airport project may be included as one of the 1-5 corridor improvements that would be funded under
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this regional impact fee. The project, if approved, would' be required to pay the 1-5 corridor impact fee
that is in effect at the time of issuance of building permits.
Freeway Off-Ramp Queuing
None of the study off-ramps experience queuing that exceeds the available storage capacity with or
without the proposed project. As such, the proposed project's impacts to freeway off-ramps are
coAsidered to be less than significant.

6

Cumulative (2030) plus Proposed Project Conditions
Intersections
C Street at 12th Street
ti

W.

The addition of traffic associated with the proposed project would cause this intersection, which
operates below the City's LOS C threshold without the proposed projects during the PM peak-hour, too
experience an increase in delay greater than 5 seconds. This is a significant impact.
Mitigation: The significant impact at this intersection during the PM peak-hour can be mitigated with the
implementation of signal coordination and with optimized signal timings. Although the traffic signals
located in the downtown grid are currently pre-timed, the City is planning to upgrade the controllers to
allow traffic signal coordination capabilities. In addition, the applicant shall also pay toward the City of
Sacramento traffic operations center for the re-timing and monitoring of the signal to improve vehicle
progression along the corridor. This mitigation measure results in a LOS E, which is improved from
without proposed project conditions. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.
J Street at 3rd Street
The addition of traffic associated with the proposed project would cause this intersection, which
operates below the City's LOS C threshold without the proposed project during the RAA peak-hour, to
experience an increase in delay greater than 5 seconds. This is a significant impact.

M

.

ti

I
Mitigation: The significant impact at this intersection during the PM peak-hour can be mitigated with the
ME I
implementation of signal coordination and with optimized signal timings. Although the traffic signals
r11
located in the downtown grid are currently pre-timed, the City is planning to upgrade the controllers to
allow traffic signal coordination capabilities. In addition, the applicant shall also pay toward the City of
Sacramento traffic operations center for the re-timing and monitoring of the signal to improve vehicle
progression along the corridor.This mitigation measure results in a LOS E, this is improved from withouty4milloo
00
proposed project conditions. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.
J Street at 9th Street
The addition of traffic associated with the proposed project would cause this intersection, which
operates below the City's LOS C threshold without the proposed project during the PM' peak-hour, to
experience an increase in delay greater than 5 seconds. This is a significant impact.
Mitigation: The significant impact at this intersection during the PM peak-hour can be mitigated with the
implementation of signal coordination and with optimized signal timings. Although the traffic signals
located in the downtown grid are currently pre-timed, the City is planning to upgrade the controllers to
allow traffic signal coordination capabilities. In addition, the applicant shall also pay toward the City of
Sacramento traffic operations center for the re-timing and monitoring of the signal to improve vehicle
progression along the corridord This mitigation measure results in a LOS E, which is improved from
without proposed project conditions. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.
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Freeway M+ainline
The freeway main line is expected to operate at LOS C to LOS F during the AM and PM peak-hours" 1
with and. without the project. During peak hours, the project would add'up tq 36 AM and up to 57 F'Nr
peaknhour vehicle trips to the freeway mainline segments. The increase in freeway trips due to the
proposed project will account for approximately 0.5% of the total"peak-hour trips on the freeway during
the AN1t and PM peak-hours. This is considered to be a nominal increase in freeway volume and is not
expected to result in a change in freeway operating conditions. As a result, this impact is less than
significant.
Freeway'Merge/ Diverge areas
With the project, the freeway merge/diverge areas age expected to freeway main line is expected to
operate at LOS C to LOS F during the AM and PM peak-hours, with and without the project. The project
does not cause the merger or diverge areas to operate at a LOS less than the freeway mainline. As a
result, this impact is less than significant.
Freeway O4-Ramp Queuing
The proposed project does not cause queuing on any study off-ramps that is not anticipated to
experience queuing in excess of available storage without the project to exceed the available storage
capacity. Furthermore, project results in a decrease in vehicle queues on the northbound 1-5 off-ramp at
J Street du'ring the ANtipeak hour, which is expected to exceed the availables storage length under
Cumulative conditions without the project. As such, the proposed project's impacts to freeway off-ramps
are considered to be less than significant
b)

.

.

I
.

Safety Hazards

The project area is served by a fully developed roadway system of arterial and local streets. Existing
roadway, pedestrian, and public-transit infrastructure would remain in place and as currently designed.
The project design would most likely not substantially change the existing movement of persons and
traffic thrdbgh the project ar&. This impact is considered less than significant.
ti

'
1
1
ti^'
^^ .
c)
Emergency Access
.
.
n
.
The proposed project will be designed and constructed consistent with all applicable City requirements,
which include providing access to the project site for emergency personnel. Project design would be
^
reviewed by the Sacramento Fire Department (SFD) and Sacramento Police Department (SPD) to
determine whether the project would provide adequate emergency access. Therefore, this impact mis
^
considerecLless than significant.
^
d)

Parking Capacity

The project requires entitlements to deviate from the standard parking requirements. The site nhas
designated parking spaces for the residential units in the ground floor of the loft buildings. The onsite
surface parking spaces will be shared for the office, commercial, artisan spaces, and residential guests.
These parking figures do not include street parking. Angled street parking is currently being considered
for D, 10th, and 11th Streets in front of this site. The nature of the shared spaces and the adjacent onstreet parking would provide adequate parking and not result in insufficient parking capacity on-site or
off-site. Therefore, this impact is considered less than significant
e)

Hazards or Barriers for Pedestrians or Bicyclists

I
.

The site plan features numerous pedestrian access points and pedestrian access 1^patures. In addition,
there are numerous opportunities for pedestrians to access the site from surrounding streets and from
other parts of the site. In general, the significant pedestrian/vehicle conflict points will be located at the
site driveways. At these locations, pedestrians cross the driveways on the public sidewalk. Such
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crotsirVgs qre within the range of driver and pedestrian expectatidn. As a result, sigriificant conflicts

between vehicles and pedestrians is not expected. The project will also comply with the Centra' City
Urban Design Guidelines and other City development standards and regulations thatnwould hazards or
barriers for pedestrian or.,,bicycle access. Therefore, this impact is considered less than significant
r

f)

n

Adopted Policies Supporting Alternative Transportation

R?i
The proposed project is anticipated to result in the addition of residents, employees, and patrops to the
site, some of whom would travel by transit. More specifically, as shown in Table 1, the proposed project
is anticipated to generate 7 AM peak-hour trips and 18 PM peak-hour transit trips. Of the four bus
routes in the vicinity of the proposed project, the bus route with the least available capacity is Route 29,
which has a current ridership of up to 39 riders per peak-hour and a capacity of 68 riders10. Since this
bus route has the adequate available capacity to serve all of the anticipated project transit trips durinb
botH AM and PM Peakhours, the proposed project is not expected to generate transit ridership that
wouldncause any bus route to exceed its capacity.
The RT Blue Line, which has a maximum capacity of 144 occupants per car, and operates four trains at
15 minute headways during the peak-hours, with each train having four cars. Additionally, the Gold
Line, which has a maximum capacity of 199 occupants per car, also operates four trains at 15 minute
headways during the peak-hours, with each train having four cars. Based on ridership data received
from Sacramento Regional Transit10, the maximum peak-hour ridership per car for the Blue and Gold
Lines are 70 and 100, respectively. Therefore, both of these trains currently have excess capacity that
would have the ability to serve the anticipated transit trips generated by the proposed project. As such,
the proposed project's impacts to transit facilities are considered to be less than significant

:

g)

.

Airrborne, or Air Traffic Impacts

9
.

n 11
L. n

rn
n

The proposed project would not be developed adjacent to an existing airport or^n an airport land use
plan area. In addition, the project is not located adjacent to waterborne transportation routes. The ^
project is located adjacent to a railway but does not include any modifications or impediments such as l n
crossing. The project would not have the potential to affect air traffic patterns and would not affect rail
or wateborne transportation. Therefore, a less-than-significant impact.

"
n "_

MITIGATION MEASURES

n

^
nn

'^

T1:

Prior to the approval of plans or building permits, the project proponent shall pay a fair share a^
contribution for the City of Sacramento Traffic Operations Center to monitor and re-time the traffic
signals at the intersections listed below to optimize flow through the intersection, when needed.

1.
2.
3.
4.

^ nn

C Street at 12th Street
C Street at 16th Street
J Street at 3rd Street
J Street at 9th Street

-_ n
n .
n
:r

FINDINGS

I

n

n

n

The proposed project is expected to generate 4,465 new daily trips, including 145 AM peak-hour
trips and 366 PM peak-hour trips. The proposed project does not result in any impacts that cannot be
n
mitigated to be less than significant. The proposed project is not anticipated to adversely affect nn ^
pedestrian, bicycle, or transit facilities in the vicinity of the n project site. The peak-hour traffic signal
warrant is not satisfied for any unsignalized study intersections under any of the analysis scenarios.
n
Locations of proposed driveways are not expected to significantly affect intersection operations.
n
a
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Issue7: Biological

soull"ces

I
a)

Endangered, threatened or rare
species or their habitats (including,
but not limited to plants, fish,
insects, animals and birds)?

an
ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The project site is located in a densely developed area of the Central City. There are no wetlands,
water features, landscaping, or other features of the project site that could provide habitat for special
. status species listed by the State or federal governments. There are a large number of trees of various
types and sizes adjacent to, and on, the project site which have the potential to be considered a
heritage tree as defined by the City.

__<

N

Special-status species include plants and animals that are legally protected or otherwise considered
sensitive by federal, state, or local resource conservation agencies and organizations. A review of the
California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) for the U.S. Geological Survey Sacramento East and
Sacramento West Quadrangles documented many special-status plant and animal species in the
^vicinity of the project area. However, all of these species are restricted to natural habitats (i.e.,
wetlands, riparian areas), and based on a review of aerial photography, no suitable habitat for these
species is present in the project area.
._
The City's Heritage Tree Ordinance (Chapter 12.64 of the City ^Wnicipal Code) provides for the
protection of significant specimen trees existing in the city. The intert of protecting heritage trees is to
promote scenic beauty, enhance property values, reduce soil erosion, improve air quality, abate noise,
and provide shade to reduce energy consumption.
"
The City's ordinance protects the following:
►

any tree of good quality in terms of health and vigor of growth with a trunk circumference of 100
inches or more, measured 4%2 feet above ground level;

►

any native oak, buckeye, or sycamore tree having a circumference of 36 inches or greater;

►

any tree having a circumference of 36 inches or greater in a riparian zone where the riparian zone
is measured from the centerline of the watercourse to 30 feet beyond the high-water line; or

►

any tree, grove of trees, or woodland trees designated by resolution of the City Council to be of
special historical or environmental value or of significant community benefit.

To.provide protection for heritage trees, the City's ordinance requires a..tpermit for any activity that
would harm, destroy, kill, or remove any protected tree. In addition to removal, grading (i.e., cut, fill) and
trenching within the dripline are subject to permit approval, as well as pruning of any tree segment
greater than 12 inches in circumference or the placement of any chemical or other deleterious
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substance by spray or otherwise on any heritage tree. The protected zone is a circle equal tq, the
largest radius of a protected tree's dripline, which is the area measured from the trunk of the tree
outward tqa point at thQ perimeter of the outermost branch structure of thelree.
^

F.

^.

According to the City's ordinance, regulated a9tivities Ulat could adversely affect the health of a
protected tree (e.g., removal, pruning, grading, irrigating, and trenching) majt not be performed by any
person unless the property owner is granted a permit by the City's Director of Parks and Recreation.
Specific to tree removal, the Director of Parks and Recreation cannot act on a tree removal application
until a publicly noticed hearing has been held on the issue and the applicant has been given an
opportunity to bp heard. The decision of the Director of Parks and Recreation may be to grantoI 'grant
with conditions, or deny any permit applied for tree removal.

.

The project site includes three heritage trees. The project site alsb includes numerous street trees
which are not identified as heritage trees. The City has a Street Tree Ordinance (Chapter 12.56 of the
Cit^'y Municipal Code) that applies to non-heritage street trees on th^project site. This City ordinance
prohibits tree removal, trimming, pruning, cutting, or otherwise performing any maintenance on any city
street tree without first obtaining a permit from the director of the City Department of Parks and
Recreation. The director may impose conditions on any permit granted under the ordinance for the
^
'N&
removal of a city street tree, including replacing the tree.
11 '
Sensitive habitats are those of special concern to resource agencies or afforded specific consideration
through CEQA, Section 1602 of the California Fish and Game Code, and/or Section 404 of the federal
blean Water Act. The project area and surrounding areas are urban. Based dn review of aerial photos,
no areas of natural habitat are present on the project site. The only vegetation present comprises
ornamental trees, some native trees (protected by local ordinance), shrubs, and lawns.
K
STANDARDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

!'

For purposes of this environmental docwment, an impact would be significant if implementation of the
proposed project would:
►
►

►

x

create a potential health hazard, or use, productiony"or disposal of materials that would pose a
hazard to plant or animal populations in the area affected;

result in substantial degr9dation of the quality of the environment, reduction of the habatat, or
reduction of population below self-sustaining levels of threatened or en angered species of plant or
animal;
'
•
^ .^
affect- other species of special concern to agencies or natural resource organizations (such as
regulatory waters and wetlands); or

► • violate the Heritage Tree Ordinance (City Code 12.64.040).

.

.

ANSWERS TO CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

a)

n V

Impacts on Special-Status Species and Habitats

Special-status species include plants and animals that are legally protected or otherwise considered
sensitive by federal, state, or local resource conservation agencies and organizations. A review of the
CNDDB for the U.S. Geologic9l Survey Sacramento East and Sacramento West Quadrangles
documented many special-status plant and animal species in the vicinity of the project area. However,
all of these species are restricted to naturM habitats (i.e., wetlands, riparian areas), and based on a
review of aerial photography, no suitable habitat for these species is present in the project area.
Therefore, no special-status species are expected to occur in the project area. The proposed project
would have a less-than-significant impact on special-status species.,
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b)

•

d

Heritage Trees

Implementation of the proposed project could impact heritage trees and/or city street trees. Therefore,
this issue is considered potentially significarit. n The mitigation measures identified below would
reduce the impact to less-than-significant.
.
c)

N

Wetland Habitat

There are no wetland habitats on the proposed project site; therefore, the proposed project would result
in a less-than-significant impact.
_r
MITIGATION MEASURES

Any phase of the project in an area containing a Heritage Tree shall be forwarded to the City Arborisl
for-review and comment prior to commencement of construction activities. The plans shall be forwarded
to the City Arborist early enough in the design process to assure that suggested changes can be
incorporated into the final design. Suggested changes could include recommendations regarding
permanent structures in relation to the driplines of heritage trees, pruning recommendations, treatment
of soil within and around the dripline oLheritage trees, etc
'

1

FINDINGS

The proposed project could not result in a significant impact on special status species and heritag
trees. The project will have a less-than-significant impact on wetland.

e

Issue 8: Energy

. _
.

Energy
"
Would the proposal result in impacts to:
a) Power or natural gas?

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

.

.

^

Less Than
Significant Imp'i,ct .
r
.
L1'
X
I

b) Use non-renewable resources in a wasteful and
inefficient manner?
n
1
c) Substantial increase in demand of existing
sources of energy or require the development of
new sources of energy?

.

.

IV

.

k

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
.

Gas service is supplied to the City of Sacramento and the project site by Pacific Gas and Electric,^ N
(PG&E). PG&E gas transmission pipelines are concentrated north of the City of Sacramento.
Distribution pipelines are located throughout the City, usually underground along City and County pu^lic
utilityeasements (PUEs).
Electricity is supplied to the City of Sacramento and the project site by the Sacramento #Aunicipal Utilit^r
_ District (SMUD). SMUD operates a variety of hydroelectric, photovoltaic, geothermal, and co-generation
power plants. SMUD als® purchases Rower from PG&E and the Western Area Power Administratid'h.
Major electrical transmission lines are located in the northeastern portion of the City of Sacramento.
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Standards of Significance
For purposes of this environmental document, an impact would be significant if implementation of the
proposed project would:
►

require PG&E to secure a new gas source beyond its current supplies, or

►

result in the need for 3MUD to secure a new electrical source (e.g., hydroelectric and geothermal
plants).
' n,
n

n Ic

ANSWERS TO CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

•^

71

a, c)

Impacts on Power, Natural Gas, Energy Demand, or Sources

The project would increase the number of residents living, and commercial businesses operating on,
the project site, which would in turn increase demand for power and natural gas. However, the
increased demand for natural gas and power is not anticipated to require STutUD or PG&E to secure
any new sources beyond their supplies. The increased demand would not be substantial, and SMUD
and PG&E provide electrical power and natural gas on an as-needed basis. Because it is assumed that
the project would not substantially increase the demand for existing energy sources and would not
create the need for development of new sources of energy and because PG&E and SMUD provide
service on an as-needed basis 1- this impact is considered less than significant.
b)

Use of Nonrenewable Energy

.4

Development of the project site would require the use of nonrenewable entrgy resources fqr'construction n
of the projett, its ongoing operations and maintenance, by residents, and occupants of commercial n
space. ThE^ use of energy would occur for lighting, space conditioning, appliances, equipment and ^ nn
machinery, and travel by residents and commercial occupants of the project. Besides the direct n '
consumption of energy mentioned above, construction projects also consume indirect energy. For
example, indirect energy is consumed through construction related services that use raw n
materials/natural resources to manufacture the construction materials.
The nCity of Sacramento has adopted an energy conservation review checklist and development
guidelines for all projects and site plan reviews. The intent of the guidelines is to encourage
consideration of energy conservation measures in the preliminary development stages so that project
related energy consumption is minimized. In addition to the checklist, Plan Review of the energ7
facilities for development occurs during the design review stage of the planning process. The proposed.
project is also required to meet State Building Energy Efficient Standards (Title 24) and will have
energy conservation measures built into the project. Therefore, the physical environ
ntaI impact of ^^increased electrical and natural gas demand by the proposed project is consid^ed less than
n
significant.
r
n
MITIGATION MEASURES

No mitigation measures are required.
L
FINDINGS

The proposed project will have a less (han significant impact on power and natural gas sourcesrand
non-renewable energy use.

V
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Issue 9: Hazards and Hazardous Materials
n

ni

n

.

n

n

n

a) A risk of accidental explosionn or
release of hazar8ous sub'sfances
(Acluding, but,rSot limited to: oil, l
pesticides, ^
chemicals
or
radiation)?
I

SS

ENVIRONMENTAL S^TTING

Many propert^Qs in the project area and the vicinity have a history ot urban uses, including some t
use, handle,'and/or store hazardous materials. A material is considered hazardous if itappeaYs o
list of hazardous materials prepared by a federal, state, or local agency, or if it has characteristicJ
defined as hazardous by such an agency. Federal and state laws req ire detailed planning to ens
that ha4ar4us materialt are properly handled, used, stored, and dislIosed of, and in the event su
materials "
are'5ccidentally
.
}
n released, to prevent or to mitigate injury to thg
1111 public and the environment
0
Asbestos and lead-based painfi are hazardous materials of poTential concern because of th
carcinogenic (i e.,^cancer-cauaing) and adverse developmental pro Ri ne . Asbestos is ^I ^ ified^a^
known human carcinogen by federal, state, and local agenciesj^nd was identified as a toxi
contaminaRt in 1986 by the^Californja Ai;N Resources Board. The
of asbestos in housing mated
{e.g. ailingoints, insulation) was banna d in 1977. Lead was use n paint to improve its ^urabiliNOON
wasicommonlyn used in homes and commerciall buildings befo[g 1950. The concent^tio;s o r^^.,wi 11"
allowed in household paint were reduced in 1950, and in 1978 the U.S. Consumer Product Safet
11111
Commission lowered the legal maximum lead content in most kinds nof paint to trace concentrations
(i.e., less than 0b6®/®).

The countywide, Area Plan ?or Emergency Response to Hajardous Materials Incidents in Sacram
County applA to the 'project site. In addition, the County Sheriff coordinates emergency respon
through the En:e5j2 ncy Operations Unit.
STANDARDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

For purposes of this environmental document, an impact is considered significant if implementation of"
the proposed project would expose people (e.g., residents, pedestrians, construction workers) to any of
the following:
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i

►
►
n►

1.1

existing contaminated soil during construction activities,
asbestos-containing materials, or
existing contaminated groundwater during dewatering activities.

ANSWERS TOICHECKLIST QUESTIONS

ti

a

.1

.

31

a, c) 1 Accidental Explosion or Release of Hazardous Substances! Creation of a Health Hazard

n

^

The proposed project would not involve activities su h as industrial or manufacturing uses that cduld
generate significdnt emissions of hazardous substanc^s. The project could involve the use and storag2
^ n^
of small quantities of hazardous materials, such as pesticides! fertilizers, gasoline, and cleaning
--materials. The routine transport, use, and disposal of such materials wQuld be limited and wo V not e -^
expgcted to present a health risk when the materials are handled according to the manufacture^s',
instructions. Construction activities could also involve the transport, use, and disposal of hazardous
materials. Federal, state, and local regulations control every aspecl of the transport, use, and stooge of
hazardous materials. These regulations are designed to avoid significant hazards,to the public and' n
.pnvironment. Only small quantities of hazardous materials are expectled to be used on-site, and the
proposed project, including construction n activities, would be required to comply with all appticable
existing regulations concerning hazardous materials. As stated previously, the environTental risk
n
management database review did not identify the project site as containing listed hazardous materials
sites (EPA2008). Therefore, implementation of the proposed project would not disturb any existing n
hazardous materials on the project site. Therefore, this issue represents a less-than-significan^
J
impact.
-'
b),

Interference with an Emergency Evacuation Plan

The countywide Area Plan for Emergency Response to Hazardous Materials Incidents in Sacranent^
County lapplies Jo the project site. In addition, the County Sheriff coordinates emergency responsg
through the Emergency Operations Unit. The proposed project would be required to comply with these
plans. Therefore, this impact is considered less than significant,
d) n

Expfture of People to P+ptential Health Hazardl

A Combined Phase I and Limited Phase 2 Envrronmental Site Assessment (ESA) (e.g., search of lists
of hazardous m,aterials sites pursuant to,glioYernment Code Section 65962.5, reconnaissance-level fie
survey, historic research of past uses of the project area and surface testing) was prepared by Wallace
Kuhl & Assotiates (Appendix C), to'determine if the project area contains listed hazardous
n r
materialsfwaste sites. Additionally, a review of an environmental risk management database report fo -0
the project area and a one-quarter-mile radius around the project site was completed. The reviewed
infdrmation included federal, s'ta^e, and local environmental databases on properties with knowrr
hazardous environmental conditions or properties that handle, transport, use, or store hazardous
materials.
^.
'
1
The environmental risk management database review identified several underground storage tanks
(USTs) on the site.,The environmental risk assessment identified 22 properties listed on agency
databases within the vicinity (one-quarter mile) of the project site and provided the listed agency
database;Rhe status of the listed action, and the recommended course of action for 4dditional
'

investigation.

'.F

=
7 `
J
0
Investigation of the on-site USTs concluded that t^ere are thirteen USTs on the site. Nine of these
^
have been abandoned and require no further investigation or action. Other facilities requiring no further

action include a paint booth, hydraulic lift, oil/water separator and a suspected mechanic's pjt. The'
following is an excerpt from the ESA with regard to the other USTs:
n
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Based on the findings and conclusions of this subsurface investigation it ap art thAt the
identified Phase I ESA RECs do not warrant additional investigation. However, 4 of the 13
identhidd USTs require pro t- abaiYdoiiznent. The following are recommendations for the USTs
requiring groper abandonment:

E.
It .

•

Tank D
o Upon removal of the alectrical equipment above-the suspected location, remove
z::
It
the UST under SCE D parrnit.
Tank E
o Upon removal of the:,ftisting building, remove the UST under SC
o Additionally, remove thd associated contaminated soil.
--

®

Tank F
o

•

D pernzitr
I

i

x

Upon r6 oval of the efi4ing building, remove the UST under SCEMD permit.

Tank L
o Once Tank L is no lo er in u; remove under SCEIN/113 permit,
.:

.

The corrective actions above rare under the oversight of Sacramento County Environ mental
Management Department (SCEMD). The imposition of permit conditions and related regulations would
reduce potential impacts to less-than-si nificant,
e)

I ncreased Fire Hazard

.1

The project site is located in a developed area on flat terrain and is surrounded by urban uses.
Municipal water pipelines and water hydrants are located throughout the project area. Thereforer
development on the project site would not be subject to wildland fires (i.e., brush, grass, trees), and a
less-than-significant impact would occur.
M ITI GATIO N MEASU RES

I

I

a

No mitigation measures are required.
Ir
FI NDI NGS

Impacts associated with releasing hazardous substances, creating a health hazard, interfering with ary
emergency evacuation plan, exposing people to a health hazard, or increasing fire hazards pose a'
less-than-significant

I

.

Issue 10 : No i se
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ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

ti

The site is located in an urbanized environment, which is subject to noise from traffic corridors, trucks,
and other noise sources typical of a downtown environment. Surface traffic noise is the dominant noise
source in this part of nthe City. Light rail trains also run north and south along'7th Street to the east,
which may cause noise anq vibration.

..,

n

Ground vibration generated by construction equipment spreads through the ground and diminishes in
strength with distance. The effects of ground vibration can vary from no perceptible effects at the lowest
levels, to low rumbling sounds and detectable vibrations at moderate levels, to slight damage to nearby
structures at the highest levels. At the highest levels of vibration, damage to structures is primarily
architectural (e.g., loosening and cra%king of plaster or stucco coatings) and rarely causes structural"
damage. For most structures, a peak particle velocity (ppv) threshold of 0.5 inch per second N/sec) is
sufficient to avoid structural damage, with the exception of fragile historic structures or ruins (Federal it
Transit Administration 1995).
f
The City's Noise Ordinance (Title 8, Chapter 8.68 of the Sacramento City Code) contains standards for
permitted exterior and interior noise levels. The general standard for exterior noise is 55 dBA between 7 n
a.m. and 10 p.m. and 50 dBA between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. The standard for interioF noise is between 45
and 55 dBA between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m., depending on the duration of that noise.

Iw
^

T
STANDARDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

Thresholds of significance are those established by the Title 24 standards and by the Noise Elerfient of, n ^
the City General Plan and the City Noise Ordinance. For purposes of this environmental document, an
n
impact would be significant if implementation of the proposed project would result in any of the
IFU
following:
►

exterior noise levels on the project site that are above the upper value of the normally acceptable
category for various land uses (SPGU DEIR AA-27) caused by Voise level increases due to the n
project;
nn

►

residential interior noise levels of 45 decibels (dB) day-night noise level (Ldn) or greater caused by
project-related noise level increasbs;

►

construction noise levels not in compliance with the City Noise Ordinance;
Y

1

J •n

exposure of occupied existing and project residential and commercial areas to vibration peak
particle velocities greater than 0.5 in/sec caused by project construction;
►

exposure of project residential and commercial areas to vibration peak particle velocities greater_
than 0.5 in/sec ppv caused by highway traffic and rail operations; or

►

exposure of historic buildings and archaeological sites to vibratiQn peak particle velocities greater
than
)_0 0.25 in/sec ppv caused by project construction, highway traffic, and rail operations.
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^

'ANSWERS TO CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

a-b)

.
'
Increases in Existing NoiseLevels/ Exposure of People to Severs Noise Levels
n

1

Yi

Implementation of the proposed project would result in shdht-term and long-term increases in ambient
noise levels.r In the vicinity of the project site, the primary noise sensitive land uses include single
family residences in the neighborhoods to t^ie south o^ the project and senior housing to the east. A
Technical Noise Analysis j.q.brennan& associates, Inc. (Appe'hdix D) was completed for the proposed
project and the following discussion summarizgs the conclusions.

9 11

Construction of the proposed project would temporarily increase noise levels „during construction.
Noise from construction activities would add to the noise environment in thi immediate project vicinity. n
Activities involved in typical construdon would generate maximum noise levels ranging from 80 to 89
dB at a distance of 50 feet. Noise would also be generated during the construction phase by increased
'FAN
truck traffic on area roadways. A significant project-generated noise source would be truck traffic
associated with transport ofheaXy materials and equipment to and from construction sites. This noise
increase would be of short duration, and would occur primarily during daytime hours.

n

n

The City of Sacramento Noise Ordinance (Section 8.68.080 of the City Municipal Code) exempts
construction activities from the specified noise ordinance standards during the hours of 7:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday and from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Sunday. Generally, if a
construction project adheres to the construction times identified in the noise ordinance, construction
noise is exempted. Although the City of Sacramento Municipal Code`exempts construction activitiesd'
from the noise standards specified in the Wnicipal Code, construction activities, such as the use of
jackhammers and tractors, could expose occupants of nearby buildings to high Igyels of noise during
the day. Mitigation measures listed below would minimize construction noise impacts.
.
Construction of the proposed project could result ih temporarily vibration levels during, construction.
The primary construction activities associated with the project would occur when the infrastructure such
as buildings and utilities are constructed. Some construction could occur during occupancy o existing
and future residential units, however, it is expected that they would occur at considerable distances
from existing occupied residences and would be removed from future on-site uses. it nis not expected
that vibration impacts would occur which would cause any-structural damage.
n
"' ^

n^
n
n

n

n

n

To assess noise impacts9due to project-related traffic increases on the local roadway network, traffic
NOON
noise levels are predicted at a representative distance for both existing and future, project and npV
project conditions. To describe existing and projected noise levels due to traffic, the Federal Highway, s^
Administration Highway Traffic Noise Prediction Model (FMNA RD-77-108) was used .0 The model is^^"
based upon the Calveno reference noise factors foriautomobiles, medium trucks and heavy trucks, with
{
consideration given to vehicle volume, speed, roadway configuration, distance to the receiver, and he
acoustical characteristics of the site=The FHWA model was developed to predict hourly tea values for
n
free-flowing traffic conditions. To predict traffic noise levels in terms of Ldn, it is necessary to adjust the
input volume to account for the day/night'distribution of traffic. Traffic volumes for baseline and cumulative conditions and scenarios are contained in the Transportation Section of this document. The
p.m. peak hour traffic volumes were compiled into segment volumes and converted into daily traffico
volumes Ving a factor of 10. Truck usage and vehicle speeds on the local area roadways were
estimated from field observations.
n
Based upon the analysis, in only one case does the project result in an increase in overall traffic noise
levels of 4 dB Ldn. The instance where this'occurs is along C Street between 11th and 12th Street. This
occurs when comparing the Baseline vs the Baseline Plus Project scenarios. Further analysis indicatesthat all buildings are located outside of the 60 dB Ldn noise contour for that'section of roadway.
Therefore, there would not be an exceedance of the City of Sacramento exterior noise level criteria.
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I

n

.

n

I.

The City of Sacramento General Plan Noise Element specifies an acceptable exterior noise level of 60
dB Ldn for exterior areas of residential uses, including common use areas, and 70 dB Ldn for parks.
Outdoor areas for the residential^portions of the project would include common use areas such as
swimming pools, picnic areas and/or play areas, in addition to individual patios and backyards. To
determine the future traffic noise levels on the project site predicted cumulative traffic data was used.'
The proposed residential uses are not predicted to be exposed to exterior noise levels exceeding the
City of Sacramento 6"b dB Ldn exterior noise n leveln standard for the adjacent transportation noise n

n

soyrces.
n

n

r

r

nnn

n ^

^

The proposed project could expose new noise sensitive uses to exterior noise levels in excess of the
n
City of Sacramento transportalion noise level standards. The City of Sacramento General Plan Noise
^
Element specifies an acceptable exterior noise level of 60 dB Ldnfor exterior areas of residential uses,
including common use areas, and 70 dB Lanfor parks. Outdoor areas for the residential portions of thel n 1 T
project would include common use areas such as swimming pools, picnic aWas and/or play areas, in_
addition to individuaFpatios and backyards.
To "determine the future UPRR operations noise levels on the project site the railroad noise
n'
measurement data collectpd on the project site was used. The distance to the 60 dB Ldn railroad noise
contour is 169 feet from the railroad track centerline. The nearest residential facade which woula
n
JF.
cont5in an outdoor activity area such as a patio or balcony is the proposed "Rail Yard" Loft Unitsowhich n
is approximately 250 feet from the railroad track centerline. Therefore, the residential uses would be
n^
''
located outside of the UPRR railroad operations 60 dB Ldn contour. ^n

n

The proposed project could expose new residential uses to interior noise levels in excess of thenCity of•
Sacramento railroad interior maximum noise level standards of 50 dBA in bedrooms, and 55 dBA in
other habitable rooms. The Cit of Sacramento General Plan Noise nElement specifies an acce table^ ^
interior maximum noise level of 50 dBA in bedrooms and 55 dBA in otFier habitable rooms of residential
J
.
uses exposed to railroad noise.
n

n

The maximum measured noise n level due to railroad operations was 89 dBA at a distance of 60 feet n
from the railroad track centerline. The nearest residential fagade is the proposed "Rail Yard" Loft Units,
which is approximately 250 feet from theorailroad track centerline. Therefore, the residential facadesa
expected to be exposed to exterior maximum noise levels of 77 dBA. Assuming an exterior to interio
rm
noise level reduction of 25 dBA, a portion of the Rail Yard Loft Units would be exposed to interio
maximum noise levels of 52 dBA. Therefore, a portion of the westerp fagade ofithe Rail yard LofirUnit?
will require mitigation to reduce the interior noise levels to less than 50 .dBA Lmax in bedroom
areas.
.^
^^

n

n .
_
To determine the existing vibration levels on nthe projdct site due to train passbys, vibratjpp
measurements at the project boundary closesfito the railroad trackslnrere conducted on February 8,
2008. The results of the measurements,jndicated 'that the peak particle velocity (PPV) vibration levers
on the group,0 ranged beWeen 0.047 and 0.066 ( inches/second). Vibytion levejs of 0.1 incaes per
second in PPV is the threshold where people become annoyed, but there is below the threshold of any
structural damage. Thereforer, the new uses are not expected to be exposed to structural vibration
s
n
which would be in excess of normally acceptable criteria for vibration levels.
The proposed project could expose new noise sensitive _uses to exterior noise levels in excess of the
City of Sacramento non-transportation noise level standards. n The City of Sacramento Noise OrdinanT
ce
specifies an acceptable exterior noise level of 55 dB Leo and 75 dB Lmax for daytime (7 am to 10'p
noise generated by stationary uses. The sfflndard is applied at residential property lines. Based up
noise measurements conducted of the Burnett & Sons dust collector, the predicted noise levels at t
project property line (40 feet from the*dust collector) is^1 dB L5Q. However, Uie residential portions of
the site nnearest the dust collector (Mill Lofts, and 1^ail Yard Lofts) will have separate parcels and
therefore, the dust collector,noise levels could be applied at the nearest residential facades. The
F
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n

'

Ilk

n

n 1

r

n

predictions of the dust collector noise levels algo include an analysis of expected shielding of tlfe dust
collecf
1
a

.

L

.

^ .

The predicted noise levels associated with the.Burnett & Sons dust collector range between 81 dB and
54 dB L50! at theinearest building facades. Since the Artisan Building is not a noise-sensitive use, tiie
noise level performance criteria contained in the noise ordinance ar&specific to resideAkial uses, they
I would not apply at theoArtisan g
.
7 uilding.
.

.

U

.

^

Therefore, with7the implementation of the mitigation below, ijpcreases in existing noise levels would
result in a lesshhan-sign®ficant impact. Impacts related to exposur,e of people to severe noise levels
'
would be less-than-si§nificant with the implementation of the mitigation belbw.
MITIGATION MEASURES

N1: Locate fi^d construction equipment such as compressors and generators as far as possible fromm
sensitive receptors. Shroud or shield all impact tools, and muffle or shield all intakes and exhaust ports
on power construction equipment.
N2: As a means of achieving an additional 2 dBA of exterior to interior^oise level reduction, it is
''
recommended windows of bedrooms along the north fagade of the Rail Yard Lofts are fitted with
n
windows whiclrhave an outdoor-indoor transmission loss (OITC) of 30 dBFr1n additio4, the windows of
bedrooms along the west fagade extending from the northern edge ot tl1ebuilding to a plane which is
even with the KCRA building shall be fitteg„with windows which have M OITC of 30 dBA.
FINDINGS

The proposed project could result in a potentially significant increaselin existing noise levels and
could expose future residents and adjlcent sensitivg receptors to se
noise levels during,
construction. These impacts would be reduced to less-than-signific ,with adherence to City of
ance and implementation of the identified milig^ion.
Sacramento Noise Ordinance
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ENVIRONMENTAE SETTING `
n
n

Fire Protection

-0
Twenty-three fire stations are strategically located throughout the city to provide nassistance to area
residents (Duesett, pers. comm., 2008). Each fire station operates within a specific district that
comprises the immediate geographical area around the station. The following fire stations are located
within the vicinity of the project site:
_
.
► Station No. 1, 624 Q Street
^
► Station No. 2, 1229 I Street
► Station No. 5, 731 Broadway (at Eighth Street)

`
•^
•
^•

Station No. 2 would provide first-responder service to the project site.

^f •

PoliceOProtection
n ^^

The ppject site is in the jurisdiction of SPD's Nth Area, and police services J6ould be provided by the
William J. Kinney Police Facility.
Schools

The Sacramento City Unified School District (SCUSD)-provides educationaj services to the city of
Sacramento, including the project site. SCUSD has grown from 50,513 students in 1993-1994 to
51,420 students in 2004-2005, an increase of approximately 3%. The destrict includes 63 elementary ^
schools (grades K-6), nine middle1schools (grades' 7-8), and 12 high+schools (grades 9-12) (California
Department of Education 2005). On a district level, SCUSD defines a school as overcrowded when 'ts
n
enrollment reaches 90% of its capacity; most schools in the district are operating at or near capac'^y,• ti•
and many schools use temporary relocatable classrooms to expand capacity (City of Sacramento
2005a). By 2010, the district estimates enrollment to reach approximately 55,799 students (SCUSD
I`
2002).
Other Governmental Services
Other relevant governmental services include recreational facilities serving area. These facilities are ^r%
n
discussed in Section 15, "Recreation," of this checklist.
n
_Sl`ANDARDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

•

.

For purposes of this analysis, an imp'&ct would be considered significant if implementation of Xe
proposed project would result in the need Jor new or altered services related to fire protection, police
protection, school facilities, roadway maintenance, or other governmEntal services.
ON

^^ nn
'

•

ANSWERS TO CHECKLIST QUESTIONS
4/N

a-b)

Police and Fire Protection

n ^^

The proposed project would intdnsify existing residential and commercial uses on the project site and in n L
the project area, which could create an additional demand for police and fire protection services. J
However, project developers would be required to pay development impact fees, which would include=
fees that stipport fire protection services, personnel, and resources to serye the project site. In addition,
proposed buildings would be required to install fire sprinkler systems as required by the City's Building
Code.
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I
C

Development impact fees would be'paid for needed improvements to fire service facilities and services,
and building code requirements would ensure the installation of fire protection and suppression
features, development on the project site is considered to have a less than significant impact on fire
.
"
;,
services.
b)

Police Protection

I

.

AlthoLf'gh the project site would= not be located close to a police station, police emergency-response
times would not be expected to increase because emergency response often originates from squad
cars on patrol beats rather than from the station itself. In addition, the California Highway Patrol and
SPD share a concurrent jurisdictional :relationship within the area surrounding the project site.

.

.

The proposed project would intensify existing residential and commercial uses on the project site and in
the project area, which could create an additional demand for police services. However, the project site
is already developed and served by SPD. The proposed project would generate only a minor additional
demand for police services and levels of service provided by these departments would be adequate to
serve the project site, the potential for increased police protection services is considered less than
significant.
.

c)

Schools

The proposed project would include a residential component and thus would generate a direct demand
for school services and facilities from SCUSD. This demand could manifest itself as an incremental
increase in demand for existing school services and facilities, or as a demand for new or altered school
services and facilities if existing capacity is not sufficient.
The" Central City Community Plan (CCCr) identifies the nged for a joint-use urban school or
enhancement of existing schools to serve downtown Sacramento residents. Along with this, the CCCP
includes a policy that encourages the City of Sacramento and the school district to collaborate in
creating a joint-use urban school or enhancing existing schools to serve downtown residents (Ope*
Space and Community Facilities, Policy b.1).
To ensure adequate funding is available for new school facilities that would be necessary to serve
downtown Sacramento, the City requires developers pay school impact fees prior to issuance of .
building permits (City of Sacramento 2008). Payment of these required school impact fees would
ensure adequate funding is made available to school districts to pay for construction and operation of
new school facilities as needed to serve development, including the proposed project. In addition, the
California Legislature has declared that the school impact fee is deemed to be full and adequate= .
mitigation under CEQA (Government Code Section 65996). Therefore, this impact is considerY less
than significant
d)

Other Governmental Services

Other relevant governmental services include recreational facilities serving the capitol area. These
facilities are discussed in checklist'item 15, "Recreation," of this checklist.
MITIGATION MEASURES

No mitigation measures are required.
FINDINGS

Police/fire persorinel, schools, libraries and parks provide a wide range of services that are affected by
population increases. The proposed project would not result in significant population increases, and
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there wiil be no measurable increase in demand for these services or new facilities. Impacts on public
Miss
services would be less than significant.
.

Issue 12: TJti[ities and Service Systems

LY

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

Y

Local and Regional Water Supply and Treatment
.
.
The City currently provides domestic water service from a combination of surface water and
groundwater sources-the American River, Sacramento River, and groundwater wells-to nearly„
132,000 customers within its service area (City of Sacramento 2005a). Water from the American River
and Sacramento River is diverted by two water treatment plants: the Sacramento River Water
Treatment Plant (SRWTP), located at the southern end of Bercut Drive appr8ximately 1-1/2 miles north
of the project site, and the Fairbairn Water Treatment Plant (FWTP), located at N6 northeast corner of
State University Drive South and College Town Drive approximately 6 miles southeast of the project n
site (City of Sacramento 2005b). Water diverted from the Sacramento and American Rivers is treated,
n1
stored in storage reservoirs, and pumped to customers via a conveyance network.
n
r

.

The FWTP and SRWTP divert water from the American River and Sacramento River, respectively. In
2003, the City finished an expansion of the SRWTP, increasing its capacity from 110 million gallons per
day (mgd) td 160 mgd. The expansion also included construction of a new intake structure on the ^
Sacramento River. An expansion of the FWTP was completed in 2005, increasing the capacity of the
n^
FWTP from 90 mgd to 200 mgd. In 2002-2003, the FWTP treated an average of 59.2 mgd of water and
the SRWTP treated an average of approximately 56.8 mgd (City of Sacramento 2005b).
^
The City holds five water rights permits: one for diversion of Sacramento River. water and four for ti
diversion of American River water. The City also holds a permanent water right settlement contract with
the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. Under this agreement, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation agreed to
operate its Fglsom and Shasta facilities to provide a reliable water supply to the City's downstream
diversion intakes, and the City agreed to liaiit total diversions under its Sacramento and American River
water right permits to 326,000 acre-feet per year (afy) (City of Sacramento 2005a). During extremely'
dry'years, the Water Forum Agreement limits annual withdrawal from the American River to 50,000 afy;
;however, there are no diversion limitations on the Sacramento River. therefore, entitled American n
River water may be diverted at the SRWTP below the confluence of the Am^rican and Sacramento
Rivers, and water supplies are identical for normal years and dry years (City of Sacramento 2006). The
City currently (for the year 2005) has a water demand of 148,898 afy and a surplus of deliverable water
supply of 56,102 afy during normal years.
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1

The City maintains 34 wells for potable and nonpotable use that can supply up to 30 mgd and produce
up to 33,600 afy.iiistorical average annual groundwater use for the p6riod11997-1998 through 20032004 was 20,454 afy. Although the City focuses on developing surface water as its primary source of
water supply, the groundwater well system allows flexibility by providing additional watersupWies when
the[,p are low river flows (City of Sacramento 2005a).
^
-^

.

The City operates 10 storage reservoirs, eactY with a capacity of 3 million gallons except Florin
Reservoir, which has a capacity of 15,million gallons, for a system-wide 42 million gallons of storage. In
addition.to thereserVoirs, the water treatment plants together maintain an on-site storage of more than n
43'-million gallons. The stored water is used to meet the city's water demand for fire flows, emergencies, _
and' peak hou'rs. The City's current storage capacity is adequate to meet the city's flow demands during
'^ 11
emergency events, even under full buildout conditions (City of Sacramento 2005a).
•'
Sewerand Stormwater Drainage
39

^il
n

The downtown City of Sacramento Area is served by the Combined Sewer System (CSS) and is
conveyed to the Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant (SRWTP) located south of the City.
The SRWTP currently has a permitted treatment capacity of 181 mgd of average dry-weather flow and
currently treats average dry-weather flows of 165 mgd. The SRWTP is a secondary treatment facility
(City of Sacramento 2006).
Solid Waste Disposal

,,A

Solid-waste materials collected by the Solid Waste Division of the City Department of Utilities are sort ^d ^
at the Sacramento Recycling and Transfer Station, with the remaining refuse taken to Lockwood
Landfill in Lockwood, Nevada. Because the Solid Waste Division do6s not use a specific calculation to
r
determine the volume of solid waste that would be generated by development projects, calculations n ^
from the California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWRIIB) are used. CIWNIB provides' an"g,
average per-capita disposal rate for Sacramento County of 0.36 ton per year per residence (CIWMB
2007a).
Related to commercial land uses, CIWMB identifies a solid-waste generation rate ranging from 0.01
pound per square foot per day (lb/sq ft/day) for offices to 0.046 lb/sq ft/day for commercial retail A n
0.013 lb/sq ft/day for commercial land uses (CIWMB 2007b).
n^ n
n

:L
A.

The Sacramento Recycling and Transfer Station is limited to accepting 2,000 tons of solid waste per.
r
day under its solid waste facilities permit)m currently tht transfer station accepts approximately 1,100
tons per day (City.of Sacramento 2005a). The remaining life expectancy of Lockwood Landfill islillOw
currently estimated to be 90 years (City of Sacramento 2005a)x
.
STANDARDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

n

n
'.

i
nn
For purposes of this environmental document, an impact would be significant if implementation of the
proposed project would:
i^n
► ^ result in a detriment to microwave, radar, or radio transmissions;

► create an increase in water demand that would exceed the water supply or treatment capacity;
► substantially degrade water quality;
► exceed the capabilities of landfills used by the Cit?, or
► ,generate stormwater that would exceed the capacity of the stormwater system.

n
n

^^„n

V.
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ANSW;R% TO CHECKLIST Q UESTIONS
.

a)

.

.

1%

Communication Systems

%X

Many federal, state, and local government agencies,], use radio and microwave repeaters mounted on
building rooftops. . Most radar energy is receivable within a certain arc, or range, from th6 sending point
to the receiving point. Obstacles suctT as tall buildings sorftietimes block communications within this:,
range. Some systems require a clear line of sight for dependable communications, and any obstacle
located between the sending point and the receiving point, including buildings, could block
.
communications or create a blind sp6t in the communications system.

y
F

The Sacramento City Fire Code requires that a building be tested for radio coverage, and must include
a radio antenna to transmit radio signals within the building if necessary: In addition, the project site is
not located within the path of Public Safety Microwave Network transmissions. Impacts related to
communication systems are therefore considered to be less than significant and will not be analyzed
in the EIR.
_
il
b, c)

ti
Local and Regional Water Supply and Treatment

Sacramento serves all proposed developments within city limits that are consistent with the City's
General Plan, allowing the City to plan for adequate water supply and treatment capacity. The City's
water rights to the American and Sacramento Rivers may be a limiting factor in accommodating future
development beyond the year 2035, but treatment capacity is currently the primary factor in determining
the City's ability to serve new development. New water supply system infrastructure would be
coordinated with development as it occurs. The proposed project would be required to contrib4e'
towards its share of expanding the water treatment facility through appropriate fees to accommodate •
increases in flow through the system.
y l^imrupd

The pmjeotssite is r--urre

riveted steel water traRsPnission

4

y a system of looped water mains SUFFeURdirig the site. A 24
-gin Grosse the pFGjeGt site in the R9411 south

the exiStiRg sewer FnaiR. -ReIGGation of this Main through the site is Rot

development Of the site There are 10 iRGh mains lGGated in ELifth and
Stppepet north P-f the
Alley, and a 10 iRGh main south of the Gil? Alley.
.

to be Fnet with the existing sot&. The p4pesed de

R.,

^

,
^^

,

F

Thil; main may be required te

if the pFejeGt site is an ipated te

.
.

Impacts related to domestic water supply and infrastructure needed to deliver water are considered to9p1r.,
be less than sign`rficant.
d)

^Sewer or Septic Tanks

The City of Sacramento's Combined Sewer System (CSS) is a stormwater and wastewater collection
n
system designed to convey domestic sewage, commercial and industrial wastewater, and surface, F M
stormwater runoff in a single pipeline. The proposed project could have an impact on the CSS that
currently occasionally encounters failure. The City is implementing a long =term 'control plan for the
Z
CSS which included system im rovements. The applicant will be reguired as a condition of approval to
contribute appropriate CSS developments fees for the CSS capacity and system improvements.
The City requires that existing and proposed'seWer flow calculatiqps be submitted to the D2partment of .
Utilities. Any necessary sanitary sewer lines and connections must be designed and constructed to the'
standards set forthuin the Clty of Sacramento Sewer Design Standard. New wastewater collectio#f
system infrastructure would be coordinated with development as it occurs. The proposed project would
be required to contribute towards its share of expanding wastewater collection and treatment capacity
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n
^

.

at the SRWTP through appropriate fees. Impacts related to wastewater collection and treatment are
'
considered to belless than significant.
.
e)
Stormwater Drainage

.

The project area was previously developed and the change in the amount of impervious surface would
be minor. Since the project would not significantly increase the amount of impervious surface, it is
anticipated that';torm runoff would not increas'i; and there would be no substantial effect on the CSS.
The project applicahts would be required to contribute CSS development fees to ensure that the CSS is
.
not impacted.
f)

Solid Waste Disposal

The City of Sacramento, Department of Public Works, Solid Waste Division collects the solid waste in
the project vicinity and takes it to the Sacramento Recycling and.jransfer Station, located at Fruitridge
Boulevard and Florin Perkins Road.
BLT Enterprises of Sacramento Inc. sorts the waste for
recyclables and hauls the remainder to the Lockwood Landfill, in Nevada.
State Assgmbly Bill 939 (AB 939) required all cities to develop a source reduction and recycling ' n
program to achieve a 25 percent reduction of'solid waste by 1995 and a 50 percent reduction by the
year 2600. To comply with the AB 939 requirements, the City of Sacramento amended its
comprehensive Zoning Ordinance to include a Recycling and Solid Waste Disposal Regulations
section. Chapter 17.72, Recycling and Solid Waste Disposal Regulations, calls for all commercialroffice, industrial, public/quasi-public, and five-unit or more multiple family residential developments to
create a recycling program which includes a flow chart depicting the routing of recycled materials and a
site plan specifying the designing components and storage locations associated with recycling efforts.
Therefore, the proposed project would result in a less than significant solid waste impact.

}

MITIGATION MEASURES
y

n

No mitigation measures are required.
FINDINGS
Impacts associated with communication systems, regional water supply and treatment, sewer or septi(i
tanks, and solid waste disposal would be less than significant,

I

Issue 13: Aesthetics, Light, and,Glare.

•

.

1

I
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ENVIRONMENTAL SETJING

The project area is developed with existing urban uses and is surrounded by urban development. HighdensityresidentiaLiand uses, olice buildings, and commercial/retail businesse %exist wathan the project
area. The surrounding areas include offices to the north, west, and east and multifamily residences to
the south. The project area does not contain scenic resources, is not located in an area designated as
a scenic resource or scenic vista, and is not visible from a state-designated scenic highway.
U
Furthermore, the project area is not located on elevated terrain.

.

The project area is visible from the immediate surrounding area as well as two local highways, 1-5 and ^
U.S. Highway 50 (U.S. 50). However, views from 1-5 near the project site are limited because the r 1T .
portion of 1-5 closest to the project site is located below grade. Views are most prominent from bridges
associated with the interchange of 1-5 and U.S. 50.
W(

STANDARDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

For purposes of this environmental document, an impact would be considered significant if
implementation of the proposed project would cast glare in such a way as to cause public hazard or
annoyance for a sustained period of time, or cast light onto oncoming traffic or residential uses.
a)

.•
I

Scenic Vistas or View Corridors

The project area is developed with existing urban uses and is surrounded by urban development. The
project area does not contain scenic resources, is not located in an area ,designated as va scenic
resource or scenic vista, and is not visible from a state-designated scenic highway. Furthermore, the
project area is not located on elevated terrain, which would make it more visible from surrounding
areas. As a result, development of the projec-buildings would not diminish long-range, scenic views.i
.
Therefore, a less-than-significant impact would occur.

I.

.

b)

.

Aesthetic Effects
f,S

Under the proposed project, the project site would remain in urban use, but it could be redeveloped withp •^
a variety of new urban uses, including multifamily residential and commercial/retail uses that would ^^^
15 ^
serve the local community and contribute to the overall vitality of the project area.
^
Development of the project site would change the appearance of thellarea as seen from nearby areas,
L
`
but the project area is urban and is surrounded by existing urban development; therefore!
redevelopment of the project site to higher density residential and retail/commercial uses as part of th
proposed project would not degrade the existing visual character or quality of the area and d it
n
'- n
surroundings.
.
I
The project's design would have to undergo design review and comply with design policies jn
ml
accordance with the City's Central City Design Guidelines, which are intended to maintain a high level
.
of quality and attractive appearance for development projects in downtown Sacramenlo and to ensure
that neEv development and redevelopment keeps with the city's character. Therefore, the proposed
project would result in less than significant impact on the existing visual character of the project area
r
and its surroundings.
I

I

.

c)

Light or Glare

Implementing the proposed project would involve installing new lighting fixtures that could increase the
amount of; nighttime lighting in the project area. The City's Central City Design Guidelines include
specific lighting guidelines for commercial, office, and multifamily residential development within the city,
to reduce-light and glare impacts. Implementation of City design standards would be required as part of
the proposed project, which would avoid the creation of new sources of substantial light or glare
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.

I

t

associated with the proposed project. Therefore, the proposed project would result in a less than
significant light and glare impact,,
,
MITIGATION MEASURES

No mitigation'measures are required.
FINDINGS
I

f.

Impacts associated with aesthetics, light and glare, views and vistas would be less than significant. .

Issue 14: Cultural Resources

a)
b)
c)
d)

Disturb paleontological resources?
Disturb archaeological resources?
Affect historical resources?
Have the potential to cause a
physical change which would affect
unique ethnic cultural values?
e) Restrict existing religious or sacred
uses within the potential impact
area? ,

n

1
^
0

;;r
ENVIRO NM ENTAL SETTING

I

Paleontological Resources

n

n

The project site is underlain by the Urban Land soil type as defined by NRCS (2008). The definition
provided by NRCS for the Urban Land soil type identifies the soil as material located under impervious n It
surfaces that may have been altered duripg construction. Geologic mapping in the project area
indicates that the proposed project would be located entirely within Holocene (11,000 years Before
Present and younger) basin deposits (Wagner et al. 1987). By definition, an object must be more than^ L^n +
'
"+^
11,000 years old in order to be considered a fossil.
n
Archaeological, Historical, anW Calltural Resources and Values
rl

.
CEQA broadly defines what can constitute a cultural resource. Such resources can include traces of
prehistoric habitation and activities, historic-era sites and materials, and places used for traditional n
Native American observances or places with special cultural significance. In general, any trace of
human activity more than 50 years in age must be treated as a potential "historical" resource (a cultural
resourge that is eligible for listing on thg California Register of Historical Resources [CRHR]) under
CEQA. However, since many projects occur over a period of years from planning to implementation, 45
years is the study threshold Therefore, this analysis identifies traces of human activity that are already^
45 years of age or older or will be 45 years of age or older at project completion. In addition, the State
CEQA Guidelines require consideration of unique archaeological sites (Section 15064.5). If an
archaeological site does not meet the criteria for inclusion in the CRHR but does meet the definition of
a unique archaeological resource as outlined in the California Public Resources Code (Section
21083.2), it may be treated as a historical resource.
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n

n

Theprojegt site is the site of the tormer Crystal CrNmery, a notablJ long-time Sa8ramento business
located in the Alkali Flat ndighborhood. Crystal Cream & Butter Company was founder by George
Knox and his wife Caroline in 1901. n They were churning butter and cranking out ice cream in the rear
of the Hensler Grocery in the 700 block of K Street. In 1904 the operation was moved to its own
n
n stordfront at 1320-22 J Street, the site of today's Convention Center. The creamery continued to grow
and eventually moved to a 40' x 80' brick building on the project site at 1013 D Street in 1912.

n
'

•
Buriedl6rchaeological deposits may exist on the project site Od could be encountered during ground;
disturbing activities (e.g., grading). Further, California law recognizes the need to protect Native
American human burials, skeletal remains, and items associated with Native American burials from n

vandalism and inadvertent destruction. As specified in Sections 1050.5 and 7052 of the California
Health and Safety^ode and Section 5097 of the Public Resources Code, procedures to protect and
respectfully treat these resources must be implemented.
n

I
n

^

'' 1^ n
i
M

STANDARDS OF SIGNMICANbE

n

n

For purposes of this environmental document, an impact would be considered significant if
implementation of the proposed project would:
►
►

cause a substantial change in the significance of a historical or archaeological resource as defined
in Section 15064.5 of the State CEQA Guidelines, or
^ -.
.
directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique geologic feature.

ANSWERS TO CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

a)

,

n

Paleontological Resources

-^rkw
n7
n '^

n

Although a formal document search and ar}alysis of the project site and project area for known
paleontological resources had not been completed at the time e this initial study was prepared, the
project site could contain potential paleontological resources. Geolo@ic mapping in the project area
indicates that the project site is located entirely within Holocehd (11,000 years Before Present naIhd
younger) basinn deposits (WagrSer et al. 1987). Because, by definition, an object must be more than
11,000 years old in order to be considered a fossil, construction-related activities in these deposits
woulg not have an impact on paleontological resources. Therefore, the proposed project would retultilin
less-than-sign.lficant impact.
'^

n

n

b..d)
n

n

Archaeological and Cultural Resources and Values

or

n

E^.aried prehistQric and historic-era archaeological deposits may exis't on the project site and couldbe anencountered during ground-disturbing activitigs (e.g., grading). Recent projects in the downtown
Sacramento area have also demonstrated that such deposits may include4. prehistoric human
'
interments.
n_^
nn

Construction of the proposed project could result in the inadvertent discovery of undocumented
archaeological, materials or human remains and the disturbanc ^ or destruction of a known historica6 or^
archaeological resource. Therefore the project could result in poteptially significant cultural resource
impacts. Implementation of the mitigation measures identified below would reducd the impacts to leg.9than-significant.
n
^
111 1 ^
n1

c)

Historical Resourcbs

A Historical Resource Inventory and Evaluation Report was prepared by Historic Environment
Consultants (Appendix E) for the project site ti to identified potential historical resources prior to
consideration of approving the demolition permit. There were three historic properties on the former
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nn
n
n

n

0.
r
n
n^
n
CrystdCreamery site: the Wells Fargo Express Co. former stable; the former Globe Mills grain
warehouse; ind, the Shrout Garage building at 406 11 th Street.

'n
ti
ti

.P
n

n

The historical.report concluded that none of the struclures on the site met the criteria for listing in the
California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR)'or National Register df Historic Places (NRHP)*
even when considering the ages of structures on the site. Therefore, the project site does not contain ^
any historical resources and implementation of the proposed project would not affect any historical..
resources. Therefore, this impact is considered to be less than significant.
_
-^
n

S

}

n

n

^

The project site is in the Alkali Flat neighborhood which is the oldest remaining rdsidential area in I "^ n n
Sacramento and there are two Historic Districts listed in the National Re^ister of Historic 'Places, the
nn
California Register of Historical Relources, andii the Sacramento Register in the immediate vicinity of
`^'
the Project area. The Historical Resource Inventory and Evaluation Report included the following
J n
recommendations (not required mitigations) with regard to these resources: n
•
^
n In
1

n

Y
n

.

'

1. Development on the portions of the Project site that face the Alkali Flat North Historic District along
'
11th Street should be.compatible with the nearby District image in terms of scale aV articulationti
Character-defining features of the Historic District should be acknowledged such as yards or gardens,
streets, street furnishings, o'p'en spaces, building design and building materials, and their character not
diminished by the design of the new construction directly across the itreet. The settings of the Alkali n Y^ r
Flat North Historic District and the nearby Alkali Flat Central Historic District should be respected by
^
visual additions to their vicinity.
.
an
'
n
ti
'^ n
2. Development design diagonally opposite the qortheast and northwest portions of`the Alkali Flat
r
Central Historic District should acknowledge the scale and character of the District along E Street from.,
9°h to 10'h Street and 10th Street to the alley, and the northwest portion of he block of 11 th to 12th Street n
and the alley between E and F Streets. The essentially intact block along E Street ftom 9th to 10th'
Street is an important streetscape and contributes to the Historic Disttict as does houses on the ;
southeast corner of 11th and E'Streets. The new construction diagonal to these blockfaces should'^]- nnn
acknowledgE71he importance of its setting in its design, in terms of scale and character, and avoid, % `
diminishingncharacter-defjping features of the District.
e)

Fjeligious or S'acred Sites

The project site, as well as the project vicinity, is currently developed with urban uses. There are'no
known nreligious or sacred uses within or in the immediate vicinity of the pPoject area. Therefore, the
pr,pposed project would have a less-'IYaA-significant im^act on these resources.
•

.

n

^

MITIGATION MEASURES
n

n

'

^

^

^ '

CR1: The projectapplicant shall hire a professional archeologist to perforrrLarchaeological monitoring.
'
during pround-disturbing construction activities for the duration of the projgct.
n

If any subsurface archeological or historical features or deposits are discovered during construction, aAwork within 50 meters of the resources shall be halted. Archeological test excavations shall be
conductedntd' aid in determining the r16ture and integrity of the find. If Ae find is deterrpined t6 A0 - ^
significantpy the qualified archeologist, representatives of the City and he qualified archeologist shall
coordinate to determine the appropriate course of action. All significant cultural materials recovered
shall be subject to scientific analysis and professional museum curation. In addition, j report shall be
prepared by the qualified archeologist according to current professional standards.
CR2: , If Native American archeological, ethnographic, or spiritual resources are involved, all
identification and treatment shall be conducted by qualified archeologists, who are certified by the
Society of Professional Archeologists (SOPA) and/or meet the federal standards as stateb in the Code
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n

Iy
Yl'

of Federal Regulations (36 CFR 61), and Native American representatives, who are approved by the
local Native ,^merican community as scholars of the cultural traditions.
In the event that no such Native American is available, persons who represent tribal governments
and/or organizations in the locale in which resources could be affected shall be consulted. If historic
archeological sites are involved, all identified treatment is to be carried out by qualified historical
archeologists, who shall meet either Register of Professional Archeologists (RPA), or 36 CFR ,61
requirements.
.
CR3: If a human bone or bone of unknown origin is found during construction, all work shall stop in the
viciMity of the find, and the County Coroner shall be contacted immediately. If•the remains are
determined to be Native American, the coroner shall notify:the Native American Heritage Commission,
who shall notify the persoM most likely believed to be a descendant. Thelmost likely descendant shall
work with the contractor to develop a program for re-internment of the human remains and any
associated artitacts. No additional work is to take place within the immediate vicinity of the find until the
identified appropriate actions have taken-place.
N
n

FINDINGS

The proposed project could result in a potentially significant impact for discovery of undocumented
archaeological resources or human remains which can be mitigated to less-than-significant. The
project would result in a less-than-significant impact for historic resources, paleontological resources,
or religious or sacred sites.
•
•

Issue 15: Recreation
I

Ic

Increase the demand for
neighborhood or regional parks or
other recreational facilities?

n

ENVIRQNMENTAL SETTING

^i

Repreational facilities in the vicinity of the project site include: Zapata Park, a 1.37 acre park that •
contains picnic faci4ties, shade structure, basketball court and a play area located at 905 E Street and .
n
Johnson Park that contains a picnic area and community garden at 515 11th Street. In addition, the
project site is within a mile of the Sacramento River Parkway.

4

STANDARDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

For purposes of this environmental 6 document, an impact would be considered significant if
implementation of the proposed project would:

.
n

cause or accelerate substantial physical deterioration of existing area parks or recreational facilities,
•
^
or
create a need for construction,,or expansion of recreational facilities beyond what was anticipated in
the general plan or community plan.

n
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ANSWERS TO CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

a, b)

rA

Demand for Recreational Facilities ^nd Impacts on Rscreational Opportunities

The City's park dedicatiqn service level goal is to require five acres of parkland dedication for every
1,000 population. This goal has been translated into the City's Quimby Ordinance to apply different
factors to the calculation, dependent upon the type of housing to be provided. In some instances,
particularly in infill situations like this project, the requirement is relaxed to require less parkland
dedication, with the remainder to be made up by the payment of dedication in-lieu fdes. The proposed
park/open space area in the form of plaza space in the development may qualify towards the provision
of parkland dedication. Payment o the required fees and provision of acceptable parkland as part of
the project would result in a less-than-significant impact on the demand for recreational facilities.
Implementation of the proposed 'project would increase the number of residents and workers in the
project area. As a result, daytime use of nearby parks by residents and employees associated with
redevelopment of the project site could result in an incremental irtrease in'the use of existing park
facilities. These r" sidents and employees would^ikely use local parks and recreational facilities in the
community. Construction at, or expansion of, existing parks and recreational facilities would not be
necessary as a result of this incremental increase in dse of parks and recreational facilities. Although
the local increase in residents and employees would contribute to routine wear and tear on these park
facilities,rthe pYoject applicant would be required to pay City park-development fees, and ong %ing
maintenance of parks is funded through bonds, grants, and visitor fees collected from museums and
concessions. The project would result in less-than-significant impact on recreational opportunities.
'MITIGATION MEASURES
No mitigation measeires are required.
.

FINDINGS

ti

Impacts associated with recreation would be less-than-significant

Mandatory Findings of Significance
0
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
,Mitigation
Incorporated

Less Than
Significant
,., Impact

Mandatory Findings of Significance
a) Does the project have the potential to
degrade the quality of the environment,
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or
wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop qelow self-sustaining
levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or
animal community, reduce the number or
restrict the range of a rare or endangered
plant or animal or eliminate important`
examples of the major periods of California
history or prehistory?
b)

Does the project have the potential to
achieve short-term, to the disadvantage of
long-term environmental goals?
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c)
.

d)

Does the project have impacts that are
individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? ("Cumulatively considerable"
means that the incremental effects of a
project are considerable when viewed in
connection with the effelets of past projects,
the effects of other cur6ent projects, and
the effects of probable future projects)?
Does the project have environmental
effects which will cause substantial
adverse effects on human beings, either
directly or indirectly? Disturb
paleontological resources?

V,

^

Y

ANSWERS TO CHECKLIST QUESTIONS

A.
As discussed in the Biological Resources section, mitigation measures have been
included to ensure the project will not degrade the quality of the environment, substantially
reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below
self-sustaining levels, or threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community. As discussed in the
Cultural Resources section, there are no historically significant buildings or items on the site.
Mitigation measures have been included in the case that previously unidentified cultural or
historical resources are uncovered during construction.

n

B.
As discussed in the preceding section, the project does not have the potential to achieve
short-term, to the disadvantage of long-term environmental goals.
.
„
C.
When impacts are considered along with, or in combination with other impacts, the
project-related impacts are less-than-significant. The proposed project will not add substantially
to any cumulative effects. Project related impacts would be mitigated to a less-than-significant
level; therefore cumulative effects are not considered a significant impact.
V
D.
The project does not have environmental effects that could cause substantial adverse
effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly with the implementation of mitigation
measure for potential air quality and noise impacts. The site is not known to contain any
hazards. However, construction activities could reveal previously unknown hazards. The
proposed project is required to comply with all applicable laws concerning hazardous materials.
As discussed in the Cultural Resources section, there are no known paleontological resources
on the site. Mitigation measures concerning how to handle paleontological resources were
included in the case previously unidentified resources are uncovered during construction
activities.
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SECTION IV-E 4 VIRONMENTAL ACT0 4S POTENTIALLY AFFECTED

The environmental factors cheded below would potentially be affected by this project.
n
q

Aesthetics

El

Agriculture Resources

q : Air Quality

®

Biological Resources

®

Cultural Resources

El

Geology / Soils

El

Hydrology % Water Quality

q

Land Use / Planning

El

Population / Housing

Hazards & Hazardous
Materials

q

q

Mineral Resources

®

Noise

El

Public Services

q

Recreation

q

Utilities / Service Systems

El

Mandatory Findings of
Significance

n

Transportation / Traffic
El

None With Mitigation

n

n

SECTION

1

1

On the basis of the initial evaluation:
I find that the Proposed Project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the
environment, and a NEGATI\(E DECLARATION will be prepared.
4•
n

X I find that although the Proposed Project could have a significant effect on the
environment, there will not be a significant effect in this case because the project specific
mitigation measures described in Section III have been added to The project. A
NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.
I find that the Proposed Project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is re9pired.

' October 20, 2 008

L zl y Buford
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September 29, 2008
E225.000

am

Ellie Buford
City of Sacramento Development Services
300 Richards Blvd.
Sacramento, CA 95811
Application: Notice of Availability/Intent to Approve - Draft Mitigated
Negative Declaration for the Creamery Project (P07-123)
Dear Ms. Buford:
2a"d of uirbctam
ftpvup**.

Both the Sacramento Area Sewer District (District) and the Sacramento
Regional County Sanitation District (SRCSD) reviewed the Notice of
Availability/Intent to Approve a Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration for
the subject project.
It is noted that the proposed project will consist of a total of 272 highdensity re,sidential dwelling units an4 101,180 square feet of retail space olY
8.2 developed acres. The project site is located in the Alkali and Mansion
Figts;j*neighborhood in the City of Sacramento. The proposed project is
generally bounded by the Union Pacific Railroad ^UPRR) line to the north,
E Street to the south, 10 Street to thee^ and 11 Stre'e't to the East.
,,
The comments sent in a letter dated July 2, 2008, are still valid and are
repeated below for your convenience.

H

11W-!r K. ONAdW
bwrht Ehonser

The subject property is outside the boundary of the District but within the
Urban Service Boundary and SRCSD shown on the Sacramento County
General Plan. City Utilities Department approval will be required for
sewage service.
'
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If you have any questions regarding these comments, please call Amandeep
Singh at 876-6296 or myself at 876-6094.
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Ms. Ellie► Buford
City of Sacramento, Development Services Department
300 Richards Boulevard
Sacramento, CA 95811 n

•

.
y

n
n

Draft Mitigated Neaative Declaration for the Creamery Project (P07-123)
(SMAQM D# SAC200701180)
.
.

Dear Ms. Buford:

1

r

.

^ n
.

ti)
Thank you for providing the Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) for the Creamery
project to the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD) for review.
Overall, the SMAQMD believes the project is a good examplg of high-density, mixed-use infill
and appreciates the early submittal of an Air Quality Mitigation Plan (AQMP) which the SMAQMD
endorsed on September 16, 2008.
^
I

;A

n

F

.

.
.

With that in mind, SMAQMD staff offers the followio comments:
.
A
1. Since the Project is mixed use, the SMAQMD's screening tables are not sufficient to
determine the air quality significance of the project. An URBEMIS analysis needs to be
.performed. If the construction impacts are found to be significant, the SMAQMD
recommends the City include staqdard construct4on mitigation. The mitigation language
can be found on tlie SMAQMD'j CEQA webpage.
• ti •
2. The MND did not discuss climate change. The SMAQMD recorrnends the City include a
discussion on climate change impacts (as requested in the SMAQNP's NOP letter)' The
U^BEMIS analysis will assist by providing project CO2 emiAions. The City should
acknowledge the expected C02 emission reductions as a result nof the AQMP developed
•
for the project.
.
3. Due to the project's proximity to an ac;ive raiday line, futurg residents of the project
will be exposed to diesel particulate (DPM) emissions from locomotives, which pose an ..
elevated cancer ri,%k. The SMAQMD strongly recommends the City include mitigation for
DPM in the MND. If possible, the project site design should locate residential land uses
furthest away from the
he railway line (parkipg lots and commercial properties could be
moved closer to the railway.line). Additionally, the project proponent should commit to
planting rEdwoodand/or deodar cedar trees along the northern and western project
boundaries to help filter DPM, and include passive (drop-in) electrostatic filtering
systems, especialry those with low air velocities (i.e., lmph); in heating and cooling
L
systems instAled in the buildings.

I
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Ms Ellie Buford
The Creamery Project MND
October 2, 2008
Page 2

.

Please contact Joseph Hurley at 916-874-2694 or ihurley@airquality.orq or me at 916-874-4881
or khuss@airquality.org if you have any questions regarding these comments.
ER

Sincerely,

Karen Huss
py
Associate Air Quality Planner/Analyst
Cc:

Mr. Larry Robinson, SMAQMD
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October 16, 2008

Ellie Buford
City of Sacrarriento, Development Services Department
Environmental Planning Services
300 Richards Boulevard
Sacramento, CA 95811
Subject .• Comments on the Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration for the Creamery Project,
P07-123
Dear Ms. Buford:

First, on behalf of the parents and facljlty of Sacramento Montessori School, we would like to
thank you for providing us with 60 CDs of the various documents comprising the Draft Mitigated
Negative Declaration for the Creamery Project.
Your assistance in this regard was invaluable,
and we would like to underscore our appreciation of your efforts, including having the CDs
delivered to our campus. "

1.

Secondly, what follows are our comments regarding the Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration
for the proposed Creamery Project. These comments are based on the analysis undertaken by
Sacramento Montessori School, located to the east of the easternmost boundary of the
proposed Creamery Project, i.e., 11"' Street between D and C Streets.
•
;,
Sacramento Montessori School serves infants, toddlers, and children to entry into the first
grade. The School was developed originally in 1989 by the developer of the then U.S. Bank
Plaza building in response to concerns about the impact of that development on the demand for
childcare in Downtown Sacramento. The historic Marie B. Hastings building at 1123 D Street
was rehabilitated in 1990 to house the Sacramento Montessori School, and the School began
providing services this" same year. The Marie B. Hastingsobuilding is'on the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP) and is known as the third oldest building in Sacramento.

Comments on the Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration for the Creamery Project,
P07-123, page 1
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In 1995, with the development of the Wells Fargo Bank building in Downtown Sacramento, the
School's Infant-Toddler
.: facility at 1111 D Street was built to meet the additional childcare
demands in Downtown .
^
n
'
^

a n

"

,.

The Sacramento Montessori School's current enrollment, including full- and part-week attending
children,9s slightly more than 100 children.
n

Our Understandin4l of the Proposed Creamery Proji3ct's Development
We understand that, in addition to the proposed 'South Park development between D and E and
10"' and 11th Streets, the proposed Creamery Project will consist of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two proposed office buildings
The proposed office bu"qding that fronts 11t" Street at the alley between D and C Streets
is 49 feet in height with mechanicals included. This is the alley used by most families
when picking up or dropping off their children.
Next to this proposed office building would be a"parWng court" for 175 vehicles.
Immediately behind this parking area would be the proposed Mills Lofts; the Mills Lofts
would be four stories in height and higher with roof-top placed mechanicals.

ti

The South Park located on the parcel bounded by D and E and 10th and 11th Streets
276 housing units

Our Concerns about the Development
Our concerns about the proposed Creamery Project fall in major areas, including, but not
limited to:
•
•
•
•

Lack of consideration of Sacramento Montessori School's Marie B. Hastings historic
building
Location of the three-story office building on il"' Street across from the alley used by
the School's families
Traffic circulation, sensitive receptors, and air emissions
Parking
K

Marie B. Hastings Historic Building
No mention was made in the Initial Study of the Marie B. Hastings building. Yet, this threestory brick building was constructed in 1873 and is on the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP). Reference in the environmental documents is made to the Alkali Flat North Historic
District along 11"' Street, particularly the south corner of 11 th and D Streets, but no mention is
made of the area north, where Sacramento Montessori School is situated. The Initial Study
indicates that:

Developn^ent on the portions of the Project site that face the Alkali Flat North Ffistoric
District along 11th Street should be compatible with the nearby District image in terms of
scale and articulation. Character-defining features of the Historic District should be
acknowledged such as yards or gardens, street furnishings, open spaces, buildirig design
and building materials, and their character not diminished by the design of the new
construction directly across the street. The settings of the Alkali Flat North Historic
District and the nearby Alkali Flat Central Historic District should be respected by visual
additions to their vicinity (p. 52).

Comments on the Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration for the Creamery Project,
P07-123, page 2
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1

We understand that one of the proposed three-story office buildings faces 1V' Street between
D and C Streets oh the proposed driveway directly across the street from the existing alley
(between D and C Streets). "It is also our understanding that this office building will be 40 feet
in height. However, when the reef-top mechanicalls are ad ded, the proposed
building's height increases to 49 feet.

.

in

Directly across the street from this proposed offp building is an early 1900's Victorian
structure. About half-way down the alley is Sacramento Montessori School. It is our opinion
that this proposed office building is not friendly to its existing neighbors and indeed diminishes
T4
their character because of its height.
•

We have concenns that the location of this proposed office building will
impact the character of existing structures bemuse of its height.

•

We have strong concerns about the massing of the two proposed office
buildings, particularly the proposed building that will face 11"' Street, and
the potential impacts of this massing on our neighborhood.

•

We strongly recommend that a significant off-set of the 49-foot high
structure so that it does not overwhelm its neighbors and/or substantial
setback of the'ofFice building to minimize impacts. Ideally, this office
building and its accompanying parking lot would be moved more to the west
toward the KCRA complex which is commercial and would provide more
significant offset from D S
t and the railroad tracks behind it.

.1L

The scale of the South Park development, located between D and E Streets and 11"' and 10th
Streets, suggests compatibility with "...the nearby District image in terms of scale and
articulation".
The proposed three-story office building that faces 11th Street between D
and C Streets will have potential impacts to the historic assets in the
neighborhood.
•

•

We believe that the proposed 49-foot high office building, located where
curtently planned, obstructs the neighborhood's scenic view corridor and
blocks views of the Marie B. Hastings building.

N1

Its height is also a visual obstruction for those at Sacramento Montessori
School and violates their aesthetic sense of scale.

.

Traffic Circulation, Air Emissions, and Sensitive Receptors
Traffic circulation through the alley at the rear of Sacramento Montessori School to 12th
Street, i.e., between C and D Streets and 11th and 12th Streets, is already a serious concejn
to faculty and staff at Sacramento Montessori S9hool and parents of children
attending the School. On Zlays when large-scale garbage trucks block one side of the alley
and/or Capitol Ice Cream Company is accepting deliveries vis-a-vis large-scale delivery trucks
(threlt days per week on average), vehicle traffic in the alley comes to a halt, causing vehicles
to queue with engines running. Traffic queuing, and resultant increasedaufamobile
emissions, has a negative impact on air quality through increa sed emissions of
carbon monoxide (CO), partieular matter ( PM), and ozone (03).

Comments on the Draft M itigated Negative D eclaration for the Creamery Project,
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'

Additionally, "cut-through traffic" is a major concern. The proposed project design with
the 49-fdot highyoffice bdildinq and its driveway di
ly across the street from the
existing alley bebind the S6b6l will create signifcarit impacts to.traffic enterTng
and exiting the Sacramento Montessori School complex. As you may expect, safety of
the children attending Sacramento Montessori School is an extremely important issde, along
with the safety of ogr staff-and parents of children attending our school. Traffic and safety are
likely to be impactea by vehicles exiting 12th.Street, cutting through tLe alley behigd the School,
and entering the office building's driveway. Vehicles exiting the drlveway and cutting through
the alley to access 1P Street are also likely to impact traffic and safety. . In both cases, the
traffic issues which Sacramento Montessori Schoolocurrently faces are further negatively
impacted by the proposed project and not addressed in the proposed Creamery Project's
environmental documellts.
•
.
•

. 7

no review of thvimpe of traffic, traffic A ueuing, air emissionk, and
We•fi
otlie ir quality issues r^sulti g from increAsed traffic volume aSa result of
the 00psedproject to t1he seniors who Ihow or will reside in the Globe Mills
compf .
0
We believe that the impact of thege issues both to children andseniors should
be addressed.
11

We reviewed the`fraffic Impact Analysis 4made available for public comment and found no
mention of impacts to Sacramento Montessori School or traffic circulation in and
around the School. We believe this to be a serious oversight for the reasons given above and
because, without consideration of the School and increased traffic through the alley as a result
of the office building and parking lot locations, the "less than sianificant impact" finding is
indeed suspect. We are also concerned that we could find no reference in the Initial Study or
in the companion Negative Declaration documents to suggest that the alley behind the School
was taken into account in conjunction with the parking lot and the office building fronting 11th
Street between D and C Streets. 01n the Traffic Impact Analysis, there is mention of the 11th
Street driveway (across from the alley), but the description given of this driveway is simply that it
is a:
...southerly driveway north of D Street: The driveway appears to be located across 11th
Street from the existing alley and is not located near an existing intersection. As such,
the driveway is not expected to affect traffic operations at the intersections." (Traffic
Impact Analysis, p. 37, emphasis added).
There is no mention about how the manner in which traffic will operate at the proposed
driveway/alley entrance which suggests that there is no activity there now. Obviously, this is not
the case.

, Pointed out in the Initial Study is "one important reason for air quality regulations and
standards", i.e., "... the protection of those members of the population who are most sensitive
to the adverse health effects ofa/r pollution, termed sensitive receptors". Sensitive receptors
refers to specific population groups - children and the elderly, among others - and land uses
where they would be located for long periods. Schools, playgrounds, and child care centers are
among the commonly identified sensitive land uses.
The children attending Sacramento Montessori School are all under the age of six years with
about half of them under the age of two years. These children spend, on average, nine to ten
hours each day at our School. Decreasing air quality through increased vehicle emissions is
simply not acceptable to these sensitive receptors.
Comments on the Draft11 Mitigated Negative Declaration for the Creamery Project,
P07-123, page 4
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In addition, it should be noted that asthma rates in Sacramento10 County are among the
highest in the nation.
If traffic from the proposed office building and/or the proposed parking lot is permitted through
the alley, it will likely result in impacts to health and safety as well as to traffic and circulation
.because children are often walked through the alley when leaving the School. We would hope
that the City planners and the developer will help to protect the air and walkways for our young
children.
We would recommend that, if the proposed office building and its adjacent parking
lot cannot be redesigned with offsets and/or setbacks or moved closer to the
commercial KCRA TY property, the proposed building be moved to D Street at 10"'
Parking in the Alkali Flat Neighborhood along its Northern Borders
Contrary to a statement in the Initial Study, there are a significant number of unmetered
parking spaces in the Alkali Flat neighborhood, particularly along its northern border. There are
unmetered parking spaces along D Street between 11th and 10"' Streets and along C Street
from 11th to 15th Street. (14th and 15th Streets are in the Mansion Flat neighborhood, not Alkali
Flat). Staff at Sacramento Montessori School observed that many of those parking along
these streets are employees of the City, County, State, and Federal Governments who can park
at no cost for up to ten hours in some cases. We believe that this fact should be noted and its
impact taken into account when parking strategies are formulated for the new development,
which, in and of itself, will increase the demand for parking spaces in the area.
Need for Child Care in Downtown Sacramento
The proposed Creamery Project environmental compliance documents do not address social
impacts associated with either current or projected child care demand as a result of the
proposed Project. However, the need and demand for child care in Downtown Sacramento is
critical.
0
In the fall of 2005, a collaborative comprised of the Sacramento Local Child Care &
Development Planning Council, the Sacramento County Office of Education (SCOE), First 5
Sacramento, and Child Action, Inc., received a Constructing Connections^grant from the Low
Income Investment Fund (LISF). Sacramento County 6ecame one of ten counties participating
in a statewide grant program. One of the findings of this group is that:
The inclusion of child care in planning and development in Sacramento, regional, county
and city government general and transportation plans, and zoning that incorporates
child care services in residential and commercial zones is critical if the expanding child
care needs of Sacramento County are to be met. (Sacramento Local Child Care and
Development Planning Council's Child Care Plan, "Promoting Excellence in Child Care,
Sacramento Child Care Plan 2007-2012" (p. 25, emphasis added).

Another findrhg is that:
Early care and education services must be convenient and accessible to families
throughout the county regardless of income or needs (ibid).

Comments on the Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration for the Creamery Project,
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There are approximately 154,296 children ages 0-13 with parents in the labor force in
Sacramento County and 54,761 licensed child care slots. Essentially, licensed child care is
available for only 35" rcentofthechildren wilh parents in the la rforce Countywide.
(California Child Care Portfolio, published by the California Child Care Resource and Referral
Network, 2005). The greatest demand for care is for infants, followed by toddlers and
preschool-aged children.
^
•
At the present time, Sacramento Montessori School's Wait List for infants and toddlers stretches
into August 2009 with babies not yet born constituting about one-half of our Wait List. Its Wait
List for those 2.5 years and older is also significant. The School does not anticipate having any
vacancies in Infant, Toddler, or its Children's House (for those 2.5 years and older) until the
summer of 2009.

This.situation is typical of child care facilities in the Downtown area. Downtown Sacramento is
impacted by the number of workers who commute to and from their homes to work. While the
number of Downtown residents is increasing as a result of new housing starts, the greatest
demand for child care continues to be from State of California, City of Sacramento, and County
of Sacramento workers who tend to live outside of Sacramento's Central City but commute to
work.
The proposed Creamery Project intends to offer approximately 276 housing units. To anticipate
that at least ten percent of those occupying these units will need child care is conservative. We
recommend that child care be included in the proposed Creamery Project, and Sacramento
Montessori School is willing to help in this regard.
Our Support of the C

mery Project

We believe that the proposed Creamery Project is a viable project for the Alkali Flat community
and Sacramento Montessori School in particular. However, we are asking the City of
Sacramento and project proponents to seriously consider the issues we have raised, including
impacts associated with the view shed of the School, location of the office buildings, traffic
circulation, health and fety, and social resources. We are certain that representatives from
Sacramento Montessori School and parents of children attending our School would be interested
in working with the developer and architect to ensure that the'pro sed Creamery Project
minimizes impa cts to environmental resources, is consistent with the historic assets to the north
on 11th Street, does not diminish the visual character of the area, and is enhanced ^.y the
proposed project.
Please let us know if you have any questions.
.Sincerely yours,
°
LE LY

Site Dir ctor

N
i MAr
PROSSER, Ph.
Administrative Consultant
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